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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The application of conventional fracture mechanics to assess the integrity of a cracked 
structure relies on the development of a single parameter which uniquely characterizes 
material resistance to fracture. By assuming the existence of a dominant singularity in the 
crack tip stress and strain fields, this single parameter correlates macroscopic fracture be-
havior among different cracked bodies ranging from small test specimens (e.g. pre-cracked 
CVN) to engineering structures. This transferability of fracture toughness values repre-
sents a key concept in single parameter fracture mechanics (SPFM). Material resistance 
to catastrophic brittle fracture is characterized by a critical value of the stress intensityfac-
tor, KIc (or Jc ), while resistance to the onset of ductile fracture is characterized by a critical 
value of the J-integral, J Ic ' Beyond the initiation of ductile fracture, the J R - /)..a curve rep-
resents the material resistance to further ductile crack extension. Material testing specifi-
cations, e.g. ASTM E399 (1990) and ASTM E813 (1989), were established to describe the 
measurement of fracture toughness in laboratory specimens. These standards require that 
the crack tip be loaded in bending, and that the specimen possess sufficient thickness and 
crack depth to insure highly constrained conditions at the crack tip. However, many engi-
neering structures contain small cracks and are subjected to tension rather than bending. 
These "in-service" conditions do not represent the highly constrained crack tip deformation 
required by SPFM. Consequently, predictions of structural fracture resistance based on 
fracture toughness values from standard laboratory specimens may be overly conservative. 
Assessment procedures that recognize the geometry dependence of fracture toughness are 
necessary to evaluate realistically the fracture integrity of cracked structures. 
1.1 Elastic Plastic Fracture Mechanics 
The theoretical foundation for elastic-plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM) derives from the 
J-integral as originally proposed by Rice (1968). The path independent contour integral 
takes the form 
where, 
f au· J = Wdy - a··n·-lds U l aX l r 
r = an arbitrary counter-clockwise path that encloses the crack tip; 
W = strain energy density; 
1 
(1-1) 
aij = components of the Cartesian stress tensor; 
n i = components of the unit outward normal vector to the contour F; 
U i = displacement vector components; 
xl = direction parallel to the crack; 
ds = an incremental length along the contour F. 
The J-integral is path independent under the following conditions: stationary crack, lin-
ear strain-displacement relationships, and a homogeneous, linear or non-linear elastic ma-
terial. Various authors (deLorenzi, 1982; Krishimoto, et al. 1980; Shih and Moran, 1987) 
have proposed modifications of Eq. (1-1) to accommodate body forces, finite strains and 
crack face tractions. 
Hutchinson (1968) and Rice and Rosengren (1968) (HRR) demonstrated that under cer-
tain limited conditions, J uniquely defines the magnitude of the deformation fields around 
a crack tip. Consequently, the J-integral provides a scalar parameter which describes the 
driving force to fracture and the material resistance to fracture. In the near-tip region, the 
stress, strain and displacement are given by the HRR field equations: 
(1-2a) 
(1-2b) 
(1-2c) 
where 0ij(8; n), Eij(8; n), ilij(8; n), and In are dimensionless functions. The HRR fields are the 
first term of the complete asymptotic expansion for materials which follow a pure power-
law constitutive model under small strain theory. Since the HRR solutions require that the 
crack remains sharp for all levels of deformation, these solutions do not represent the blunt-
ing of the crack tip. Consequently, the HRR fields are meaningful only at distances from 
the crack tip approximately larger than the crack tip opening displacement eCTOD). The 
accurate description of the near tip fields by Eqs. 1-2(a-c) also requires that the plastic zone 
at the crack tip remain unperturbed by finite boundary effects. This condition, termed 
small scale yielding (SSY), exists only in an infinite body containing a single-ended flaw and 
loaded at infinity by the K[ fields. However, SSY conditions may be approximated in test 
specimens and structures when the plastic zone at the crack tip is small compared to the 
smallest geometric dimension (i.e. thickness, crack length, remaining ligament). Under 
SSY conditions, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between J and K[ ; 
2 
Lower transition 
(Jd 
Lower shelf 
(Klc) 
• 
Upper shelf 
-------
(JR-LJa) 
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• Cleavage fracture (11a > 0) 
Temperature 
Figure 1-1. Schematic variation of fracture toughness with temperature 
observed for ferritic materials. 
(1-3) 
1.2 Fracture Mechanisms of Ferritic Materials 
In ferritic materials, the mechanism of fracture changes from ductile tearing to brittle frac-
ture with decreasing temperature over a potentially narrow temperature range (see Fig. 
1-1). Specimens tested on the "upper shelf' exhibit large amounts of stable, ductile crack 
growth before final failure by unstable tearing. The standard JR-curve (ASTM 
EI152,1987) describes the resistance to this type of continued ductile crack growth. On the 
''lower shelf', specimens exhibit limited crack tip plasticity and a brittle fracture mode; frac-
ture of these specimens may be characterized using K 1c' The temperature range between 
the upper and lower shelfis termed the ductile-to-brittle transition region (DET). In the low-
er transition region, cleavage fracture is the primary fracture mode; however, significant 
crack tip plasticity is required to achieve microscopic separation of the material in the near-
tip region. This plasticity violates the linear-elastic assumptions necessary to interpret the 
fracture toughness as K 1c ' Such fracture toughness values are reported typically as critical 
J-values (denoted J c). In the upper transition region, a strong competition exists between 
cleavage fracture and ductile tearing; cleavage fracture may be proceeded by small 
3 
J 
Continuous Stable Tearing 
Cleavage Fracture After 
Ductile Tearing 
Figure 1-2. Schematic representation of the resistance curve. 
amounts of ductile tearing. Here, J Ic denotes the initiation of ductile crack growth and J c 
indicates cleavage fracture. 
To characterize material resistance to ductile tearing, the J R-curve may be developed 
as shown schematically in Fig. 1-2. A sharp crack deforms into a blunted tip under in-
creased loading along the straight (''blunting'') line. Stable ductile tearing initiates at J Ic 
and continues along the J R-curve. Some specimens fail by cleavage fracture following small 
amounts of ductile crack extension (Jc > J Ic ). 
Due to the strain-rate sensitivity of the flow properties for most ferritic steels, the DBT 
curve is sensitive to the loading rate of the specimen. Quasi-static (slow-bend) tests produce 
the lowest transition temperature for strain rate sensitive materials. As shown by Barsom 
and Rolfe (1977), the DBT curve can shift substantially (to the right) for structural steels 
loaded at even moderate rates. Impact loading of the specimen typically reduces the J c val-
ue at a given temperature in the DBT region. However, impact loading increases the upper 
shelf toughness (JIc ) and the tearing resistance (dJ Ida) above quasi-static values which 
may be explained by the higher yield stress of the material in the near-tip region compared 
to the remaining ligament (due to the variation of strain rate within the specimen). The 
elevation of yield stress at the crack tip enables the remaining ligament to absorb more 
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plastic work than under quasi-static loading, which increases the J necessary to grow a 
crack. 
1.3 Effects of Finite Specimen Size on Fracture Toughness 
Due to limited machine capacities and material costs, fracture testing is often conducted 
on small laboratory specimens. These specimens typically have a thickness of 25 mm and 
width of 50 mm. Testing small specimens of structural steels in the transition or upper shelf 
regions introduces additional complexities in the interpretation offracture toughness data. 
Above lower shelf, structural steels often support significant plasticity at the crack tip prior 
to cleavage fracture or ductile crack initiation. This large scale yielding (LSY) violates the 
assumptions of SPFM and the near-tip fields are no longer accurately described by Eqs. 
1-2(a-c). Opening mode stresses fall below SSY levels at the same J-value while strains 
increase above SSY levels. 
The breakdown of SPFM introduces a specimen size dependency into cleavage fracture 
(Jc) and ductile crack growth data (JIc' dJ Ida). In addition, cleavage data measured in the 
ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) region using small specimens typically exhibit consider-
able scatter compared with fracture toughness values obtained using large specimens. This 
scatter develops from the interaction of large scale yielding in the specimen, the competi-
tion between ductile crack growth and cleavage fracture, and microstructural variations 
of material features in the near-tip region. The specimen size dependency and scatter in 
fracture toughness data are discussed from a mechanistic viewpoint in this research. 
With the violation of SSY, the one-to-one correspondence between J and the near-tip 
fields is lost. It is now generally accepted that additional parameters are needed to charac-
terize specimen size effects on macroscopic fracture toughness. The J-Q continuum me-
chanics framework (O'Dowd and Shih; 1991, 1992) describes the near-tip fields under gen-
eralloading conditions in finite bodies; J sets the scale of deformation at the crack tip, and 
Q quantifies the level of stress triaxiality in the near-tip region relative to that in SSY. To 
apply this framework, a series of fracture mechanics specimens that exhibit a wide-range 
of constraint conditions are tested. Each specimen provides a critical (J, Q) pair from which 
a toughness locus for the material is constructed. This methodology becomes prohibitively 
expensive due to the significant number of experiments required over a range of tempera-
tures. Moreover, it does not establish a quantitative procedure for addressing the scatter. 
Dodds and Anderson (1991) quantify constraint effects on fracture toughness by cou-
pling the global fracture parameter (Jc ) with a near-tip failure criterion for transgranular 
cleavage. This toughness scaling methodology (TSM) does not attempt to predict absolute 
values of fracture toughness from metallurgical parameters. Rather, it predicts the varia-
tion of Jc values with constraint changes for a given material/temperature by scaling to 
a SSY reference solution based upon the volume of material within principal stress con-
tours. The model provides robust predictions of constraint effects on cleavage fracture 
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Figure 1-3. Charpy V-notch specimen (all length dimensions given in mm). 
toughness provided the crack tip stress fields across specimen type differ only in the level 
of triaxiality (Dodds, et al. 1993). However, this model does not reflect stress variations 
within a stress contour, with equal weight attributed to all material volumes that lie within 
a specific contour. Ductile crack extension and high-rate loading generate near-tip stress 
fields sufficiently different in character from stationary cracks and cracks subjected to qua-
si-static loading to question the validity of the D-A model under these conditions. 
For transgranular cleavage, several approaches have been proposed to relate local fail-
ure conditions to macroscopic fracture parameters through the explicit adoption of weakest 
link statistics. The ''Weibull stress", as proposed by Beremin (1983), attains particular sig-
nificance as a local fracture parameter for trans granular cleavage. Cleavage fracture may 
be described as the unstable propagation of a macroscopic crack due to the growth of micro-
cracks upon reaching a critical condition. The Weibull stress provides a connection between 
the micro cracking process, a continuum view of the material and a tractable mathematical 
formulation. The Weibull stress derives from the assumption that a random distribution 
offlaws constitutes a property of the material, and that there exists small (yet finite) vol-
umes of material at the crack tip which fully embody a population of uniformly distributed 
flaws. 
1.4 Charpy Specimens 
Conventional fatigue pre-cracking of the Charpy V-notch specimen effectively converts the 
CVN into a small SE(B) specimen (see Fig. 1-3). Specimen size, yield stress and fracture 
toughness of typical structural steels combine to cause the violation ofSSYprior to fracture 
in CVN specimens under quasi-static loading (hereafter all references to a CVN specimen 
imply one with fatigue pre-cracking). However, the CVN specimen is often tested at ele-
vated loading rates which increases the deformation prior to violation ofSSY for rate sensi-
tive materials. These elevated loading rates shift substantially the DBT curve for structur-
al steels, as shown by Barsom and Rolfe (1977). Consequently, the development of 
structurally relevant fracture toughness values from impact-loaded CVN specimen repre-
sents a complex fracture problem which involves the influence of specimen size and impact 
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loading. This research quantifies the effects of loading rate and specimen size on fracture 
toughness values measured by impact-loaded CVN specimens. 
1.5 Research Objectives and Scope 
This research quantifies the influence of impact loading on ductile tearing and the driving 
force for cleavage fracture in the pre-cracked CVN specimen. This study focuses on the de-
velopment and application of computational procedures and tools to quantify the interac-
tion of impact loading, material strain rate sensitivity, cleavage fracture and ductile crack 
growth in the ductile-to-brittle transition region. 
In finite element analyses, short duration impact loading of fracture specimens with 
sufficient mesh refinement to resolve the crack-tip fields presents special challenges. These 
include: the need to resolve both stress-wave effects upon impact and the response at much 
longer times near the fracture point, robust models to predict viscoplastic response of the 
material, extremely large numbers of degrees of freedom in three-dimensional models and 
very large differences in relative element sizes in these models. The modeling of ductile 
crack growth under impact loading requires additional features in a finite element code: 
a material model which accounts for ductile void growth includingviscoplastic rate effects, 
cell extinction using the traction-separation model and automatic load step sizing based on 
the rate of damage accumulation. These requirements led to development of the WARP3D 
(Koppenhoefer, et al. 1994) finite element code to support the analyses presented here. 
This research includes six chapters. Chapter 2 presents a description of essential fea-
tures implemented in the WARP3D code. The chapter begins with a discussion of the global 
solution techniques for the nonlinear equations of motion. Subsequent sections include: ele-
ment level procedures, plasticity algorithms (Mises and Gurson-Tvergaard), and J-integral 
formulations. 
The next three chapters of this research consist of three self-contained research papers 
which address cleavage and ductile fracture in CVN specimens. In Chapter 3, plane strain 
finite element models are utilized to extend the toughness scaling model (as proposed by 
Dodds and Anderson, 1991) and the J-Q locus (O'Dowd and Shih, 1991) to include loading 
rate effects on cleavage fracture without prior ductile tearing. This work is extended to 
three-dimensional analyses in Chapter 4 where the Weibull stress approach provides the 
basis for determining loading rate and specimen size effects on cleavage fracture toughness 
values. Chapter 5 addresses the influence of impact loading on ductile crack extension in 
CVN specimens. By examining the effects of impact loading and specimen size on both 
cleavage fracture and ductile tearing, this research provides an in depth analysis of the 
CVN specimen over the DBT region offerritic materials. Each of these three chapters may 
be read as a complete body of work. 
Chapter 3 describes a deterministic approach to quantifying impact rate effects on frac-
ture toughness in CVN specimens. In this chapter, the original toughness scaling model 
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and the J-Q theory are employed with plane strain, impact analyses. Deformation levels 
at the violation of SSY are given for impact loading rates. A parametric study describes the 
influence of loading rate and material strain rate sensitivity on these deformation limits. 
Chapter 4 presents a probabilistic approach to quantify impact rate.effects on fracture 
toughness through detailed 3-D analyses of CVN specimens. A modified toughness scaling 
methodology based on the Weibull quantifies the effect of through thickness variation of 
the crack-tip fields. The toughness scaling model provides a basis for determining quasi-
static fracture toughness values from impact-loaded specimens. This procedure is applied 
to experimental data obtained from a Cr-Ni-Mo-V pressure vessel steel and accurately pre-
dicts quasi-static fracture toughness values from impact-loaded, CVN specimens. The dis-
tribution of pointwise J-values through the thickness is examined for quasi-static and im-
pact loading. Total "eta" factors are given to relate absorbed energy in the CVN to through 
thickness and mid-thickness J-values. 
Chapter 5 describes the influence of impact loading on resistance to ductile crack 
growth in CVN specimens. Computational and experimental studies are described for qua-
si-static and impact-loaded fracture specimens (CVN and IT SE(B)). Calibration of the 
crack growth model proceeds through analyses of ductile tearing to match R-curves ob-
tained from quasi-static specimens. This crack growth model then predicts R-curves ob-
tained from impact-loaded specimens of the same material. A total of three experimental 
studies are considered. In each case, calibrations determined from quasi-static analyses 
predict accurately the increase in ductile tearing resistance due to impact loading utilizing 
the same parameters for quasi-static and impact analyses. This section also examines the 
effects of ductile crack extension on the Weibull stress under quasi-static and impact load-
ing conditions. 
Chapter 6 summarizes the research and details future work. 
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Chapter 2 
Dynamic Nonlinear Finite Element Analysis 
The computations reported in this thesis are generated using the research code WARP3D. 
This finite element code was developed specifically to analyses three-dimensional, nonlin-
ear, dynamic problems in fracture mechanics. Short duration impact loading of 3-D fracture 
specimen models with sufficient mesh refinement to resolve the crack tip fields presents 
special challenges for finite element analyses. These include: the need to resolve both 
stress-wave effects upon impact and the response at much longer times near the fracture 
point, robust models to predict viscoplastic response of the material, extremely large num-
bers of degrees offreedom, and very large differences in relative element sizes over the mod-
els. To model ductile crack growth under impact loading requires additional features in a 
finite element code which include: a material model which accounts for ductile void growth 
including viscoplastic rate effects, cell extinction using the traction-separation model, and 
automatic load step sizing based on the rate of damage accumulation. This chapter details 
the features of WARP 3D pertinent to the computations presented in this thesis. 
2.1 Nonlinear Equations of Motion 
The structure occupies configuration Bo at time t = 0 and evolves through time to the de-
formed configurationB at time t. In the Bo configuration, the structure remains undeform-
ed and at rest. In reaching the deformed configuration, the structure may displace in any 
manner, including rigid body translation or rotation in the absence of true deformation. 
This situation is illustrated in Fig. 2-1. The position vector X identifies a point in the unde-
formed configuration and x denotes the position vector of the same point in the deformed 
(current) configuration. The vector d is the displacement vector that takes the point from 
the initial to the deformed configuration. The nonlinear implementation of the finite ele-
ment method in WARP3D employs a continuously updated formulation naturally suited for 
solids with only translational degrees-of-freedom at the nodes. The governing equations of 
equilibrium derive from the principal of virtual work expressed on the current, B, configu-
ration. Throughout the deformation history of the structure, this choice of reference config-
uration remains in effect. 
The remainder of this section describes the derivation of the equations of motion. Meth-
ods for solution of the resulting nonlinear algebraic equations are described in subsequent 
sections and followed by descriptions of the specific finite element formulations and the 
adopted formulation to model finite strains and rotations. 
The weak formulation of momentum balance equations (virtual work) expressed in the 
current configuration is given by 
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J IJETadV - J odTfdV - i~ odtPi = 0 (2.1) 
v v 
where V denotes the current volume, OE and (J are the virtual rate of deformation vector and 
the Cauchy stress vector, fis the body force vector per unit volume in the deformed configu-
ration, and each Pi is a 3 x 1 vector of concentrated external forces acting at m discrete 
points (see Malvern, 1969; Marsden and Hughes, 1983). We use 6 x 1 vector forms of the 
symmetric tensors for OE and (J. The operator 0 denotes a small, arbitrary virtual variation. 
The virtual rate of deformation tensor and the Cauchy stress tensor form a work conjugate 
pair when defined on the current configuration. 
External force vectors remain constant in magnitude and direction over a load step. The 
nodal forces Pi may comprise directly applied nodal forces and the (work) equivalent nodal 
forces due to specified surface tractions applied on element faces and other body forces, e.g., 
self-weight. Inertial D'Alembert forces arising from accelerations are given by 
f= -Qd (2.2) 
where Q is the mass density in the deformed configuration. By including acceleration forces 
in f and body forces due to self-weight in Pi' Eq. (2.1) becomes 
J IJETadV + J odTeddV - i~ odtPi = 0 (2.3) 
v v 
initial (undeformed) configuration 
Y,Y,y 
deformed configuration 
~:;"""-----II"" X,X, X 
Figure 2-1. Definition of initial and current (deformed) configurations. Equations 
of motion are written on the deformed configuration. 
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Following standard procedures (Hughes, 1987; Cook et. aI, 1989), Eq. (2.3) transforms 
from a purely continuum form to an (equivalent) finite element form as given below begin-
ning with integrations over each element to define the volume integral over the structure 
(2.4) 
~~m #~m m I (buJIe)j + I (buJMeiie)j - I bdTpi = 0 (2.5) 
j=l j=l i=l 
(2.6) 
where u is the global nodal displacement vector, U e is an element nodal displacement vector, 
Ie is an element internal force vector, Me is an element mass matrix, and P is the global 
external force vector. Subsequent sections outline procedures to compute the element inter-
nal force vector and the element mass matrix as well as the element tangent stiffness ma-
trix. The summations in Eq. (2.6) denote the global assembly process. Since the bu are arbi-
trary in nature, 
(2.7) 
After performing the assembly processes implied by the L in Eq. (2.7), the global equation 
of motions become 
1+ Mu = P (2.8) 
The vectors have size 3 x m, where m denotes the number of structural nodes. Nonlinearity 
in I arises from the element internal force vectors (geometric and/ or material effects) while 
P become nonlinear when tractions applied to element faces have constant orientation rela-
tive to the deformed face (e.g., pressure loads). 
2.2 Dynamic Analysis: Newmarkp Method 
Numerical time integration of the equations of motion in WARP3D is performed using the 
Newmark f3 method (Newmark, 1959). This approach employs a two parameter family of 
equations that define the displacement, velocity, and acceleration at time tn+l in terms of 
the displacement increment from tn to tn+l and the kinematic state at time tn- These equa-
tions derive from successive application of the extended mean value theorem of differential 
calculus. Consider first the velocities at time tn and tn+l. Use of the extended mean value 
theorem for the first derivative leads to the equation 
Un+1 = Un + b..t uy ; 
U sing the relationship 
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(2.9) 
Uy = (1 - Y)U n + YU n + 1 ; 
Eq. (2.9) can be rewritten as 
o :s; Y :s; 1 (2.10) 
(2.11) 
Equation (2.11) provides an exact result for a given time interval if the parameter y can be 
chosen correctly. Even so, the constant acceleration uy upon integration of Eq. (2.9) does 
not necessarily produce the correct displacement at time tn+l in terms of the displacement 
and velocity at time tn. Accordingly, the extended mean value theorem for the second deriv-
ative is invoked to yield 
Again, a relationship having the form 
U f3 = (1 - 2(3)u n + 2{3u n + 1; O:s; 2(3 :s; 1 
is employed to recast Eq. (2.12) as 
_ A' (1 - 2(3) A 2" (3 A 2" 
Un + 1 - Un + utu n + 2 ut Un + ut Un + 1 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
Equation (2.14) also provides an exact displacement for a given time interval as long 
as the choice of the parameter (3 proves to be correct. Of course, in general it is impossible 
to choose either Y or {3 correctly without knowing the solution in advance, so that the approx-
imation in the Newmark method lies in the choice ofy and{3. Newmark showed that to avoid 
spurious damping in linear systems, the parametery should equal 1/2. The pertinent equa-
tions of the Newmark method then become 
. . L\t ( .. .. ) 
u n + 1 = Un +""2 Un + u n + 1 (2.15) 
A' (1 - 2(3) A 2" (3 A 2" 
Un + 1 = Un + utu n + 2 ut Un + ut Un + 1 (2.16) 
A wide variety of val ues for the parameter (3 are possible. For instance, setting {3 equal 
to zero leads to the second central difference method. A choice of {3 = 1/6 defines the linear 
acceleration method, wherein the acceleration is assumed to vary linearly over the time 
increment. The choice of (3 = 1/4 produces the constant average acceleration method. 
Newmark demonstrated that (3 = 1/4 renders the method unconditionally stable for linear 
problems; other choices must satisfy a time step constraint to maintain stability through-
out the solution. For materially nonlinear problems, Schoeberle and Belytschko (1975) es-
tablished that the use of (3 = 1/4leads to unconditional stability when nonlinear equilibri-
um iterations (Newton) are performed to satisfy an energy convergence criterion, and for 
nonlinear elastic problems Hughes (1976) found much the same situation. All analyses are 
conducted using (3 = 1/4. 
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Use of the Newmark method leads to an implicit dynamic formulation in that the solu-
tion of a nontrivial system of equations is required to compute a displacement increment. 
Assuming that f3 does not equal zero, Eqs. (2.15,2.16) are manipulated to the form 
(2.17) 
. 1 A (1 - 2f3) . (1 - 4f3) A •• 
Un + 1 = 2f3 !3..t L\U n + 1 - 2f3 Un - 4f3 L\tu n (2.18) 
.. _ 1 AI· (1 - 2f3) .. 
Un+1 - f3!3..t2L\Un+1 - f3~tUn - 2f3 Un (2.19) 
Equations (2.17-2.19) are substituted into the equations of motion and into the chosen it-
erative nonlinear solution algorithm. The total displacement increment for the current 
time step is computed, !3..U n+1' and that increment is back substituted into Eqs. (2.17-2.19) 
to define the velocity and acceleration for the current estimate of the solution at time tn+l. 
2.3 Solution of Nonlinear Equations: Newton's Method 
Recalling the equation of motion, the residual load vector at any time is expressed as 
R = P-I-Mu (2.20) 
where P is the external load vector, I is the internal force vector, M is the mass matrix, and 
u is the nodal acceleration vector. The residual defines the out-of-balance force vector that 
arises from nonlinear effects in I and (possibly) P computed for the current estimate of the 
nodal displacements, u. An iterative solution designed to drive the residual to zero is de-
sired. Newton's method for nonlinear equations, illustrated in Fig. 2-2 for a static analysis, 
can be derived by assuming that there exists an approximate displacement state, ii, in the 
neighborhood of the exact solution for which a linear mapping represented by 
R(u) = R(il) + dR(u) = R(il) + ~! du (2.21) 
is a good approximation to the residual load vector. The partial derivative in Eq. (2.21) rep-
resents the Jacobian matrix which maps the displacement vector to the residual load vec-
tor. Presumably, a better approximation, ii + du, is obtained by setting Eq. (2.21) to zero. 
The differential increment of the residual load vector (the mass matrix for a given time step 
is constant), is given by 
dR = dP - dI - Mdu (2.22) 
The external loads are assumed to remain constant in direction and magnitude over a load 
(time) step and thus dP=O (loads can change between steps). By using Eq. (2.19) to define 
the differential acceleration in terms of Newmark's method and by introducing the struc-
ture tangent stiffness, we have 
Mdu = f3lt2Mdu , (2.23) 
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liP" 
Figure 2-2 Illustration of Newton's method for a static analysis. 
(2.24) 
where KT denotes the tangent stiffness matrix for the structure. Equation (2.22) can then 
be written in the form 
(2.25) 
where 
(2.26) 
defines the dynamic tangent stiffness. The use of dR from Eq. (2.25) in Eq. (2.21) yields 
R(u) = R(il) - K~du (2.27) 
which demonstrates that the dynamic tangent stiffness is the negative of the Jacobian ma-
trix relating the residual load vector to the displacement vector: 
K d = _ aR T au· (2.28) 
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Setting Eq. (2.27) to zero and rearranging defines 
K~du = R(iL) . (2.29) 
For finite, rather than differential, increments, the approximate form ofEq. (2.29) be-
comes 
K d s. i - Ri-I Tuun+1 - n+1 (2.30) 
where oU~+1 denotes the (corrective) increment of displacement for the current iteration 
of the time step which advances the solution from n to n+l and R~~II denotes the residual 
load after the previous iteration. This residual is defined as 
R i - I - P Ii-I M·· i - I n+1 - n+1 - n+1 - U n +l 
or, after substitution of Eqs. (2.17-2.19), alternatively as 
(2.31) 
Ri-I - pd Ii-lIMb.. i-I (2 32) 
n+l - n+1 - n+1 - {3b..t2 u n + 1 . 
where P~+I is the applied load vector at time 0t+l modified by terms associated with Eqs. 
(2.17-2.19): 
P d -p 1 M' (1-2{3)M" n+l - n+l + {3/)..t Un + 2{3 Un (2.33) 
The total change in displacement over the load step, through the current Newton itera-
tion i for the step, is obtained from the summed corrective displacement vectors for the cur-
rent step, i.e., 
i 
/)..u~+1 = I OU~+I 
k=1 
(2.34) 
with the updated estimate for the total displacements at step n+ 1 through iteration i is 
(2.35) 
The combination of Eqs. (2.30) and (2.32) defines the basic equation driving the itera-
tive solution associated with the Newton method: 
Kd O i - pd Ii-lIMb.. i-I T U n +1 - n+l - n+1 - {3b..t2 U n +1 (2.36) 
WARP3D employs a full Newton scheme in which the tangent stiffness, K~, is updated 
before the solution ofEq. (2.36) at each iteration. Iterations continue until specified conver-
gence criteria are met or until a specified limit on iterations is reached. 
The residual load vector, the dynamic tangent stiffness, and the mass matrix are com-
puted using the element computation algorithms discussed subsequently. The solution of 
the linear simultaneous equations, Eq. (2.36), for the iterative displacement increment is 
performed by solvers discussed subsequently as well. 
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2.4 Linear Equation Solvers 
Solution of the linear set of equations described by Eq. (2.36) is accomplished either by di-
rect solvers or by a linear preconditioned conjugate gradient (LPCG) solver. Two types of 
direct solvers are available: (1) an in-memory version of Choleski factorization and back 
substitution based on profile storage of the upper-triangular portion of the dynamic tan-
gent stiffness matrix for the structure, (2) an in-memory sparse solver based on multi-mini-
mum degree re-ordering of the equilibrium equations. The sparse solver uses much less 
memory and CPU time compared to profile Choleski solver for larger models and ap-
proaches the LPCG solver in efficiency on workstations which have slower memory sys-
tems. 
The LPCG solver forms the basis for efficient solution of very large 3-D models in 
WARP3D. The solution using a LPCG algorithm involves the iterative improvement of an 
approximate nodal displacement vector, u, through a sequence of matrix operations which 
vectorize naturally and which are amenable to parallel processing. The computational pro-
cedure is implemented in an element-by-element architecture which eliminates the need 
to assemble and store the dynamic tangent stiffness matrix for the structure. Consequent-
ly, the memory requirements for a solution are dramatically reduced. Moreover, the CPU 
time required for the LPCG iterative solution frequently is one-half or less of the CPU time 
required for the direct solvers. Both memory and CPU time reductions provided by the 
LPCG solver are of paramount importance on supercomputers (sometimes making the dif-
ference between practical and impractical storage/runtimes). Use of the LPCG solver on 
Unix workstations often enables the solution of relatively large problems in real memory 
with CPU time = wallclock time. For such problems, the direct solver incurs a severe wall-
clock time overhead for virtual memory paging to swap the assembled stiffness matrix 
(often> 200-400 MB) to/from disk storage. Models with 7,500 elements run in-memory on 
a 64 MB workstation using the LPCG solver with the diagonal preconditioner. 
2.4.1 Linear Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient 
As stated above, the linear preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm can be used to 
solve the linear system of equations in a nonlinear iteration of Newton's method. In the fol-
lowing development, the linear system of equations is denoted by Ax= b, where A is under-
stood to be the current estimate of the dyn"amic tangent stiffness and b the nonlinear resid-
ual. The matrix B represents the preconditioning matrix. The linear preconditioned 
conjugate gradient algorithm proceeds as follows: 
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1) Initialize: 
Xo = 0 
for} = 1, Neq; if} is a constrained dof, 
r· = 0 J 
else 
end if 
r· = b· J J 
k=l 
note: non-zero displacement constraints are placed in the total increment of dis-
placement vector at the beginning of each step and corresponding residual entries 
are set to zero. 
2) Compute in order: 
(PI = 0) 
Pk = zk-I + f3kPk-I (Po = 0) 
z[_lrk- I 
a - (step length computation) 
k - P[APk 
r k = r k- I - akApk 
3) Check convergence: 
if II rk II ::; tolll ro II then 
LPCG solution converged 
else 
end if 
if k > iteration limit then 
else 
end if 
LPCG solution did not converge 
k =k+1 
return to (2) 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
The costly operations in the above algorithm are represented by the preconditioning step, 
Eq. (2.37), and the matrix-vector product required by Eqs. (2.40) and (2.42). Performance 
of the preconditioning step is discussed below. Because the matri~A is never formed on the 
global level, the matrix-vector product is computed in blocks of similar, nonconflicting ele-
ments. 
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The key to the performance of the linear preconditioned conjugate algorithm is the 
choice of a preconditioning matrix, represented by the matrixB in Eq. (2.37). Defining the 
"A" norm as 
(2.43) 
the rate of convergence in this norm is given by 
[
I-IX ]2k 
II x-xk IIA = IIx-xo IIA 1 + IX (2.44) 
where % is the condition number 
(2.45) 
and Amax and Amin are the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of B-IA (see Concus, et aI., 
1965; Golub and Van Loan, 1983; Hughes et aI., 1983). The preconditioning matrix should 
resemble the inverse of A so that x approaches unity and convergence is enhanced, and it 
should also be a relatively trivial matter to invert the preconditioning matrix. 
The simplest preconditioning matrix is the diagonal preconditioner 
B = diag(A) (2.46) 
which represents diagonal scaling or an acceleration of the Jacobi iterative method. Instead 
of using the current estimate of the dynamic tangent stiffness A, it is also possible to employ 
the diagonal elements of the current estimate of the tangent stiffness or the mass matrix 
as the preconditioner, although no real advantage results since A must be available in some 
form (in WARP3D, upper triangular storage by element) to calculate the step length and 
the linear residual in Eqs. (2.40) and (2.42). The evaluation ofEq. (2.37) using the diagonal 
pre conditioner is accomplished on the global level, as it consists of a simple vector multiply. 
A Crout element-by-element preconditioner is available in WARP3D; however, it was not 
used for any analyses in this research. 
2.4.2 Direct Solvers 
The direct solvers dynamically allocate sufficient real memory to store required terms of 
the dynamic tangent stiffness matrix for the structure. Virtual memory (paging) facilities 
automatically provided by the operating system on workstations permit solutions even 
when the memory required for data storage exceeds the real memory available. The "wall-
clock" time increases dramatically for solutions that incur significant paging overhead. 
The profile direct solver uses a Choleski procedure to perform forward reduction of the 
load vector simultaneously with factorization of the dynamic tangent stiffness (see Zienkie-
wicz and Taylor, 1990). Inner loops of the factorization, forward pass and the back pass 
steps are performed with calls to assembly language routines provided by the computer 
manufacturer to obtain maximum performance on each platform. 
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The sparse direct solver in WARP3D derives from the VSS solver system developed by 
the Computational Structural Mechanics Branch of the NASA Langley Research Center. 
The minimum degree re-ordering scheme dramatically reduces the real memory and CPU 
time required for solution of the equations. The solution procedure has several steps includ-
ing: (1) assembly of only non-zero terms in the profile to exploit sparsity, (2) minimum de-
gree re-ordering of the equations, (3) symbolic factorization to determine fill-in during de-
composition, (4) numeric factorization and load pass. Typical 3-D solids models analyzed 
with WARP3D often have only 2-5% non-zero terms in the profile with fill-in after re-order-
ing of 10-20% of the profile. Memory requirements with the sparse solver are thus often 
20% of those for the profile solver. Numeric factorizations times are reduced, with the reduc-
tions become more dramatic as the number of equations increases. Further savings are 
realized in nonlinear solutions which maintain the same matrix sparsity during Newton 
iterations; the solution processors bypass the re-ordering and symbolic factorization steps. 
2.5 Element Formulations 
Development of the finite element formulation for 3-D isoparametric elements begins with 
interpolation of the element displacements and coordinates. The description that follows 
refers to the kinematic nonlinear formulation; simplifications to obtain the conventional 
linear kinematic formulation are straightforward. 
All quantities are described relative to a fixed set of Cartesian axes,X, defined at t=O. 
LetX denote the Cartesian position vectors for material points at t = 0 (see Fig. 2-1). Posi-
tion vectors for material points at time t are denoted x. The displacements of material 
points are thus given by U = x - X and the material point velocities by u (later we also 
use v to denote material point velocities). Components of X, x, U and u are all defined using 
the basis vectors for axesX. In static analyses we associate the time-like parameter t with 
a specified level of loading imposed on the model. Stress and deformation rates are thus 
defined with respect to the applied loading rather than with time. 
2.5.1 Interpolating Functions 
The velocity of a material point at t is interpolated from the nodal velocities using a conven-
tional element interpolating ("shape") function matrix in the form 
[
it] [(u:)nXl] 
d= ~ =N (~~)nxl =Nue 
3xl (ue)nxl 
3nXl 
(2.47) 
where n here denotes the number of element nodes. Note the non-conventional ordering of 
nodal displacements in ue which facilitates vectorization of numerical computations. The 
coordinates of a material point in the configuration at time t are interpolated from the nodal 
coordinates at t using the same shape functions, resulting in the similar equation 
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(2.48) 
where C e = Ce,t=o + U e. The element shape functions, one for each element node, are func-
tions of the parametric variables;, rJ, and~. For convenience, they are grouped in the row 
vector 
(2.49) 
The shape function derivatives with respect to the parametric variables are represented 
by the row vectors 
(2.50) 
(2.51) 
(2.52) 
The element shape functions are collected in the element shape function matrix defined by 
[
N 0 0] N= ONO . 
OON 
3x3n 
(2.53) 
2.5.2 Cartesian Derivatives 
The Jacobian matrix relating differentials in parametric and Cartesian (x) coordinates is 
given by 
ax 
a; 
ay 
a; 
az 
a; 
J = ax 
arJ 
ay az 
arJ arJ 
ax ay az 
a~ a~ a~ 3x3 
with the inverse of the Jacobian matrix denoted by 
(2.54) 
(2.55) 
The gradients of velocity with respect to the x configuration are contained in the vector de-
fined by 
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~,x 
V,x 
[ d,x 1 [ex 1 
0,x 
li:,y 
@ = ~,y 
= :~ V,y d,z u:,y 
~,z 
~,z 
W,z 
9xl 
The velocity gradients in parametric space constitute the vector 
~,; 
~,; 
w'; 
~'1J 
v'1J 
~'1J 
~,~ 
~,~ 
w,~ 
9xl 
The two velocity gradient vectors are related by the equation 
where 
• 1\ • 
@ = r<p 
[ 
TnI3 T1'213 T13I 3 ] f = T21I3 T2'213 T23I 3 
T31I 3 T3'213 T33I 3 9x9 
(2.56) 
(2.57) 
(2.58) 
(2.59) 
where 13 denotes a 3 x 3 identity matrix. The velocity gradients in parametric space are 
expressed in terms of the nodal velocities by 
(2.60) 
where 
= (2.61) 
9x3n 
2.5.3 B Matrix 
At time t, we impose a compatible virtual displacement field on the the current (deformed) 
configuration. The corresponding virtual deformation is defined using the 6 x 1 vector form 
of the symmetric deformation tensor 
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Ocx OU,x 
Ocy OV,y 
Oc = Ocz OW'Z (2.62) 
°Yxy = OU,y + oV,x 
oYyz oV,z + OW,y 
oYxz oW,x +ou,z 
6xl 
where it is understood that, for example, that oU,x = a(ou)/ ax. In terms of the virtual nodal 
displacements, we write in conventional form 
(2.63) 
where the strain-displacement B matrix is constructed as follows. Define the Boolean ma-
trix B by 
B=[~~~~~~~~~l o 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
o 0 1 000 100 6x9 
(2.64) 
which permits expression of the strain-displacement matrixB by 
B(6X3n) = BC6X9)r(9X9)G(9x3n) . (2.65) 
The vectors and matrices presented in this section form the building blocks of the key ele-
ment quantities determined below. 
2.5.4 The B Formulation 
Many methods to alleviate locking which occurs in fully integrated elements have been pro-
posed in the literature. The so-called B method (Hughes, 1976) implementation for the 
eight-node, hexahedron element in WARP3D is outlined below. 
The strains are divided into deviatoric and dilatational parts in the following manner 
3 
c .. = c~.eu + c~.il cc!il = 1.0 .. , c c~.eu = c·· - c~.il . (2.66) LJ LJ LJ LJ 3 LJ L kk LJ LJ LJ 
k=l 
The strain-displacement matrix, B, is divided into a dilatational and deviatoric part in 
the same manner as 
B = [BIB2 ... Bn] 
where 
Bl 0 0 
0 B2 0 
0 0 B3 
B·= B2 Bl 0 L 
0 B3 B2 
B3 0 Bl 
Bl B2 B3 
Bl B2 B3 
Bdil = 1 BIB 2 B 3 
i 3 0 0 0 
000 
000 
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(2.67) 
B~eu = B. - B~il 
L L L 
(2.68) 
with the subscript i is omitted for clarity on each term inside the 0 and 
B. = aNi 
Ll ax 
B - aNi 
i2 - ay B. = aNi L3 az (2.69) 
The dilatational contribution to the stiffness causes locking for near incompressible condi-
tions and is replaced by the dilatational part of the strain -displacemen t matrix with a modi-
fied dilatational part, Bdil. The strain-displacement matrix is replaced by B defined as: 
B. = Bc!ev + BdL' il 
L L 
Bl B2 B3 
Bl B2 B3 
where B1il = 1 Bl B2 B3 
3 0 0 0 
000 
000 
(2.70) 
where again the subscript i on each term in the [] has been omitted. The B matrix can then 
be written out explicitly in the following form (with subscript i omitted inside D) 
2Bl + Bl B2 - B2 B3 - B3 
Bl - Bl 2B2 + B2 B3 - B3 
B. =1 Bl - Bl B2 - B2 2B3 + B3 (2.71) 
l 3 3B2 3B1 0 
0 3B3 3B2 
3B3 0 3B1 
Mean Dilatation 
Several options for defining B1il have been proposed in the literature. Here we use the 
"mean dilatation" approach suggested by Nagtegaal, et al. (1974). A volume-averaged 
(mean) B i matrix is computed over the element as 
(2.72) 
with B1il at each Gauss point taken as the dilatational component of Bi as in Eq. (2.70). 
To save computations, only the three terms needed from Bi to compute B1il are actually 
evaluated 
B· = aNi = l J aNi dV 
II ax Ve ax e (2.73) 
Ve 
B· = aNi = l J aNi dV 
L2 ay Ve ay e (2.74) 
Ve 
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B· = aNi = .1.. J aNi dV 
1.3 az Ve az e (2.75) 
Ve 
using the standard 2 x 2 x 2 Gauss quadrature. 
This formulation provides an element with the same dilatational strain and mean 
stress at each of the 2 x 2 x 2 Gauss points. When plane strain constraints are imposed on 
the B element, the Ez is not restricted to 0 at each Gauss point, but is only restricted to 0 
over the .element as a whole. 
Hourglass Stabilization 
The B modification which enforces constant pressure throughout the element can 
introduce spurious hourglass modes. A classic example which illustrates this element be-
havior involves finite compression of a plane-strain block, where the ends are restrained 
from lateral expansion. The differences between deformed shapes with and without the B 
modification are quite surprising. 
A simple stabilization procedure suggested by Nakamura et al. (1986) often helps to 
suppress this behavior. A specified fraction of the usual B1il replaces a similar fraction of 
B1il as 
Bi = B1ev + B1il + E [B1il - Btil] . (2.76) 
When E = 0.0, the full B form of the element is obtained; when E = 1.0 the conventional B 
matrix for the 8-node element results. No extra computational costs incur for E> O. 
Large Displacement Form 
When large displacement effects are present, the current coordinates of the element nodes. 
are adopted to form B to compute virtual strains for internal force computation as in 
IFe = J .B1'(Xn +l)On+l dYe 
Ve 
(2.77) 
where a denotes the Cauchy stresses and Ve the current (deformed) element volume at n+ 1. 
2.5.5 Internal Force Vector 
The element internal force vector derives from the internal virtual work term in Eq. (2.4) 
given by 
(2.78) 
Using the virtual deformation expressed in terms of the element B matrix, we have (for a 
single element) 
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f &TudVe = DUeT f BTudVe (2.79) 
Ve Ve 
where again Ve denotes the element configuration at t, a denotes the symmetric Cauchy 
stresses expressed in 6 x 1 vector format at t, and theB matrix is evaluated using coordi-
nates of element nodes at t, C e = Ce,t=o + U e. Using Eq. (2.6) we see that the element inter-
nal force vector is given by 
1 1 1 
I e(3nXl) = f BTucIVe = f f f BTuIJld';d1Jd~ (2.80) 
Ve -1 -1 -1 
The global internal force vector is obtained through global assembly of the element internal 
force vectors. 
2.5.6 Strain Increment for Stress Updating 
Newton's method advances the global solution from time step n to n+1 through a series of 
iterative improvements to the solution at n+1. Let i denote the current Newton iteration 
for the solution at n+1, u~~l the ith estimate for the element nodal displacements at n+1 
and Un the converged solution for element nodal displacements at n. Using the mid-incre-
ment configuration, the ith estimate for the strain increment over the step is given by 
~.E(i) = B (u (i) - u ) n+~ n+1 n (2.81) 
where theB matrix is evaluated using nodal coordinates Ce = X n+ 1/2' The strain increment 
~E(i) is passed to the stress updating (constitutive) models, after rotation effects are 
neutralized as described in Section 2.6.4, to obtain the new estimate for the Cauchy 
C) stresses at n+1, a:+ 1• 
Key and Krieg (1982) and Nagtegaal and Veldpaus (1984) have demonstrated that Eq. 
(2.81) defines a constant rate of logarithmic strain over the step. In a one-dimensional set-
ting, integration of the strain rate to define a total strain measure using the mid-point rule 
above remains surprisingly accurate for very large increments. In multi-dimensional prob-
lems, the interpretation of logarithmic strain holds if the principal directions of strain ro-
tate to match the rigid body motion. This rarely happens and thus accumulated increments 
of converged ~E values do not represent a valid total strain measure. 
2.5.7 Tangent Stiffness Matrix 
The element tangent stiffness matrix is defined in terms of the rate of the element internal 
force vector by 
(2.82) 
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From Eq. (2.80) the rate of the element internal force vector is 
ie = J ]'JTudVe + J BTudVe (2.83) 
Ve Ve 
The first term in Eq. (2.83) can be manipulated into the form (see Zienkiewicz and Taylor 
1991) 
(2.84) 
where 
Ma = [~j: ~~: ~~:] 
a 613 a 5I 3 asI3 9x9 
(2.85) 
Eq. (2.84) defines the so-called "initial-stress" or geometric stiffness matrix 
[K~l = J GTrTMarGdVe . (2.86) 
Ve 
The second term in Eq. (2.83) resolves to 
(2.87) 
where E (6 x 6) denotes the constitutive matrix relating the (spatial) rate of the deforma-
tion to the spatial rate of Cauchy stress, as in 
iF = Ei: = EBu e (2.88) 
Since iF does not vanish under motion corresponding to a rigid rotation (see Johnson and 
Bammann, 1984; Rubinstein and Atluri, 1983), a rotation neutralized stress rate must be 
employed in development of the constitutive matrix, E. In WARP3D, the Green-Naghdi 
stress rate is used to formulate E (see Section 2.6.4 for the stress updating strategy). 
Upon combining Eqs. (2.86) and (2.87), the element tangent stiffness matrix may be 
written as 
[KTt = J [ GTrTMarG + BTEB ] dVe (2.89) 
Ve 
111 
= J J f[ GTrTMarG + BTEB ] IJld~d'7d~ (2.90) 
-1 -1-1 
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When required for the direct solver, the tangent stiffness matrix for the structure (in global 
coordinates) is obtained through the usual assembly of element matrices. 
All deformation dependent quantities appearing in Eq. (2.90) refer to values for the ith 
iteration of step n+ 1, i.e., B is evaluated using the nodal coordinates x~~ l' the Cauchy 
stresses appearing in Maare o~~ 1 andE is the tangent modulus which advances the spatial 
rate of Cauchy stress from n to n+1 (ithiteration) consistent with the stress updating proce-
dure for the strain increment &(i). 
2.5.8 Mass Matrix 
The element consistent mass matrix derives from the inertial virtual work term in Eq. (2.4) 
given by 
(2.91) 
where integration is over the (current) deformed volume and Q denotes the mass density 
per unit of deformed volume. Upon substitution ofEq. (2.47) and its second time derivative, 
noting that the shape functions are independent of time, Eq. (2.91) becomes 
f T" T[ f 1\ T 1\ l·· ad QddVe = aUe QN NdVe Ue . 
Ve Ve 
(2.92) 
A comparison with Eq. (2.6) reveals that the element consistent mass matrix has the form 
111 
Me = f QNTNdVe = f f f QNTNIJId4"dtJd~ (2.93) 
~ -1-1-1 
where I J I is evaluated using nodal coordinates at t. Considering the block diagonal struc-
ture ofEq. (2.53), the element consistent mass matrix is also block diagonal, and it is only 
necessary to compute the block diagonal mass matrix corresponding to one of the three con-
tinuum degrees offreedom and to assign this matrix to the other two nodal freedoms. 
The mass density Q appearing in Eq. (2.93) corresponds to the current configLJ.ration, 
as the inertial body force acts there. It may be expressed in terms of the mass density in 
the undeformed (t=O) configuration by 
(2.94) 
where IFI denotes the determinant of the deformation gradient, F = ax/ax. Using the 
relation dYe = IFldVo, and Eq. (2.94), the element consistent mass matrix may be ex-
pressed using quantities referenced to the t=O configuration 
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111 
Me = f f f QOz\l NI J O I d';d1Jd~ (2.95) 
-1 -1-1 
where I J 0 I is the determinant of the coordinate Jacobian at t=O. The element consistent 
mass matrix defined by Eq. (2.95) is independent of time; consequently, the element tan-
gent and secant consistent mass matrices are equal. 
It is also possible to define a diagonal element lumped mass matrix. This is accom-
plished in the following manner (Hinton, et aI., 1976): 
1) Compute the diagonal terms of the block diagonal consistent mass matrix corresponding 
to one of the continuum degrees of freedom. 
2) Accumulate the mass of these diagonal terms. Scale the diagonal terms by the ratio of the 
total element mass related to the continuum degree of freedom to the accumulated mass 
so that the total mass of the diagonal terms is correct. Assign the diagonal terms to the oth-
er two continuum degrees of freedom. This is the element lumped mass matrix. 
Once again, either the global consistent or lumped mass matrix is found through assembly 
of the element matrices. 
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2.6 Finite Strain Plasticity 
The theoretical basis and numerical implementation of a constitutive architecture suitable 
for finite strains and rotations are described in this section. The constitutive equations gov-
erning finite deformation are formulated using strains-stresses and their rates defined on 
an unrotated frame of reference. Unlike models based on the classical Jaumann (1911) (or 
corotational) stress rate, the present model predicts physically acceptable responses for ho-
mogeneous deformations of exceedingly large magnitude. The associated numerical algo-
rithms accommodate the large strain increments which may arise routinely in the implicit 
solution of the global equilibrium equations employed in WARP3D. The resulting computa-
tional framework divorces the finite rotation effects on strain-stress rates from integration 
of the rates to update the material response over a load (time) step. Consequently, all of the 
numerical refinements developed for small-strain plasticity (radial return, kinematic hard-
ening, consistent tangent operators, dilatant plasticity models for continuum descriptions 
of void growth) may be utilized without modification. 
'I\vo fundamental assumptions (and points of criticism, see Simo and Hughes, 1988) un-
derlie the present implementation of this framework in WARP3D: (1) additive decomposi-
tion of elastic and plastic strain rates expressed on the current configuration remains a val-
id description of the deformation, and (2) material elasticity maybe adequately represented 
by an isotropic, hypoelastic model. These assumptions require that plastic strains (and 
rates) greatly exceed elastic strains (and rates). Such conditions are easily realized in the 
study of ductile fracture in metals which possess large E/oo ratios. 
The following sections describe the basis for the constitutive framework and the de-
tailed, step-by-step implementation in WARP3D. Once the kinematic transformations 
have eliminated rotation effects on rates oftensorial quantities, the stress updating proce-
dures for each constitutive model are those for the conventional small-strain formulation. 
Details of the usual small-strain computations are described for each of the material mod-
els utilized here. 
2.6.1 Kinematics, Strain-Stress Measures 
Development of the finite strain plasticity model begins with consideration of the deforma-
tion gradient 
F = ax/ax, det(F) = J> 0 (2.96) 
where X denotes the Cartesian position vectors for material points defined on the configu-
ration at t=O. Position vectors for material points at time t are denoted x (configuration B 
in Fig. 2-3, after Flanagan and Taylor (1987) ). The displacements of material points are 
thus given by u = x-X. The polar decomposition of F yields 
F = VR = RU (2.97) 
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Figure 2-3 Motion of Model Using Polar Decomposition (Flanagan and Taylor, 1987). 
where V and U are the left- and right-symmetric, positive definite stretch tensors, respec-
tively; R is an orthogonal rotation tensor. The principal values of V and U are the stretch 
ratios, Ai' of the deformation. These two methods for decomposing the motion of a material 
point are illustrated in Fig. 2-3. In the initial configuration, B o, we define an orthogonal 
reference frame at each material point such that the motion relative to these axes is only 
deformation throughout the loading history. With the RU decomposition, for example, 
these axes are "spatial" during the motion from Bo to Bu; they are not altered by deforma-
tion of the material. However, during the motion from Bu to B these axes are "material"; 
they rotate with the body in a local average sense at each material point. Strain-stress ten-
sors and their rates referred to these axes are said to be defined in the unrotated configura-
tion (Johnson and Bammann, 1984; Atluri, 1984). 
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The material derivative of displacement with respect to an applied loading parameter 
is written as v = x(i.e., the material point velocity in dynamic analyses). The spatial gradi-
ent of this material derivative with respect to the current configuration is given by 
L = av = .QQ.ax = FF- 1 
ax ax ax (2.98) 
The symmetric part of L is the spatial rate of the deformation tensor, denoted D; the 
skewsymmetric part, denoted W, is the spin rate or the vorticity tensor. Thus, 
L=D+W (2.99) 
where 
(2.100) 
W represents the rate of rotation of the principal axes of the spatial rate of deformation 
D. When integrated over the loading history, the principal values of D are recognized as the 
logarithmic (true) strains ofinfinitesimalfibers orientedintheprincip aldirectionsiftheprinci-
pal directions do not rotate. It is important to note thatD and Whave no sense of the deforma-
tion history; they are instantaneous rates. 
Using the RU decomposition ofF, the spatial gradient L may be also written in the form 
(2.101) 
in which the following relations are used 
F = RU+RU (2.102) 
and 
(2.103) 
The first term in Eq. (2.101) is the rate of rigid-body rotation at a material point and 
is denoted Q (see Dienes, 1979). The spin rate Wand Q are identical when the principal axes 
of D coincide with the principal axes of the current stretch V (this observation plays an es-
sential role later in development of a linearized tangent operator). Simple extension and 
pure rotation satisfy this condition. The symmetric part of the second term in Eq. (2.101) 
is called the unrotated deformation rate tensor (sometimes the rotation neutralized de-
formation rate) and is denoted d 
(2.104) 
The unrotated rate of deformation defines a material strain rate relative to the orthogo-
nal reference frame indicated on configuration B in Fig. 2-3. 
Using the orthogonality property of R that d(RTRJ/dt=O 
RTR +RTR == 0 (2.105) 
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the unrotated deformation rate may be expressed in the simpler form as 
(2.106) 
The principle of virtual displacements (Section 2.1) demonstrates that the spatial rate 
of deformation, D, and the symmetric Cauchy (true) stress, a, are work conjugate in the 
sense that work per unit volume in the current configuration is given by aijD ij" Since compo-
nents ofbothD and a are defined relative to the fixed, global axes, the work conjugate stress 
measure for d on the unrotated configuration is given simply by 
(2.107) 
where t is termed the unrotated Cauchy stress, i.e., a is the tensor t expressed on the fixed 
global axes. 
2.6.2 Selection of Strain and Stress Rates 
The simplest form of a hypo-elastic constitutive relation is adopted to couple a materially 
objective stress rate with a work conjugate deformation rate. The Jaumann and Green-
Naghdi objective rates of Cauchy stress are 
ij = if - Wa + aW = E: D (Jaumann) 
a = if - Qa + aQ = E: D (Green-Naghdi) 
(2.108) 
(2.109) 
where the modulus tensor E may depend linearly on the current stress tensor and on histo-
ry dependent state variables (E : D denotesEijkZDkl). Once the objective stress rate is eva-
luated using E: D, the spatial rate of Cauchy stress, if, is found by computing Wor Q and 
transposing the above equations. In a finite-element setting, these rate expressions are nu-
merically integrated to provide incremental values of the Cauchy stress corresponding to 
load (time) steps. 
WhenD vanishes both the Jaumann and Green-Naghdi rates predicted by the constitu-
tive models also vanish; however, the two stress rates lead to different spatial rates of 
Cauchy stress since Wand Q are generally not identical. Use of the spin tensor Win Eq. 
(2.108) causes the physically unreasonable (oscillatory) response predicted for the finite 
shear problem; the Green-Naghdi rate leads to a realistic response. However, the debate 
over physically meaningful stress rates continues. 
The Jaumann rate is adopted extensively in finite element codes-the quantity W is 
readily available as a by-product of computing D whereas computation of Q requires polar 
decompositions ofF. Hughes and Winget (1980) recognized that a constant spin rate W (and 
rotation rate Q) limits the acceptable step sizes for implicit codes. They developed a numeri-
cal integration scheme for Eq. (2.108) that retains objectivity for rotation increments ex-
ceeding 30°. Such refinements, however, do not remove the fundamental cause (W) of the 
oscillatory response in simple shear. Roy, Fossum and Dexter (1992) implemented a 2-D, 
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implicit finite-element code based on the Green-Naghdi rate as expressed in Eq. (2.109). 
They employed the Hughes-Winget procedure to integrate a using {} computed from polar 
decompositions of F at the start and end of each load increment. 
The Green-Naghdi rate may be written alternatively as the rate of unrotated Cauchy 
stress, i, expressed on the fixed, Cartesian axes 
a = RiRT = E : D . (2.110) 
Transformation of the spatial deformation rate D in this expression to the unrotated 
deformation rate d yields 
(2.111) 
Constitutive computations, equivalent to the Green-Naghdi rate in Eq. (2.109), there-
fore can be performed using stress-strain rates defined on the unrotated configuration. Up-
dated values oft are rotated viaR to obtain the updated Cauchy stress at the end ofa load 
increment. The numerical problems of integrating the rotation rates in Eqs. (2.108) and 
(2.109) are thus avoided. Moreover, tensorial state variables of the plasticity model are also 
defined and maintained on the unrotated configuration and thus never require correction 
for finite rotation effects. 
2.6.3 Elastic-Plastic Decomposition 
Further developments require kinematic decomposition of the total strain rate d into elas-
tic and plastic components. The multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient 
(2.112) 
appears most compatible with the physical basis of elastic-plastic deformation in crystal-
line metals (see, for example, Lee, 1969 and Asaro, 1984). FP represents plastic flow (dislo-
cations) while Fe represents lattice distortion; rigid rotation of the material structure may 
be considered in either term. Substitution of this decomposition into the spatial rate of the 
displacement gradient Eq. (2.98) yields 
(2.113) 
We now impose the restriction that elastic strains remain vanishingly small compared 
to the unrecoverable plastic strains; a behavior closely followed by ductile metals having 
an elastic modulus orders of magnitude greater than the flow stress. Consequently, FP and 
Fe are uniquely determined by unloading from a plastic state. This assumption simplifies 
considerably the above expression and permits separate treatment of material elasticity 
and plasticity. Using the left polar decomposition and writing the stretch as the product of 
elastic and plastic parts yield~ 
(2.114) 
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Identifying the elastic deformation as 
(2.115) 
and using the small elastic strain assumption, we have 
(2.116) 
Consequently, the expression for L is approximated by 
L =Le +v . (2.117) 
As in Eq. (2.100), the symmetric part of this approximation for L is taken as D with the 
result that 
D =De +DP (2.118) 
Given the restriction of vanishingly small elastic strains, the multiplicative decomposi-
tion of the deformation gradient in Eq. (2.112) leads to the familiar additive decomposition 
of the spatial deformation rate D into elastic and plastic components. The transformation 
of D to the unrotated configuration using Eq. (2.106) provides the decomposition scheme 
needed for d as 
(2.119) 
Once the above transformation of elastic and plastic strain rates onto the unrotated 
configuration is accomplished, the remaining steps in development of the finite-strain plas-
ticity theory are identical to those for classical small-strain theory. 
If the elastic strains are not vanishingly small, the incrementally linear form of this 
hypo-elastic material model predicts hysteretic dissipation and residual stresses for some 
closed loading paths, for example, the path defined by finite extension ~finite shear~ten­
sion unloading~shear unloading (Kojic and Bathe, 1987). Uncoupled loading-unloading 
for extension and shear produces no residual stresses. For finite-strain plasticity of ductile 
metals having large modulus-to-yield stress ratios this situation is not a serious concern 
since plastic strains are commonly 50-100 times greater than the elastic strains. 
2.6.4 Numerical Procedures 
An incremental-iterative Newton's method advances the global solution from time tn to 
t n + 1· To remove unbalanced nodal forces at t n + l' WARP3D iterates under fixed external load -
ing and no change in the prescribed displacements for displacement controlled loading. Each 
such iteration, denoted i, provides a revised estimate for the total displacements at tn + 1, de-
noted u(i) 1. Fully converged displacements at tn are denotedu n . Following Pinsky, Ortiz and n+ 
Pister (1983) a mid-increment scheme is adopted in which deformation rates are evaluated on 
the intermediate configuration at (1 - y)u n + YU~~l" Thechoiceofy = 1/2 represents aspe-
cific form of the generalized trapezoidal rule that is unconditionally stable and second-order 
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accurate. Key and Krieg (1982) demonstrate the optimality of the mid-point configuration for 
integrating the rate of deformation and the resulting correspondence with logarithmic strain 
(for uniaxial conditions). 
The following sections describe the computational processes performed at each material 
(Gauss) point to: 1) update stresses and to 2) provide a consistent tangent matrix for updating 
the global stiffness matrix. A brief discussion of the procedure to compute the polar decomposi-
tion of the deformation gradient is also provided. 
Stress Updating Procedure 
The computational steps are: 
Step 1. 
Step 2. 
Compute the deformation gradients at n + 1/2 and n + 1 
a(x + u(i) ) 
F(i) = n+1 
n+1 aX' 
(i) 
Fn+1/2 
a(x + u(i) ) 
n+1/2 
ax 
Compute polar decompositions at n + 1/2 and n + 1 
F(i) = R (i) • rf.i) 
n+1 n+1 n+1 
F(i) = R (i) . rf.i) 
n + 1/2 n + 1/2 n + 1/2 
(2.120) 
(2.121) 
(2.122) 
(2.123) 
Step 3. Compute the i th estimate for the spatial deformation increment over the step 
from the B matrix for the element, see Eq. (2.81) and Section 2.5.6. 
~E(i) = B(i) (u (i) - u ) 
n+1/2 n+1 n (2.124) 
wei) ~ ~E(i) (convert 6 x 1 vector to symmetric tensor) (2.125) 
This procedure, as compared to the more conventional scheme using Eqs. (2.98) and 
(2.100), provides a straightforward method to utilize the B formulation (to replace B) for 
finite strains thereby reducing volumetric locking in the element. 
Step 4. Rotate the increment of spatial deformation to the unrotated configuration 
~d(i) = R(i)T . Wei) . R(i) 
n+1/2 n+1/2 
(2.126) 
Step 5. The terms of the symmetric tensor ~d(i) define the strain increments for use in a 
conventional small-strain model. Invoke the small-strain model to provide the i th estimate 
for the unrotated Cauchy stress at n + 1 
(2.127) 
where e denotes the small-strain integration process (typically, an elastic-predictor, return 
mapping algorithm). The integration process requires the material state at n: the unro-
tated Cauchy stress (tn ), a set of scalar state variables denoted by H~, and a set oftensorial 
state variables denoted by q n which are maintained on the unrotated configuration in the 
model history data. 
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Step 6. The unrotated Cauchy ::;;tress at n + 1 is transformed to the Cauchy stress at n + 1 
required for subsequent computation of element internal forces 
(2.128) 
Key advantages of the above steps are the absence of half-angle rotations applied to stresses 
(and tensorial state variables) found in co-rotational rate formulations, Eqs. (2.108) and 
(2.109), and most importantly, the ability to use an existing small-strain constitutive model 
for Step 5 without modification since all quantities are referred to the unrotated configuration. 
The disadvantage is the need to perform two polar decompositions for the stress update at each 
material (Gauss) point. 
Consistent Tangent Operators 
Tangent operators, denoted here by E, are needed to form new element stiffness matrices 
for the i th Newton iteration during solution for step n+1 as expressed in Eqs. (2.87) and 
(2.90). The operators couple increments of the spatial deformation tensor expressed on the 
current configuration with increments of the spatial Cauchy stress required by the fully 
updated formulation adopted in WARP3D. Because the incremental-iterative Newton solu-
tion at the global level uses finite increments of quantities to advance the solution from n 
to n+1, rather than simple rates x dt, the tangent operators should provide incremental, 
secant relationships. 
For plasticity models implemented in a small-strain setting, Simo and Taylor (1985) 
presented the first formalized procedures to develop the (secant) relationships and coined 
the phrase consistent tangent operator. For small-strains, co,nsistency implies that the finite 
stress increment predicted by the tangent operator, E C , acting on a finite strain increment 
matches (to first order), the stress increment determined by the procedures used to inte-
grate the plasticity rate equations over the step, i.e., 
tn+l 
rei) = r + EC : (t(n - t ) = T + I idt n+l n n+l n n (2.129) 
tn 
where T denotes the stress measure in the small-strain setting. 
In the finite-strain framework adopted for WARP3D, the notion of a consistent tangent 
operator for the stress-update procedure on the unrotated configuration follows directly as (in 
matrix-vector form) 
(2.130) 
where the * denotes the 6 x 6 consistent tangent operator defined on the unrotated configura-
tion and the vector form of the symmetric, unrotated deformation tensor, D..d(i), is used. 
The needed form of the above relation for the fully updated solution strategy, expressed 
by Eq. (2.87), is 
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tn+l 
a Ci ) = a + EC : (E Ci ) - E ) = a + J iJdt n+l n n+l n n (2.131) 
tn 
where the spatial rate of Cauchy stress is integrated over n~n+1. Using the Green-Naghdi 
rate of Cauchy stress from Eq. (2.109), the above expression becomes 
tn+l 
o~~l = On + EC: (E~~l - En) = On + J (v +!}o - oO)dt . (2.132) 
tn 
Simo and Hughes (1988) and Cuitino and Ortiz (1992) discuss the difficulty of constructing 
the consistent tangent operator implied above by E C which includes potentially large-rota-
tion effects over the step coupled with material stress increments caused by the defonna-
tion increment. 
In the following we use a variation of the approximate linearization to define the trans-
formation [E *] ~ [E]. Computational experience indicates the procedure is quite robust 
and maintains good rates of convergence in the Newton iterations. We drop the iteration 
indicator (i) for simplicity and use the vector form, &', of the symmetric, spatial deformation 
tensor, tJD. A mix of tensor and matrix-vector operations provides the most straightforward 
presentation. 
The relationship between the tensor forms of the spatial deformation rate and the unro-
tated deformation rate, Eq. (2.106), is re-written in matrix-vector fonn as (using standard 
conversion of the rotation operation from tensor to matrix format) 
{e) = [T]{d} (2.133) 
where the 6 x 6 matrix [T] is defined using Rn + 1. The terms of [T] are given by 
Ril Ri2 Ri3 2RllR12 2R13R 12 2RllR13 
R~l R~2 R~3 2R21R22 2R23R 22 2R21R 23 
[T] = R~l R~2 R~3 2R31R32 2R33R32 2R3lR33 (2.134) 
RllR21 RlzR22 R 13R 23 (R llR 22 + R 21R 12) (R lzR 23 + R l3R 22) (R llR 23 + R 13R 2l ) 
R21R 3l R3zR22 R23R 33 (R 21R 32 + R 2zR31) (R 2zR33 + R 3zR23) (R2lR33 + R 23R 31 ) 
RuR 3l R 1zR32 R13R 33 (R llR 32 + R lzR31) (R lzR 33 + R l3R 32) (RllR33 + R 31R 13 ) 
The rate of unrotated Cauchy stress, Eq. (2.111), may then be written in matrix form as 
{i} = [E *]{d} = [E *][T]T{e} (2.135) 
where orthogonality of the rotation matrix [T]is used. Note that [E *] actually used in com-
putations is the consistent tangent operator defined by Eq. (2.130). Now the Green-Naghdi 
stress rate in Eq. (2.110) becomes 
{a} = [TJ{i} = [T][E *][T]T{e) (2.136) 
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and existing symmetries of [E *] are preserved through the [T] transformation. 
We invoke the relationship between the Green-Naghdi stress rate and the spatial rate 
of Cauchy stress rate given by Eq. (2.109). The left side ofEq. (2.109) is simply the symmet-
ric tensor form of {u} given above. To arrive at a tractable form for the - Qa + aQ terms, 
the approximation W == Q = RRT is adopted. Nagtegaal and Veldpaus (1984) demon-
strated the validity of this approximation when the rate of logarithmic strain remains 
constant over the step, which is consistent with the present stress updating procedure. 
Moreover, they showed that the - Wa + aWterms could be re-cast in matrix form (using 
the W = L - D decomposition withL given by av/axin Eq. (2.98)) as 
- Wa + aW ~ [Q]{i} (2.137) 
where the assumption of incompressibility becomes necessary to arrive at a symmetric 
form of [ Q]' The terms of [ Q] are 
2°11 0 0 °12 0 °13 
0 2°22 0 °12 °23 0 
0 0 2°33 0 °23 °13 
[Q] = 
°12 °12 0 ~(011 + °22) 1 2"°13 1 "2°23 (2.138) 
0 
°23 °23 
1 
2"013 !(022 + 033) 
1 
"2°12 
°13 0 °13 1 "2 023 
1 
2"°12 !(On + 033) 
By expressing each term of Eq. (2.109) in matrix-vector form, the spatial rate of Cauchy 
stress is given by 
{a} = [[T][E *][T]T - [Q]]{i} = [E]{i} (2.139) 
This expression defines the finite strain-rotation form of the tangent operator for use in 
construction of the element tangent stiffness in Eq. (2.90). This form is not a true consistent 
operator as the kinematic transformation uses the rate expressions at n+ 1 rather than the 
secant relationship from n to n+l. Use of the constitutive consistent [E *] seems to be far 
more important for convergence. 
Polar Decomposition 
The polar decompositionF=RUis a key step in the stress-updating algorithm and must be 
performed twice for each Gauss point for each stress update, i.e., at n + 1/2 and n + 1. The 
computational effort required for the polar decomposition should be insignificant relative 
to the element stiffness computation and the equation solving effort. For their explicit code, 
Flanagan and Taylor (1987) developed an algorithm for the integration of R = QR that 
maintains orthogonality of R for the very small displacement increments characteristic of 
explicit solutions. Numerical tests readily show their procedure fails for large displacement 
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increments experienced with implicit global solutions. The following algorithm removes 
such approximations by providing an exact construction of Rand U for arbitrary sized load 
steps and yet remains computationally very efficient with the framework of an implicit so-
lution. 
Step 1. Compute the right Cauchy-Green tensor 
(2.140) 
and its square 
(2.141) 
where only the upper-triangular form of the symmetric products (6 terms) are actually com-
puted and stored. 
Step 2. Compute the eigenvalues A i, A ~ and A ~ of C. A Jacobi transformation procedure spe-
cifically designed for 3 x 3 matrices extracts the eigenvalues. For scalar computers, the do-
loops are eliminated by explicitly coding each off-diagonal rotation form. TWo or, at most, three 
sweeps are needed to obtain eigenvalues converged to a 10-6 tolerance. The procedure vecto-
rizes easily since there are no transcendental functions to evaluate; the number of iterations 
is fixed at two or three for all material points in a contiguous block of elements. 
Step 3. Compute invariants of U and the det(F) 
Iu = Al + A2 + A3 
II u = AIA2 + A0-3 + AIA3 
III u = AIA03 = J = det(F) 
(2.142) 
(2.143) 
(2.144) 
Step 4. Form the upper triangle of the symmetric, right stretch, U, and it's symmetric in-
verse, U- I (see Hoger and Carlson, 1984) 
(2.145) 
where I denotes a unit tensor with thefi-coefficients defined by 
(2.146) 
Similarly, the inverse ofU may be formed directly as 
(2.147) 
where they coefficients defined by 
Yl = IIIIIu(IrJl u - IIIu), Y2 = IrJlt; - IIIu(It; + IIu), (2.148) 
Y3 = - IIIu - IuClt; - 2IIu) , Y4 = Iu (2.149) 
Step 5. Form R as the product 
(2.150) 
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2.7 Mises Material Model 
This material model extends the small-strain Mises plasticity theory to include the effects 
of finite strains and rotations through an incremental theory of plasticity with the von 
Mises yield surface expressed in terms of the Cauchy (true) stress. This model is formulated 
for the analysis of ductile metals which undergo large plastic strains but small elastic 
strains which means that the unloaded configuration obtained after significant plastic de-
formation is negligibly different from the deformed configuration. This assumption simpli-
fies considerably the treatment of material elasticity and permits additive decomposition 
into elastic and plastic components of strain increments defined with respect to the de-
formed configuration. 
The constitutive framework for WARP3D outlined in Section 2.6 neutralizes finite rota-
tion effects during stress-update and computation of the consistent tangent moduli. The 
small-strain, stress-updating procedures follow an elastic-predictor radial-return algo-
rithm. The algorithm is unconditionally stable for large strain increments and provides su-
perb accuracy in the updated stresses (for a single step method). Inelastic unloading-re-
loading events are processed without difficulty. 
2.7.1 Plasticity Algorithms 
During a time step from state n to state n+ 1, global equilibrium iterations, designated by 
i, are performed at a constant external load level to reduce the residual sufficiently close 
to zero. Each iteration allows a new estimate of the strain rate to be determined at the state 
n+ 1 which is associated with the iteration. With this estimate, the stress at the ith update 
of state n+ 1 is computed. This process is termed the stress recovery and is the principal fo-
cus of a material model. For stress updating, the ith estimate of the strain increment over 
the step is used, & = c ~+l-cn, which defines the so-called 'path independent' strategy. 
The implementation of this model does not use subincrementation schemes which subdi-
vide the strain increment. 
Also necessary at each global iteration is a constitutive tangent operator that relates 
stress rate to strain rate, or changes in stress to changes in strain, so that increments of 
displacement from n+l at i-I to n+l at i may be computed and strain rates estimated. This 
task is also the responsibility of the material model. 
The small-strain plasticity model is based on isotropic J2 flow theory. The stress recov-
ery during plastic flow is performed using an elastic predictor-radial return numerical in-
tegration scheme (see Key, 1982; Kreig and Key, 1976; Dodds, 1987, Keppel and Dodds, 
1990 for additional details). A consistent rather than a continuum tangent operator is com-
puted for use in the calculation of the element tangent stiffness matrix in order to maintain 
quadratic convergence in the global nonlinear solution (see Simo and Taylor, 1985). The 
complete algorithm for the stress recovery and the evaluation of the consistent tangent op-
erator at a given material point is developed and outlined in the following discussion. 
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hydrostatic axis 
t' 2 
t' 1 
t' 3 
Figure 2-4 Mises yield surface in principal stress space. 
Stress Recovery 
Let t ij , dU' and aU be the stress, strain rate, and back stress respectively. Since we only con-
sider isotropic hardening, the back stress may be eliminated from the stress recovery. De-
viator values and norms associated with these tensors are defined by 
(2.151) 
Because the vector corresponding to aij in principal stress space lies in the 1'[ plane of the 
yield surface, a kk is zero and the deviator of the back stress is the back stress. Accordingly, 
the deviator relative stress is given as 
~ij = t~j - aij 
However, aU = 0 which yields 
~~j = t~j 
allowing the Mises yield surface (Fig. 2-4) to be described by the equation 
~~j~~j - k 2 = 0 
2 
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(2.152) 
(2.153) 
(2.154) 
where k is proportional to the radius of the yield surface in the J'C plane. 
The strain rate is decomposed into elastic and plastic components by the equation 
d ·· = de + dP II ij ij' 
The unit normal tensor is defined as 
- ~ij 
nij - II ~~j II 
so that plastic strain rate can be described by the equation 
dp = 'In·· 
.. I\, l'J • 
LJ 
(2.155) 
(2.156) 
(2.157) 
Increments of the plastic strain will thus be normal to the yield surface in stress space. 
As a consequence of J2 flow theory, d~k' the change in plastic volume with time, is zero; the 
deviator plastic strain rate is therefore equal to the plastic strain rate. 
The effective plastic strain rate and the effective stress are defined as 
-eP = -32 dI!.dI!. 
LJ LJ 
(2.158) 
and 
(2.159) 
The derivative of the effective stress with respect to the effective strain is the plastic 
modulus H'. For a Mises yield surface, H' is given as 
where 
EE H' - T,n+l 
n+l - E E 
- T,n+l 
(l-M 
E (Oe,n+l) 
ET,n+l = N ao 
and E is Young's modulus. 
Along with Eq. (2.157), the evolution equations for the material are given by 
k = ~H' II d~ 11= ~H'A 
. tkk 
P =""3 = Kdkk 
The parameters K and G are the bulk and shear moduli of the material. 
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(2.160) 
(2.161) 
(2.162) 
(2.163) 
(2.164) 
The material point is assumed to be strained at a constant rate during the time step. 
Rate tensors are evaluated at state n+1/2 when integrated to produce an increment over 
the step. Consequently, the hydrostatic stress p ofEq. (2.164) and the elastic predictor trial 
deviator stress at state n+ 1 are computed as 
(2.165) 
(2.166) 
Since we only consider isotropic hardening, the trial deviator relative stress is defined 
in terms of the trial deviator stress: 
(2.167) 
At this stage, if the material point is elastic, the stress recovery is essentially complete. 
It remains only to re-combine the hydrostatic stress and the trial deviator stress. If the 
material point is in the state of plastic flow, using Eq. (2.163) the trial deviator stress is 
modified by a stress increment corresponding to a radial return to the yield surface in order 
to calculate the updated deviator stress at state n+ 1: 
(2.168) 
For simplicity of notation, in Eq. (2.168) and later}, is taken as evaluated at state n+ 1/2 
and nij at state n+ 1. The deviator relative stress at state n+ 1 is expressed as 
n+lc:. = n+l c:~ - 2}'l1tGn .. Su Su u 
Specifying the unit normal tensor at state n+1 to be 
nij = II n+l ~/.~ II 
u 
n + 1~/.~ 
L) 
and substituting into Eq. (2.169) leads to the relationship 
II n+ 1 ~ij II = II n+ 1 ~~j II - 2},l1tG 
Recasting Eq. (2.154) as 
II n + 1 ~;j II - fi n + 1 k = 0 
and noting from Eq. (2.162) that 
n+lk = n k + j2 H'},l1t 
3 
allows Eq. (2.171) to be manipulated, yielding 
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(2.169) 
(2.170) 
(2.171) 
(2.172) 
(2.173) 
(2.174) 
Eqs. (2.169) and (2.170) define the deviatoric terms of the updated stress state as a return 
to the new yield surface along the direction of trial elastic deviator (which for Mises is nor-
mal to the updated yield surface). Eq. (2.171) then represents the scalar product of each side 
of Eq. (2.169) and defines the so-called scalar consistency equation for determination A~t. 
Using the relationships ofEqs. (2.158) and (2.159), the consistency equation may be writ-
ten in the simpler form 
aT - 3Gflc:P - a (c:P ) == 0 
e n+l (2.175) 
where aT is the equivalent uniaxial stress computed from the elastic trial stress at the step 
(n+1) [see Eq. (2.166)], Gis the elastic shearmodulus,~c:Pis the unknown increment of pI as-
tic strain over the step,flc:P = c: P 1 - c:Pn, andaeCc:P ) is the equivalent (Mises) stress corre-n+ n+l 
sponding to the plastic strain at the end of the step. 
Consistent Tangent Operator 
The tangent operator required for the calculation of element tangent stiffness matrices sat-
isfies the following relationship between stress rate and the total strain rate: 
(2.176) 
For a material point in the elastic state, the isotropic tangent operator is given by 
CZkl = KOijOkl + 2G[ ~(OikOjl + 0ilOjk) - -!OijOkl ] . (2.177) 
Once the material point experiences plastic flow, the tangent operator is given by 
(2.178) 
y = 1 . [1 + ~] (2.179) 
The operatorofEq. (2.178)is termed the continuum tangent operator. Its useis compat-
ible with an exact integration of the evolution equations, which are continuum in nature. 
However, the elastic predictor-radial return procedure for stress updating does not repre-
sent an exact integration; it is in essence a secant approach. Not surprisingly, use of the 
continuum tangent operator leads to a degradation in the quadratic convergence character-
istic of the global Newton iterations. Simo and Taylor (1985) established a tangent operator 
compatible with the elastic predictor-radial return algorithm which preserves the quadrat-
ic convergence. It is often termed the consistent tangent operator, and it is the tangent oper-
ator employed in WARP3D. The consistent tangent operator is given by the following equa-
tions: 
(2.180) 
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_ [12 n+lk + i(l - f3)H'A~t ] . 
B - II n+l ~'~. II ' 
LJ 
y = 1 - (1 - B) [1+ f;] (2.181) 
The following sections describe the techniques used to solve Eq. (2.175) first for the in-
viscid case with power-law hardening and then for the general viscoplastic case. Once ~cP 
and aAcP 1) are determined from these calculations, the correction of the trial deviatoric 
n+ 
stress to the yield surface and the inclusion of hydrostatic stress terms proceeds as given 
previously. Also discussed here is the proper definition of H' for use in the consistent tan-
gent operator to model the power-law hardening and viscoplastic cases. 
2.7.2 Rate-Independent Consistency Equation 
When the uniaxial tensile response has other than linear (constant) hardening, Eq. (2.175) 
is nonlinear in the plastic strain increment, ~cP, and requires an iterative solution. For the 
power-law model of the uniaxial response 
ce _ ae Ce :5 co (2.182a) co - ao' 
Ce = (Uef 
co ao ' 
Ce > co (2.182b) 
where ao and Co are reference yield stress and strain levels that also define E. To evaluate 
Eq. (2.182b) given an estimate of ~cP, substitute 
a 
_ e,n+l pAp 
ce,n+l -~ + cn + L.J.C 
into Eq. (2.182b) which provides the needed expres·sion for aeCcP 1) as 
n+ 
N 
ae,n+l _ (Oe,n+l) O()- 0() 
cP 
n+l 
-EO' 
(2.183) 
(2.184) 
This is a simple, nonlinear equation solved readily for ae,n+l using a local Newton scheme. 
Define the residual, R, ofEq. (2.184) by 
For the (i) estimate of ae,n+l , find the change in R such that R + dR=O where 
aR d dR = a aen + 1 · 
°e,n+l ' 
The required derivative is found to be 
aR = l.[N(ae~+l)N-l _ 1] . 
aae,n+l E 0 
Successive improvements to the value of ae,n+l are thus 
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(2.185) 
(2.186) 
(2.187) 
aCi + 1) = a(i) + da(i) = a(i) _ R (i) 
e,n+1 e,n+1 e,n+1 e,n+1 ~I 
aae,n+l (i) 
(2.188) 
Iterations continue until convergence on ae,n+l is achieved. A suitable convergence test is 
laci + 1) - a
Ci ) 1::5 tal a(i + 1) 
e,n+1 e,n+1 e,n+1 (2.189) 
where we specify 10 -6 for tal. A robust starting estimate a(l) 1 is given by 
e,n+ 
a(1) = a En+1 + EO 
( 
p ) liN 
e,n+ 1 0 EO (2.190) 
We find convergence is achieved in at most 3 iterations over Eq. (2.185) - (2.189). The 
instantaneous plastic modulus, needed for the consistent tangent, is given by 
EE H' - T,n+1 
n+1 - E E 
- T,n+1 
(2.191) 
where 
C1-N) 
E E (ae,n+1) 
T,n+1 = N GO (2.192) 
With a converged value for iJ.EP given by the solution ofEq. (2.175), the updated stress state 
is computed by the usual radial return to the updated yield surface (isotropic hardening) 
{a}n+1 = {aT }n+1 - 3G~€P {ST}n+1' {} implies a 6x1 vector 
a 
where {ST} n + 1 is the deviatoric portion of the trial elastic stress state{ aT} n + 1. 
2.7.3 Rate-Dependent Consistency Equation 
(2.193) 
To introduce a rate dependence into the model, re-write the consistency equation of Eq. 
(2.175) in the form 
(2.194) 
where q denotes the rate-dependent equivalent stress, ae,n+l becomes the inviscid equiva-
lent stress (which may be a nonlinear function of E VP ) and iJ.t = t n + 1 - tn. We adopt a pow-
er-law viscoplastic relationship suitable for ductile metals undergoing large amounts of 
plastic straining. The viscoplastic strain rate is given by 
(2.195) 
where'f] and yare material constants. The viscosity term is often written in the form D= 1/'f]. 
In the simplest case, ae is specified to remain constant at the yield stress, ao. More general-
ly, ae is a nonlinear function of EVP. 
The integration of Eq. (2.195) with a backward Euler procedure yields 
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b..EUP = b..t[(~)Y - 1] 
r; 0e,n+ 1 (2.196) 
which is solved for qn+l 
(2.197) 
We observe in Eq. (2.197) that as r; / b..t ~ 0 the inviscid solution is recovered. By using a 
local Newton solver, the rate-dependent consistency equation, Eq. (2.194), is solved for b..E vp 
with qn+l defined as in Eq. (2.197). Convergence is again achieved in a few iterations. With 
b..E VP known, the updated stress state at n+ 1 is given by the usual radial-return to the yield 
surface 
{} _ { T} 3Gb..EuP {ST} (J n+l - (J n+l - T n+l' 
° 
(2.198) 
To form the consistent tangent, the instantaneous plastic modulus for the rate-dependant 
equivalent stress is required 
H' dq I q,n+l = dEuP . 
n+l 
(2.199) 
We must obtain Hq,n+ 1 by differentiating the algorithm that defines the evolution of q. 
From Eq. (2.196) we obtain 
(2.200) 
By substituting for dOe n+ 1 in terms of the plastic modulus for the inviscid response Eq. 
(2.191) , 
d - H' d up 0en+l - n+l E 1 
, n+ 
(2.201) 
Eq. (2.200) is solved for H' q,n+ 1 as 
I-m H' - dq I - r;oe,n+l (qn+l ) + ( qn+l )HI 
q,n+l - dE up n+l n+l - mb..t 0e,n+l 0e,n+l n+l 
(2.202) 
The plastic modulus ~' g,n + 1 provides the value of H' that appears in the consistent tangent 
operator, Eq. (2.180) . .Note that as r;/b..t ~ 0 in Eq. (2.202), Qn+ti0en+l must also ~1 and 
the inviscid H' n + 1 is recovered. ' 
2.8 Gurson Material Model 
This material model implements the Gurson-Tvergaard (GT) plastic potential to predict 
the response of an elastic-plastic solid containing voids (Gurson, 1977; see Tvergaard 1990 
for a comprehensive review). The basis for the model derives from analyses of a single cell 
containing a "smeared" void of initial volume fractionfo. The void volume fraction, f, in-
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creases under loading and eventually leads to a gradual loss of stress carrying capacity for 
a macroscopic material element. With this model, a material element effectively contains 
a void of volume fraction f and (solid) matrix material of volume fraction (I-f). The matrix 
response follows the material's uniaxial (tensile) stress-strain properties which can be rep-
resented in several ways and can also include viscoplastic effects. 
The GT yield condition is given by 
(2.203) 
where ae denotes the (Mises) equivalent (macroscopic) stress, am is the mean (macroscopic) 
stress, ais the (Mises) equivalent stress of the matrix andfis the current void fraction. Fac-
tors q l' q 2' and q 3 introduced by Tvergaard (1990) improve the model predictions for period-
ic arrays of cylindrical and spherical voids. When f = 0 the yield condition reduces to con-
ventional Mises plasticity. To introduce a rate dependence into the matrix response, we 
adopt the power-law viscoplastic relationship given in section 2.7.3. 
2.8.1 Nucleation Model 
The volume fraction of voids increases over an increment of load due to continued growth 
of existing voids and due to the formation of new voids caused by interfacial decohesion of 
inclusions or second phase particles. Thus, 
df = dfgrowth + dfnucleation . (2.204) 
The growth component is defined by the current volume fraction of voids and the macro-
scopic change in void fraction is (the matrix material satisfies plastic incompressibility) 
dfcrrowth = (1 - f)dfP : I = (1 - f)dcp . 
b 
(2.205) 
We adopt an evolution model for nucleation based on current plastic strain in the matrix 
dfnucleation = A(fP)dfP . (2.206) 
Chu and Needleman (1980) suggest a form for A as 
[ 2] 
( fP - G 
A = N exp _l( S N) 
SN!2n 2 N 
(2.207) 
where the nucleation strain follows a normal distribution with a mean value c N and a stan-
dard deviation sNwith the volume fraction of void nucleating particles given by {N. A sim-
pler form of Gurson's model which neglects nucleation is derived by setting A == 0 (three 
fewer material parameters are then required). 
2.8.2 Element Extinction 
Under increasing deformation, the void volume fraction reaches a level at which the ele-
ment capacity to resist stress decreases precipitously. This final stage of deformation just 
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prior to material separation is not realistically predicted with the GT model (even though 
the numerical computations remain stable to very high levels off, approaching 0.5). 
Element extinction occurs when the void fractionfreaches a specified level, denoted fE . 
The element stiffness is set to zero and the forces exerted by the element on adjacent nodes 
are released to zero using a traction-separation law. In this procedure the element is not 
topologically deleted from the model but it no longer contributes any resistance to loading. 
2.8.3 Plasticity Algorithms 
Material Elasticity and Yield Criterion 
The material is elastically isotropic and for a specified increment of total (macroscopic) 
strain, 
(2.208) 
the trial (T) elastic stress state is defined by 
(2.209) 
We use bold italics to denote a second-order tensor, bold roman indicates a symmetric 
fourth-order tensor, and: denotes the operator consistent for the order of tensors involved, 
e.g., (C : B)ij = CijkzBkl. Italic symbols denote scalar variables. All tensor components are 
given with respect to a fixed, Cartesian system. 
We define S~+l as the deviatoric component of (J~+1 from which the equivalent (macro-
scopic) stress is given by 
1/2 
T - ('2.STST) q n + 1 - 2 ij ij n + 1 
Similarly, the trial hydrostatic stress is given by 
p~ + 1 = - i U ;+l : I = - i(ou + 022 + 033)~+1 
Gurson's yield function is given by 
g = (~f + 2Q1f COSh( - r:) -(1 + Qsfl.) = 0 
(2.210) 
(2.211) 
(2.212) 
where Ql,Q2,q3 are material constants, fis the current void fraction andais the current 
(Mises) equivalent stress of the matrix. Most often, q 1 = 1.25, Q 2 = 1 and Q 3 = qi to 
match the response of discrete hole growth models under pure shear and pure hydrostatic 
loading. We evaluate the yield criterion for the trial elastic state using current values of the 
(scalar) state variables 
(2.213) 
The material loading is defined by 
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g~+l < 0 linear - elastic 
g; + 1 2:: 0 plastic loading 
Unloading from a previously plastic state is treated inelastically such that 
with the internal state variables retaining their values at n. 
Plasticity Rate Equations 
(2.214) 
(2.215) 
When the material experiences plastic loading as indicated by Eq. (2.214), the macroscopic 
continuum flow rule is expressed as 
(2.216) 
where dA is the (positive) plastic multiplier. Integration of the plastic strain rate over the 
step using the backward Euler procedure yields 
fl.cP = fl.A agl . (2.217) 
au n+l 
The derivative of the yield function in Eq. (2.217) is written in the terms of the hydrostatic 
and deviatoric contributions to provide 
( lag ag)1 fl.cP = fl.A - --1 + -n 3 ap aq 1 
n+ 
(2.218) 
where the unit normal n is defined by 
3 
nn+l = 2 Sn+l . 
qn+l 
(2.219) 
To simplify subsequent expressions, we introduce definitions for the (scalar) volumetric and 
deviatoric plastic strain as 
fl.Ep = - fl.A(~g)1 
'P n+l 
(2.220) 
fl.E q = fl.A( ~g) 1 
q n+l 
(2.221) 
and substitute into Eq. (2.218) to give 
(2.222) 
If the updated stress state at n+1 is written in terms of the usual volumetric and deviatoric 
components 
(2.223) 
then with the notation defined by Eq. (2.219), the updated stress state also may be written 
in the form 
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(2.224) 
In terms of the trial elastic stress state, the updated stress state may be constructed as fol-
lows: 
(2.225) 
where the first two terms on the right side combine to define the trial elastic state such that 
a -aT - De . A ~p n+1 - n+1 • ill; • (2.226) 
The negative term on the right side defines a plastic stress correction for the trial elastic 
stress. Using Eq. (2.222), this term may be expressed in the form 
(2.227) 
where K and G are the elastic bulk and shear modulus, respectively. Substitution of Eq. 
(2.227) into Eq. (2.226) provides a convenient form of the updated stress as 
(2.228) 
In the previous equation, the trial elastic stress state is corrected (i.e. returned) to the up-
dated yield surface. In deviatoric space, the return direction is along the normal defined by 
nn+ 1· Using the material elasticity, we also have the following relations for the updated 
hydrostatic and equivalent stress 
Pn+1 = P~+l + K/!:"cp 
qn+1 = q~+l - 3G/!:"cq 
which prove very useful in the numerical processes described below. 
(2.229) 
(2.230) 
The key step in the backward Euler scheme defines the return normal direction as the de-
viatoric direction of the trial elastic state as, using Eq. (2.210) and Eq. (2.219), 
- 3 ST 
nn+1 - -T- n+1 
2qn+1 
which yields finally 
_ T 3G/!:"cq T 
an + 1 - an + 1 - K/!:"cpl- T Sn+1 
qn+1 
(2.231) 
(2.232) 
This choice for the return direction simplifies greatly numerical solution for the updated 
stress state; in 3-D the number of unknowns is reduced by 6, the number of unique terms 
From Eq. (2.228), a knowledge of /!:"cp, /!:"cq fully defines the updated stress state. The nu-
merical solution must determine values for these scalar parameters so that /!:"cP satisfies 
the flow rule over the step and the updated stresses satisfy the yield criterion. In the process 
of computing /!:"cp, /!:"cq, the internal state variables are updated as well. 
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Internal State Variables 
The GT material model includes a set of state variables which partition the macroscopic 
stress-strain into the matrix material and the "smeared" voids. These state variables define 
the microscopic plastic strain in the matrix and the current volume fraction of voids. 
Plastic Strain in the Matrix 
Plastic work in the matrix is taken to be a relative fraction, 1-f, of macroscopic plastic work 
such that 
(1 - fJadfP = (J : deP (2.233) 
where fP denotes the matrix plastic strain. This rate equation is integrated over the step 
using backward Euler and solved for the increment of plastic strain in the matrix 
-Tl (In+l: l1eP 
11£.1:' =----..,;..;;....;,...;;;.---
(1 - fn+1)an+1 
(2.234) 
where the numerator simplifies considerably to provide 
-Tl -P n+ 1l1ep + qn+ll1e q 
11£.1:' = ---~-------~ (1-fn + 1)an + 1 
(2.235) 
Evolution of Void Fraction, 
The volume fraction of voids increases over an increment due to continued growth of exist-
ing voids and due to the formation of new voids caused by interfacial decohesion ofinclu-
sions or second phase particles. Thus, 
df = dfgrowth + dfnucleation . (2.236) 
The growth component is defined by the current volume fraction of voids and the macro-
scopic change in void fraction is (the matrix material satisfies plastic incompressibility) 
dfgrowth = (1 - f)deP : l. = (1 - fJdEp . (2.237) 
We adopt an evolution model for nucleation based on current plastic strain in the matrix 
dfnucleation = .A(fP)dfP . (2.238) 
Chu and Needleman (1980) suggest a form for.A as 
[ 2] f fP - £ .A = N exp - 1 ( s N) sN.{2;C 2 N (2.239) 
where the nucleation strain follows a normal distribution with a mean value EN and a stan-
dard deviation sN with the volume fraction of void nucleating particles given by fN' A sim-
pler form of the GT material model which neglects nucleation is derived by setting .A == 0 
(three fewer material parameters are then required). 
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Equation (2.237) and its component terms are integrated using backward Euler to obtain 
(2.240) 
Equations (2.235) and (2.240) comprise a pair of coupled, nonlinear algebraic equations to 
update the microscopic state variables f, £P for specified values of the macroscopic plastic 
strains f::..cp, f::..Cq. 
Response of the Matrix Material 
A variety of models for the evolution of a, the equivalent matrix stress, may be defined. The 
inviscid model is a simple power-law with initially linear response 
(2.241) 
N !a = (g:) , e > EO (2.242) 
where the total equivalent strain in the matrix, E, is simply E = alE + £P and E = oo/co. 
Eq. (2.242) is solved iteratively for awith a local Newton loop for a given value of plastic 
strain in the matrix, £P. The plastic modulus, H', is then found by 
H' = EEr 
E -Et 
where the tangent modulus is defined from Eq. (2.242) by 
E (a)CI-M 
ET = N 0
0 
. 
To model a viscoplastic matrix material, we adopt a power-law model of the form 
(2.243) 
(2.244) 
(2.245) 
where rJ and yare material constants and Oe is the inviscid equivalent stress for the matrix. 
The viscosity term is often written in the form D=llrJ. In the simplest case, Oe is specified 
to remain constant at the yield stress, 0 0 . More generally, Oe is a nonlinear function of 
£P along the lines of Eq. (2.242). 
The integration of Eq. (2.245) with a backward Euler procedure yields 
f::..£P = f::..t [ ( ~ n + 1 ) m _ 1] 
rJ 0L,n+l 
(2.246) 
where subscript i denotes the inviscid response at the same plastic strain in the matrix. 
This expression is solved directly for an+l 
(2.247) 
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We observe in Eq. (2.247) that as 17/ I1t ~ 0 the inviscid solution is recovered. Each of 
the above models for an +1 are functions of the plastic strain in the matrix and can thus be 
resolved during the solution for I1cp, I1cq. The plastic modulus is given by 
l-m 
H' = dol = ~(a) + (O)H: dfP n+l ml1t 0i 0i L (2.248) 
where all terms on the RHS of (2.248) are evaluated at n+ 1. 
Summary of Updating Process 
The stress updating process requires computation of a set of stresses defined by Eq. (2.232) 
for which the flow conditions given in Eq. (2.220) and Eq. (2.221) are satisfied consistent 
with updated values of the internal state variables. The proportionality factor I1A is elimi-
nated by dividing Eq. (2.220) by Eq. (2.221) to define the relationship between the incre-
ments of volumetric and deviatoric plastic strain as 
Mp(~!) + ~Eq(:;) = 0 . (2.249) 
This relationship together with satisfaction of the yield criterion at n+ 1 using stresses of 
Eq. (2.232) 
(2.250) 
defines a pair of nonlinear algebraic equations for numerical solution. The primary un-
known variables in these two equations are the macroscopic plastic strains I1cp, I1cq. 
These equations are solved iteratively using Newton's method. Given estimates 
for I1cp and I1cq, the updated stress state, Pn+l and qn+V are given byEq. (2.229) andEq. 
(2.230). The internal state variables, fP, 0 and f, are updated to n+l by solving these three 
equations simultaneously, Eqs. (2.235) and (2.240) are repeated for clarity) 
(2.251) 
(2.252) 
(2.253) 
The numerical complexity in updating fP andf depends on the form adopted for o(tp) and 
whether or not the nucleation component of fis included. For the material models used 
here, another level of Newton's iterations is required to resolve I1tp and I1f consistent 
with 0. 
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2.9 Domain Integration Formulation of J-Integral 
Finite element methods represent a powerful tool for computing linear and nonlinear frac-
ture mechanics parameters. For linear analyses, the stress-intensityfactors,Kr, are readily 
determined from the energy release-rate interpretation of the J-integral (Rice 1968; 
Knowles and Sternberg, 1972; Budiansky and Rice, 1973). For nonlinear analyses, the in-
tensity of deformation along the crack front is generally characterized by the Crack Tip 
Opening Displacement (CTOD) and/or a pointwise value of the J-integral. In two-dimen-
sions, the J-integral sets the amplitude of the singular field near a sharp crack tip, as given 
by the HRR solutions (Hutchinson, 1968; Rice and Rosengren, 1968 ), under certain limit-
ing conditions involving material constitutive behavior and the extent of plastic deforma-
tion relative to the uncracked ligament size. In three-dimensions, the situation becomes 
less clear; the nature of near-tip fields in 3-D remains a focus of current research. Remote 
from traction free surfaces, the crack front fields may closely resemble those ofplane-strain; 
near free surfaces the fields exhibit strong 3-D effects. However, purely mechanical argu-
ments concerning energy flux show that the J-integral provides a local energy release rate 
independent of the exact singular form of the near ti p fields . Under these conditions, J char-
acterizes the crack driving force. 
This section describes the Domain Integral (DI) capabilities implemented in WARP3D 
to compute J-integral values in 3-D (Mode I) following solution for a load step (Li, et aI., 
1985; Moran and Shih, 1987a, 1987b; Shih, et aI., 1986). The Domain Integral method is 
a variant of the Virtual Crack Extension technique (Parks, 1977; Helen, 1975); however, 
it is more general and more easily applied to finite element analyzes. The procedure in-
volves defining nodal values of a weight function which may be interpreted as the motion 
of material near the crack front due to a virtual crack extension. The numerical computa-
tions then require evaluation of a volume integral over elements in 3-D which includes the 
energy density, the stress field, the displacement, velocity, acceleration fields and the 
weight functions. Weight functions over elements are constructed from the specified nodal 
values using conventional isoparametric procedures. This task quickly becomes onerous; 
however, capabilities are included for automatic generation of the weight function values 
which greatly simplify J computations in 3-D crack configurations. 
The DI procedures, as currently implemented, has these features/limitations: 
• the material response is considered nonlinear elastic when the material model employs an 
incremental plasticity theory (this is a very common assumption and avoids unnecessary 
complications that arise from the explicit partial derivative of the stress work density) 
• the kinetic energy and accelerations of crack region material in dynamic loading are in-
cludedinJ 
• the effects of finite strains and finite rotations at material points are included in J 
• the effects of rapid crack growth are not included in J ("slow" crack growth under dynamic 
loading is supported) 
• the effects of loads applied to the crack faces are included in J using an approximate tech-
nique (these terms maintain path independence for domains remote from the front) 
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• thermal loading and other initial strain/stress effects are not included in J 
The next section provides a summary of the theoretical basis for the DI method. Other sec-
tions describe the numerical algorithms to evaluate the volume integrals 
2.9.1 Background 
Local Energy Release Rates 
A local val ue of the mechanical energy release rate, denoted J(s), at each point s on a planar, 
non-growing crack front under general dynamic loading is given by 
(2.254) 
where Wand T are the stress-work density and the kinetic energy density per unit volume 
at t = 0; r is a vanishingly small contour which lies in the principal normal plane at s, and 
n is the unit vector normal to r (see Fig. 2-5). Pji denotes the non-symmetric 1st Piola-Kirch-
hoff (1st PK) stress tensor which is work conjugate to the displacement gradient expressed 
on the t = 0 configuration, auJ ax}, i.e., the stress-work rate is simply pi}auJ ax} per unit 
volume at t = O. All field quantities are expressed in the local orthogonal coordinate system, 
XI-X2-X3, at location s on the crack front. 
This important relationship was first derived by Eshelby (1970) and independently by 
Cherepanov (1967). Any form of loading (including crack face tractions) and arbitrary ma-
terial behavior is permitted when r ~ O. 
Moran and Shih (1987a,1987b) have proven the local path independence of J on the ac-
tual shape of r in the limit as r ~ 0 + . To have both path independence and a non-vanish-
ing, finite value, the integrand ofEq. (2.254) must have order l/r. The quantity J defined 
by Eq. (2.254) has no direct relationship to the form of the near-tip strain-stress fields, ex-
cept for very limited circumstances. For plane-stress and plane-strain conditions, with non-
linear elastic material response and small-strain theory, J of Eq. (2.254) simplifies to the 
well-known J-integral due to Rice (1968) that exhibits global path independence. Under 
the additional limitation of small-scale yielding (SSY), J sets the amplitude of the HRR sin-
gular fields. The role of J as a single parameter which characterizes the near tip strain-
stress fields for arbitrary loading (static, thermal, dynamic) and 3-D configurations is a top-
ic of much current research. 
The stress-work density (W) per unit initial volume may be defined in terms of the me-
chanical strains as 
t 
W = I F I I (t : d m )dt (2.255) 
o 
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where I F I denotes the determinant of the deformation gradient F = ax/ax, t denotes the 
unrotated Cauchy stress and d is the mechanical fraction of the unrotated rate of deforma-
tion tensor. The kinetic energy density is given directly by 
2 
T = ~Q(aa~i) (2.256) 
where Q is the material mass density (sum on i) in the initial configuration at t = O. 
The direct evaluation ofEq. (2.254) is cumbersome in a finite element model due to the 
geometric difficulties encountered in defining a contour that passes through the integration 
points. Such a contour is desired since the most accurate stress and strain quantities are 
available at the integration points. Moreover, the limiting definition of the contour requires 
extensive mesh refinement near the crack tip to obtain numerical J-values which are 
meaningful. The next section develops the Domain Integral equivalent ofEq. (2.254) which 
is naturally suited for finite element models. 
Domain Integral Formulation 
By using a weight function, which may be interpreted as a virtual displacement field, the 
contour integral ofEq. (2.254) is converted into an area integral for two dimensions and into 
a volume integral for three dimensions (Li, et aI., 1985; Nikishkov and Atluri, 1987). The 
resulting expressions are (see Fig. 2-6): 
Ja - c = {' [J(s) qt(s) 1 ds = J 1 + J 2 + J3 
Sa 
(2.257) 
where the each integral is defined by 
Figure 2-5. Local J-integral in 3-D. 
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(2.258) 
J (aw a2Ui ) - ax - Pjiax.ax qk dVo v k J k 
o 
(2.259) 
J = - J (T aqk -3 aX 
v k 
o 
(2.260) 
q k denotes a component of the vector weight function in the k coordinate direction, q tCs) 
represents the resultant value of the weight function at point s on the crack front, V o repre-
sents the volume of the domain surrounding the crack tip in the (undeformed) configuration 
at t = 0, and s denotes positions along the crack front segment. 
The vector function q is directed parallel to the direction of crack extension. When all 
field quantities of the finite element solution are transformed to the local crack front coordi-
nate system at point s, and Mode I extension is considered, only the q 1 term of the weight 
function is non-zero. 
Body forces (other than inertial loading) are assumed to be zero for simplicity. The treat-
ment of crack face tractions involves an additional integral discussed subsequently. J(s) is 
the local energy release rate that corresponds to the perturbation at s, qt(s). Figure 2-6 
shows a typical domain volume defined for an internal segment along a three-dimensional 
surface crack. 
The q-function must vanish on the surfacesA1,A2 andA3 in Fig. 2-6 for the develop-
ment of Eqs. (2.258) through (2.260) from (2.257). This requirement makes area integrals 
(line integrals in two dimensions) defined on these surfaces vanish. Fig. 2-7 shows the vari-
ation in amplitude of a valid q-function for the domain shown in Fig. 2-6. All material over 
which the q-function and its first derivative are non-zero must be included in the volume 
integrals. Thevalueofq at each point in the volume, Vo,isreadilyinterpretedasthevirtual 
displacement of a material point due to the virtual extension of the crack front, qt(s). 
An approximate value of J(sb) is obtained by applying the mean-value theorem over the 
interval Sa < S < Sc. The pointwise value of the J-integral at sb is given by (see Fig. 2-7): 
J(s = b) = (2.261) 
where J is the energy released due to the crack-tip perturbation, qt(s). The increase in 
crack-area corresponding to this perturbation,Aq, is simply the integral of q/s) along the 
crack front from Sa to Sc-
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Figure 2-7 Variation of weight function, q, over volume at crack front. 
For common through crack test specimens, e.g. SE(B), C(T), the crack front is generally 
straight or only slightly curved. For such crack geometries, the average J for the entire 
crack front value is obtained by the application of a uniform q t(s) across the full crack front. 
The above volume integrals are evaluated by Gauss quadrature. Derivatives of the q-
function over each finite element in V are computed by standard isoparametric techniques 
X2 
crack faces 
Figure 2-6 Finite volume for use in Domain Integral formulation 
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from specified values of q at element nodes. The higher order derivatives are computed by 
either: 1) extrapolating Gauss point values to the element nodes and applying standard iso-
parametric techniques or, 2) interpolating the Gauss point values to a lower order integra-
tion within the element. 
Domain Form of the J-Integral: Discussion 
In a small displacement gradient formulation, the J2 integral vanishes for an elastic mate-
rial (linear or nonlinear) in the absence of thermal strains as shown in the following man-
ner. We replace the 1st PK stresses by the conventional (symmetric) stress tensor applica-
ble when strains and displacement gradients are small. Then 
(2.262) 
By exchanging the order of differentiation, inserting the (symmetric) small-strain tensor 
and using symmetry of 0ij' the second term in Eq. (2.259) is rewritten as: 
(2.263) 
The chain rule is now evoked to expand the first term in Eq. (2.259), again assuming 
small-displacement gradients. The resulting derivative of strain energy density with re-
spect to strain is the stress tensor for elastic materials. The result is: 
aW aW aE.. aE·· 
- _-.!:l... = o .. -.!:l... 
aX1 - aEijaXl 7J aXl 
The two terms defining the integrand of J 2 thus sum to zero for elastic materials. 
(2.264) 
Dynamic loading effects appear in the J3 term of the domain integral representation 
of the J-integral. The first term in J3 provi.des the flux of the kinetic energy in the direction 
of the crack propagation. The second and third terms arise from the explicit partial deriva-
tive, (a/ax 1)' of the kinetic energy density. The second term contains material accelerations 
and the third term is identified with the spatial gradient of the velocities. The second term, 
containing the material accelerations, has been found to make significant contributions to 
the total J-integral for non-propagating cracks. This term is similar in form to domain inte-
grals that accommodate ordinary body forces. 
For an elastic structure under static loading (without any thermal strains), J 2 and J 3 
are identically zero. For incremental (load path dependent) plasticity, the deviation of J2 
from zero indicates the degree of non-proportional loading experienced over the domain of 
integration. 
For many practical cases, the loading produces nearly proportional material histories 
within the domain of integration; in such cases the very small contribution of J 2 is ne-
glected. Shih, Moran and Nakamura (1986) neglected J 2 forJ-integral calculations. Dodds 
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and Vargas (1988) show that up to 15% of the J-integral in a 2-dimensional static case can 
be due to J2 for incremental plasticity models when the plastic strains and the elastic 
strains within the domain are similar in magnitude. For larger plastic strains, however, 
this difference diminishes to less than 0.1 %, whichjustifies the use of J 2 + J 3 as an approx-
imation to Eq. (2.257) for large amounts of plastic deformation. The contribution of J 2 in 
the presence of thermal strain gradients within the integration domain is significant. 
The derivation ofEqs. (2.257) through (2.260) is mathematically rigorous. Provided suf-
ficient resolution of the crack-tip stress-strain fields exists for accurate numerical integra-
tion, the calculated J-integral equals the weighted J(s), where J(s) is the contour definition 
in the limit as the contour shrinks onto the crack tip. For a given q/s), i.e., the crack front 
variation of the weighting function, many combinations of domain volume and distribution 
of the q-function are possible. Thus, similar to path independence arguments for the contour 
J-integral, domain independence arguments apply for the domain J-integral. In practice, 
several domains defined concentrically about the crack tip are evaluated to insure domain 
independence of the computed J-integral. In the general case of therm al loading and inelas-
tic material response an three components of the J-integral are required for the calculated 
value to be domain independent. 
Summary 
The J2 term in WARP3D domain integral processors is assumed == 0 for all cases. Numerical 
evaluation of the J 1 integral requires only straightforward application ofisoparametric ele-
ment techniques once the computed field quantities are transformed from the global 
X-Y-Z coordinate system to the Xl - X2 - X3 system at point s on the front. In this sim-
plified form, Eq. (2.258) becomes 
J 1 = Iv, ( Pji :;: :~ - w aiJ dVo . (2.265) 
Similarly, the kinetic energy and inertial loading terms from Eq. (2.260) become 
f ( aq a2u. au· au· a2u. ) J 3 = - T aX - Q at2£ ax£ q + Q a/ atax q dVo · V I I I o (2.266) 
WARP3D domain integral processors evaluate only the first two terms of this integral. The 
third term (velocity) is vanishing small unless high speed crack propagation takes place. 
When crack face tractions are present, an additional contribution to the J-integral is 
computed using 
f au· J4 = - tiax: q dAo 
A3+A 4 
(2.267) 
where ti denotes the face traction expressed in the front system and A3 + A4 denotes the 
upper and lower portion of the loaded faces (refer to Fig. 2-6). 
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Eqs. (2.265) through (2.267) are implemented to support finite-strains and finite-rota-
tions as indicated under the assumption that J 2 vanishes. Thus the present formulation 
applies most realistically to models in which displacements impose large (rigid) rotations 
on the domain but in which finite strains are confined to the usual blunting zone ahead of 
the crack tip. An example is a pin loaded, single-edge notch tension specimen, SE(T), con-
taining a deep notch, i.e., a/W > 0.5. Under increased loading, the specimen may undergo 
relatively large rotations as the line of action of the axial load re-aligns with the center point 
of the remaining ligament. Finite strains are confined to the near tip region. The present 
formulation includes the effects of such large (rigid) rotations of the specimen on J-values. 
2.9.2 Numerical Procedures 
Definition of the q-Function 
Consistent with the isoparametric formulation, the q-function within an element has the 
form 
q(~, 1'},~) = L N i(;, 1'}, ~)q i (2.268) 
i= 1 
where q i are the specified values of the q-function at the element nodes. The user defines: 
(1) a list of nodes along the crack front included in the computations to evaluate A q, (2) ele-
ments over which integrations are to be performed, (3) qi at nodes over the volume, V, and 
(4) orientation of the crack front coordinate axes at the point s under consideration. 
When collapsed elements are defined along the crack front producing coincident nodes, 
only one of the coincident nodes at each location is specified; the computational routines 
locate the remaining coincident nodes and assign them the same value of q. 
When the crack front h~s a small, initial radius, the user specifies a list of nodes at each 
crack front position to be treated as tip nodes. The computational routines then assign all 
listed nodes at each front position the same value of q. The specified lists of front nodes also 
playa key role in the generation of automatic domains for initially blunt crack fronts. 
To define the orientation of the crack front axes relative to the global axes, users specify 
the components of a unit vector normal to the crack plane. 
The specification of nodal q-values becomes exceedingly tedious for 3-D analyses. An 
"automatic" procedure is available as an option for generation of q-values. This procedure 
requires that the user specify: front nodes along the crack front, the number of domains 
required for checking path independence and components of the unit vector normal to the 
crack plane. The domain processors create domains of increasing distance from the crack 
tip using the mesh topology. 
Volume Integrals 
The volume integrals are numerically evaluated using the same Gaussian quadrature pro-
cedures adopted for element stiffness generation. The integral in Eq. (2.265) presents no 
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difficulties as both Wand the stresses are available at the Gauss point locations and the 
q-function derivative is readily computed from specified nodal values and Eq. (2.268). 
Gauss quadrature applied to Eq. (2.265) yields the expression for numerical computations 
as 
J 1 = - L [W ai -Pji:;i :;] det [~Xm] wp 
p 1 1 j rJm p 
p 
(2.269) 
where the summation extends over all Gauss quadrature points (p) and wp denotes the 
Gauss weight values. The 1st PK stresses are computed from the unrotated Cauchy 
stresses using the two step transformation 
u = R· t· RT (2.270) 
(2.271) 
Cartesian derivatives of q and the displacements are obtained in the usual manner using 
the chain rule 
(2.272) 
and, 
(2.273) 
where N is the number of element nodes. Similar procedures are followed for evaluation of 
the first two terms of Eq. (2.266); the third term in this equation-is neglected. 
Crack Face Traction Integral 
The crack face traction integral, Eq. (2.267), is evaluated using the equivalent nodal loads 
corresponding to the applied crack face tractions. The crack face integral is thus evaluated 
numerically using the expression 
(2.274) 
where k is taken over elements with non-zero crack face tractions; l is taken over all element 
nodes on the loaded face; {P} is the vector of equivalent nodal loads at element node l due 
to the surface traction. Displacement derivatives at the element nodes needed in Eq. 
(2.274) are obtained by extrapolating derivatives computed at Gauss point locations. 
Lagrangian polynomials are again adopted for the extrapolation. Not only is this technique 
more accurate than evaluating derivatives directly at the element nodes, the difficulty in 
computing derivatives at nodes on the crack front due to the singularity is avoided (extrapo-
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lated derivatives are not singular). Numerical tests demonstrate that the approximate ex-
pression given in Eq. (2.274) works very well. 
Crack Front Nodes 
Fronts Defined by Collapsed Elements 
The use of degenerated brick-type elements generally leads to meshes with multiple, coinci-
dent nodes along the crack front. To simplify specification of the q-function over the domain 
volume, the q-value for only one of the coincident nodes at such crack front positions is re-
quired. The remaining coincident nodes at corresponding crack front positions are located 
and assigned the same value for q. The procedure followed to locate coincident nodes is out-
lined below. 
For each user specified node along the crack front, the numerical procedure constructs 
coordinates for a cubical prism centered at the node, then locates all other nodes of the mod-
el that lie within the prism. Such nodes are treated as coincident with the specified node 
and are assigned the same q-value. Dimensions for the cubical prism are defined as follows: 
for 2 or more nodes specified along the crack front (3-D models), the prism ex-
tends ± R x tol about the node, where R is the distance between the first two listed nodes 
on the crack front. 
Fronts Defined With Initial Root Radius 
For analyses that require a formulation including finite-strain effects, crack fronts are gen-
erally modeled with a small, initial radius as illustrated in Fig. 2-8. For these models, the 
automatic procedure described above to define a set of "tip" nodes becomes inadequate. Us-
ers are required to specify the appropriate list of "tip" nodes at each front position, e.g., the 
Initial Root Radius 
o User-specified tip node 
Elements Added 
To Make Ring 2 
Figure 2-8 Typical blunt-tip model employed in finite-strain analyses. 
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nodes indicated by open symbols in the figure. Each node is then assigned the same q-value 
by the computational routines. 
Only the node actually on the symmetry plane (53 in the figure) is required unless the 
automatic domain option is invoked. The list of user-specified tip nodes provides the "seed" 
to start the automatic procedure for domain generation, i.e., elements in the first domain 
are those incident on the listed "tip" nodes. 
Computation of Aq 
The area under the q-function along the crack front, denoted A q, is required to normalize 
Jfor arbitrary magnitudes of the specifiedq-function in Eq. (2.261), see also Fig.2-7. Thus, 
Aq may be interpreted as area of crack extension represented by a virtual crack extension 
q. The value of Aq is defined by 
Aq = r~~: q(s) ds (2.275) 
which is numerically evaluated using Gauss quadrature as 
A q = L LNfsp)qI[jdXi+~] wp 
pIP 
(2.276) 
where the functional form of q over the segment of crack front under consideration, 
a :s; s :::;; c, is specified by the user to vary in a piecewise Hnear, parabolic or cubic manner. 
Lagrangian interpolating functions, N Is), are used to construct the piecewise functions for 
q along the crack front. The length of crack front over a :s; s :s; c is computed with the ex-
pression 
L = L [jdXi + ~] wp 
p p 
(2.277) 
and is displayed for checking purposes. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Chapter 3 
Plane Strain Analysis of Pre-Cracked 
CVN Specimens 
Conventional nonlinear fracture mechanics often characterizes material toughness for 
static loading using the parameters J c (for brittle fracture), JIc (for the onset of stable tear-
ing) and JR-~a (for tearing resistance). Laboratory tests to measure these parameters use 
standard geometries with fatigue sharpened cracks, for example a single edge notch bend 
specimen, loaded to fracture under nominally static conditions. Specimens typically have 
a minimum size of width (W) = 50 mm, thickness (B) = 25 mm, span (8) = 200 mm ( = 4 W) 
with a crack depth (a) such that ajW;::: 0.5. Larger specimens, which maintain the same 
geometric proportions, may be required to satisfy limits on the amount of plastic deforma-
tion at fracture to insure a valid description of the material toughness using a single param-
eter description (J)(Anderson and Dodds, 1991; Nevalainen and Dodds, 1995). The test pro-
cedures record applied load, load-line displacement and crack mouth opening 
displacement (CMOD) for use in computing applied J-values. The static loading and rela-
tively deep notches enable application of straightforward data acquisition techniques to 
measure these quantities. 
As often happens in engineering applications, the amount of material needed to conduct 
a "standard" fracture test described above may not be available. Examples of these situa-
tions include: material extracted from surveillance capsules of nuclear pressure vessels, 
small samples of experimental alloys under development and trepan samples taken from 
structures currently in service. In still other instances, sufficient material may be available 
but the cost to perform the test may be prohibitive-this situation calls for a rapid, low-cost 
"screening" test. 
The need to characterize fracture toughness using small amounts of material, coupled 
with a low cost per test, often leads investigators to adopt the Charpy V-notch (CVN) speci-
men (ASTM E-23 (1991)), with dimensions indicated in Figure 3-1. The specimen contains 
a blunt notch of root radius 0.25 mm which is not sharpened by fatigue cracking prior to 
the test. The specimen preparation and test procedure for the CVN is relatively simple; 
however, the data obtained from this test procedure limit the engineer to a qualitative com-
parison of impact toughness and ductility for a range of metals. Empirical correlations be-
tween fracture toughness (e.g. KIc) and Charpy impact energy (CVE), have been proposed 
by various researchers (Barsom and Rolfe, 1970; Sailors and Corten, 1972; Marandet and 
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Figure 3-1. Charpy V-notch specimen (all length dimensions given in mm) 
Sanz, 1977) to estimate quantitatively the fracture toughness for specific classes of metals. 
The standard CVN test procedure limits severely the applicability and extension of these 
empirical correlations due to the significant difference between the displacement, stress 
and strain fields ahead of a blunt notch and a fatigue sharpened crack tip. By conducting 
a series of conventional fracture toughness and CVN tests on 4340 steels subjected to vari-
ous heat treatments, Ritchie (1978) demonstrates an inverse relationship between fracture 
toughness and CVE (contrary to predictions of typical correlations) which he concludes is 
due to the stress and strain fields sampling different microstructurally relevant distances 
ahead of the notch/crack tip. 
Experimental testing programs with limitations on available material volume but 
without the need for a low-cost procedure often use a modified Charpy V-notch test. Typical 
changes totheASTME-23 (1991) procedure include sharpening the blunt notch via fatigue 
cracking and instrumentation to measure the dynamic load, load-line displacement and 
CMOD. Pre-cracking the CVN eliminates previously stated concerns about blunt versus 
sharp notched specimens. Instrumentation increases greatly the experimental complexity 
(and cost) of each test, but it removes the need for determining fracture toughness through 
experimental correlations. The measurement of load, load-line displacement, and CMOD 
enables determination of the applied-J through the absorbed energy (plastic-eta factor) 
procedure typically used in static testing (ASTM, 1987). However, a conversion of absorbed 
energy to J-values does not currently reflect potential effects of impact loading. 
This paper describes results of computational studies of a pre-cracked Charpy V-notch 
specimen (a/W = 0.5) subjected to impact loading. The finite element analyses provide two 
key results for engineering applications: (1) the time after impact at which inertial effects 
no longer affect the crack-tip fields; and (2) recommended limits on measured cleavage 
toughness values (denoted Jc ) to maintain near-tip stresses at SSY levels expressed by 
b > MJc/oo with b the remaining ligament, 00 the average of yield and ultimate stresses. 
The deformation/size limit derived from plane strain, static analyses (M=200) is overly 
strict for impact analyses of materials exhibiting even a moderate rate sensitivity; our 
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plane strain analyses demonstrate that M varies strongly with the material strain-rate 
sensitivity. M-values as low as 25 are found for extremely rate sensitive materials. 
3.2 Computational Procedures 
Short duration impact loading of fracture specimens with sufficient mesh refinement to re-
solve the crack tip fields presents special challenges for finite element analyses. These in-
clude: the need to resolve both stress-wave effects upon impact and the response at much 
longer times near the fracture point, robust models to predict viscoplastic response of the 
material, extremely large numbers of degrees offreedom, and very large differences in rela-
tive element sizes over the models. These requirements led to use of the WARP3D (Koppen-
hoefer, 1994) code. 
WARP3D is a finite element code which computes the nonlinear dynamic response of 
three-dimensional solids under general loadings. The code solves the nodal equilibrium 
equations 
1+ Mii = P (3-1) 
where I is the internal force vector, M is the structural mass matrix, ii is the acceleration 
vector, and P is the load vector. Numerical time integration of the equations of motion in 
WARP3D is performed using the Newmark,8-method (Newmark, 1959). 
Nonlinearity in I arises from the geometric and/or material effects while P becomes 
nonlinear when tractions applied to element faces have constant orientations relative to 
the deformed face. Solution of these nonlinear equations is achieved through Newton's 
method, an iterative procedure which drives residual nodal forces to zero. The residual force 
vector, R, at any time is expressed as 
R = P - 1- Mii. (3-2) 
N ewton's method for solving nonlinear equations follows by assuming there exists an 
approximate displacement state in the neighborhood of the exact solution for which a linear 
mapping provides a good approximation to the residual force vector. The essential equation 
driving the iterative solution in Newton's method becomes 
K d 50. i _ pd Ii -11 M A i-I T UUn+1 - n+1 - n+1 - ,8i1.t2 uU n + 1 (3-3) 
where K~ denotes the dynamic tangent stiffness matrix. The vector ou~ + 1 represents the 
corrective displacement increment for iteration i, P~ + 1 defines the dynamic load vector, ,8 
the Newmark parameter (,8 = 1/4 in WARP3D), and i1.t the time step. Subscripts denote 
the time step while the superscripts indicate the iteration. 
Solution of the linear set of equations described by Eq. (3-3) is accomplished either by 
a direct solver or by a linear preconditioned conjugate gradient (LPCG) solver. The direct 
solver uses a highly optimized, version of Choleski factorization and back substitution 
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Figure 3-2. Normalized stress-strain curves over a range of strain rates A533B 
pressure vessel steel at A533B pressure vessel steel at 100°C. The 
equation for the viscoplastic strain rate is also given. The values of 
1] and m used to generate these curves are 1.0 (l/sec) and 35, 
respectively. 
based on multiple minimum degree ordering of the upper-triangular portion of the dynamic 
tangent stiffness matrix for the structure. The LPCG solver forms the basis for efficient 
solution of large 3-D models in WARP3D and uses an algorithm involving the iterative im-
provement of an approximate nodal displacement vector through a sequence of matrix op-
erations. 
The eight-node, isoparametric element provides the meshing capability in WARP3D. 
The element formulation employs a conventional tri-linear displacement field. With the B 
modifications of Hughes (1980), the element exhibits minimal locking under fully incom-
pressible material response. 
The small-strain plasticity model derives from rate independent J 2 flow theory with iso-
tropic hardening. The rate independent (inviscid) stress-strain curve for uniaxial tension 
is described by a linear power-law model. A viscoplastic response is introduced through a 
power-law relationship suitable for ductile metals to describe the equivalent plastic strain 
rate: 
(3-4) 
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Figure. 3-3. Small Scale Yielding (SSY) model. 
where rJ and mare user-specified material constants, q denotes the rate-dependent (uniax-
ial) tensile stress and Oe the inviscid (uniaxial) tensile stress. An example of the viscoplastic 
response predicted by this constitutive model appears in Figure 3-2. The material constant 
rJ elevates the non-linear part of the rate independent stress-strain curve without modify-
ing the shape. The m-power changes the yield strength and strain hardening of the materi-
al model (both quantities increase with decreasing m-power). 
3.3 Computational Models 
3.3.1 Sm.all-Scale Yielding Models 
The solution for a single-ended crack in an infinite body provides the idealized reference 
state needed to quantify the effects of finite size on the crack-tip stress fields. The boundary 
layer model (Figure 3-3), originally proposed by Rice and Tracy (1968) and McMeeking 
(1977), consists of a circular region containing the edge crack. Displacements are applied 
to the outer circular edge of this region consistent with the linear elastic (T = 0) solution 
for a Mode I crack in an infinite body. Provided the plastic zone size (Rp) remains small rela-
tive to the size of the modeled region (Rp :5 0.05R), self-similar solutions exist for the near-
tip fields which scale with J /00 . 
A static SSY analysis provides the reference solution necessary to evaluate the effect 
of impact loading on the precracked CVN model. The reference solution does not include 
inertial or viscoplastic effects. 
3.3.2 Pre-cracked CVN Models 
The pre-cracked CVN represents a modified three-point bend specimen having a/W = 0.5 
with overall dimensions given in Figure 3-1. The specified displacement boundary condi-
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Figure. 3-4. Finite element model of pre-cracked CVN specimen. 
tions impose a loading history characteristic of a pendulum impacting on the specimen. The 
finite element mesh shown in Figure 3-4defines a half-symmetric model constructed from 
eight-node, three-dimensional isoparametric elements. The model contains 2002 nodes in 
a single layer of 916 elements. The out-of-plane degrees-of-freedom (w) are constrained to 
enforce plane-strain conditions. The semi-circular mesh focuses on the crack tip to resolve 
the stress/strain fields over microstructurally relevant distances (2-10 x Crack Tip Open-
ing Displacement). The crack-tip region contains 13 (total) elements in the e direction with 
10 elements defined over the region between 0° and 112.5° (e = 0 on the crack plane ahead 
of the tip). 
The non-zero displacement boundary conditions, as shown in Figure 3-5, impose a 
constant velocity at the impact point. Over a short transitional time (0~4 j.1s) the velocity 
ramps from zero to the impact loading rate of the striker (this ramping reduces spurious 
oscillations in the response). Analyses are conducted for five impact rates (i.e. v = 0.025, 
0.25, 1.0, 3.0, and 6.0 m/s) to determine the effect of loading rate on specimen response. 
The 3.0 and 6.0 m/s impact rates match the lower and upper bound loading rates for stan-
dard CVN testing, as specified in ASTM E-23 (1991). 
Contributing factors for the specimen response are examined using three types of anal-
yses: (1) static, (2) impact with inviscid material response, and (3) impact with viscoplastic 
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Figure. 3-5. Total displacement applied to outer-edge, crackplane node of CVN 
model for the 3 m/s analysis. The final slope of this curve defines the 
impact loading rate. 
material response. The viscoplastic analyses reflect a large range of material sensitivity to 
strain rate em = 35' 1'1 = 10-3 10-2 10-1 1102 103 104) , ./ , , " , , . 
3.4 Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 Effects of Loading Scheme 
Loading of the specimen through imposed displacements, as proposed by Ayers (1976) and 
illustrated in Figure 3-5, simplifies considerably the numerical analysis of the CVN speci-
men. However, this scheme may not model realistically the impact load applied in Charpy 
testing. Rigorous numerical modelling of impact problems requires contact-separation fi-
nite elements, such as implemented in the ABAQUS/Explicit software package. Applica-
tion of this code enables accurate modeling of the contact and separation conditions that 
exist between the specimen and the striker during a test. We conducted a plane-strain, con-
tact-separation analysis of a coarsely meshed CVN specimen using ABAQUS /Explicit 
with the specimen impacted by a rigid cylinder (8 mm radius) having a velocity of 3 m/s. 
Figure 3-6 compares the contact force from this analysis with the reaction force at the point 
of displacement application in the simplified loading scheme. The load predicted by the con-
tact-separation model oscillates about the load predicted by the applied displacement mod-
el. Norris (1979) and Ayers (1976) demonstrated that such variations in the boundary 
forces do not carry over into the internal energy and J for the specimen, both of which in-
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Figure 3-6. Normalized force versus time for contact analysis and displacement 
controlled analysis. Plimit (static) is the computed static limit load for the 
CVN specimen. 
crease monotonically with time. Our computations using the simplified scheme reveal simi-
lar responses as shown in Fig. 3-7. At present, we appeal to this feature of the impact re-
sponse to justify loading the CVN models by the imposed displacements indicated in Figure 
3-5. 
3.4.2 Transition Times 
The transition time, tc , indicates the point after impact at which inertial effects on the 
crack-tip fields begin to diminish. Nakamura, Shih and Fruend (1986) defined the transi-
tion time as the time at which the ratio of kinetic to deformation energy of a specimen de-
creases below unity. They calculated tc = 27W/c 1 (=53 ~s for a steel CVN, a/W = 0.5)for 
a three-point bend specimen subjected to a loading rate approximately one-half of the load-
ing rate imposed on the CVN analyses described here. 
The application of this energy measure, as shown in Figure 3-8, yields a transition time 
of tc = 14 W/c 1 (= 28 ~s for a steel CVN, a/W = 0.5) for the inviscid and viscoplastic analy-
ses of the CVN specimen impacted at 3 m/s. Norris (1979) reported kinetic and internal 
energies for a CVN specimen at an impact rate of 5.1 mis, and these data provide a value 
oftc = 12W/c1. The significant difference between the transition times of the CVN speci-
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Figure 3-7. (a) Normalized applied-J as a function of normalized time; (b) 
Normalized internal energy as a function of normalized time. Where 
b is the uncracked ligament length, B the specimen thickness, S the 
specimen span and ao the yield stress. 
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Figure 3-8. Energy ratios for impact loaded CVN specimen. 
men and those calculated by Nakamura, et al. (1986) may be due in part to the difference 
in specimen configuration. Bohme and Kalthoff (1982) determined experimentally that in-
creasing the amount of material beyond the support point (i.e. extending the specimen 
length while holding the span fixed) dampens the oscillations in measured KI values. The 
typical SE(B) specimen, as analyzed by Nakamura, et al. (1986), extends beyond the sup-
port point by 0.1 W, where the CVN specimen extends beyond the support point by 0.75 W 
Table 3-1 lists transition times for the CVN specimen over a range of impact velocities. 
At velocities below 0.25 mis, the energy ratio (TIU) remains significantly below unity for 
all time(tc = 0). The transition time increases with increasing impact velocity over the 
range 0.25 to 3 m/s. For the 6 mls analysis, the energy ratio approaches, but never exceeds, 
unity (i.e. a transition time can no longer be defined). This observation suggests further ex-
amination of the internal and kinetic energies which constitute the energy ratio (see Figure 
3-9). In the 6 mls analysis, the internal energy increases more rapidly than the kinetic en-
ergy which yields an energy ratio less than unity for the entire specimen response. For the 
3 ml s analysis, the internal energy increases less rapidly than the kinetic energy over the 
range 6 < tl(W leI) < 12 which yields an energy ratio greater than unity over this time. 
The difference in energy response between the 3 and 6 ml s analyses indicates a limitation 
of the transition time based on a simple energy ratio. The original work of Nakamura, et 
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Figure 3-9. Normalized internal (U) and kinetic (T) energies as a function of 
normalized time for impact velocities of (a) 3 m/s and (b) 6 m/s. 
The kinetic energy of the 3 mls analysis exceeds that of the 6 m/s 
analysis for t < 16 WI Cl due to the localization of velocity near the 
impact point in the 6 ml s analysis. 
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Figure 3-10. Contours of vertical displacement (v) at t=14 W/Cl for impact 
velocities of (a) 3 m/s and (b) 6m/s. The value of each contour is given 
in !lm's adjacent to the contour. 
al. (1986) to develop the transition time assumes a specimen response approximated by 
simple beam bending. However, as the impact velocity increases, the deformation becomes 
more localized about the impact point, and the deformed shape of the specimen differs sig-
nificantly from that of a beam in simple bending. The deformation in the 6 m/s analysis 
remains localized near the impact point early in the response; Figure 3-10 shows the verti-
cal displacements predicted by the 3 and 6 m/s analyses at t= 14 W /cl' The change in speci-
men response from a "bending" mode to a localized "punching" mode is apparent in this fig-
ure. The usefulness of the simple transition time concept appears limited to impact 
velocities < 6 m/s for pre-cracked CVN specimens. Another measure (e.g. the J-ratio dis-
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cussed in the following section) may describe more accurately impact effects on crack-tip 
fields at high impact velocities. 
Table 3-1: Effect of impact velocity on normalized transition time, tc /Ccl/W). 
Impact Loading Rate (m/s) From T/U From Jdyn/Jstat 
"Static" =0 =0 
0.025 =0 =0 
0.25 1.5 =0 
1.0 5.5 =0 
3.0 14 13 
6.0 =0* 13 
*Energy ratio (TIU) approaches, but never exceeds, unity. 
3.4.3 J-integral with Impact Loading Effects 
For impact loading without crack extension, the "dynamic" J-integral formulation includes 
an additional term reflecting the kinetic energy density of material surrounding the crack 
tip (Nakamura, 1985). The domain integral formulation adopted to calculate dynamic J-
values in WARP3D includes this kinetic energy term; the volume integral for the kinetic 
energy term has the same form as the integral for strain energy density. WARP3D com-
putes J-values, with and without this term, to quantify the relative importance of impact 
loading. Figure 3-11 shows the ratio of J-values including the kinetic energy term to con-
ventional J-values neglecting this term. Deviations of the normalized J-values from unity, 
shown on the figure as a horizontal reference line, indicate the error incurred using the 
"static" form ulation. At impact velocities below 3 m/ s, the kinetic energy term has a negligi-
ble effect. As the impact velocity increases from 3 to 6 m/ s, the kinetic energy term makes 
a strong contribution to the total J early in the response, lowering J substantially below 
the static value. However, for all loading rates considered, the static and dynamic J-values 
differ by less than 5% for t ;::: 13c1/W. 
The ratio of Jdyn to J stat offers a direct definition for the transition time independent 
of a specific deformation mode, e.g., beam bending, needed for the transition time based on 
the simple energy ratio. Once JdynlJstat == 1 inertial effects on Jhave vanished, and static 
formulas to compute experimental J-values from measured load and displacements apply. 
Table 3-1 compares the transition times computed from the JdynlJstat ratio and transition 
times computed from the simple energy ratio. These transition times show excellent agree-
o 
ment for an impact velocity of 3 m/s; however, the transition times do not agree for either 
higher or lower impact velocities. The beam bending approach for development of the tran-
sition time employed by Nakamura, et al. (1986) does not represent accurately the speci-
men response at other loading rates. Table 3-1 indicates that the energy ratio approach 
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impact rates of 0.025, 0.25,1.0,3.0 and 6.0 m/s. Viscoplastic material 
response included in each analysis (1] = 1, m = 35). 
overestimates the transition time in CVN sized specimens for impact velocities < 3 m/s. 
At an impact velocity of6 m/s, the energy ratio approach fails to provide an estimate of the 
transition time. 
3.4.4 Load-Displacement Responses 
Figure 3-12 shows the normalized force-time responses for the three CVN analyses. Both 
impact solutions exhibit similar early transients. The inviscid-impact solution agrees very 
well with the static solution for t ~ 55 W /e l (typical times to brittle fracture are 
90-120 W /el). The terminal region of the viscoplastic solution exhibits an elevation of 15% 
in the load compared to the inviscid and static solutions. This increase develops from eleva-
tion of the material yield strength throughout the plastic hinge region. Three specific times 
(39, 54, 101 W /e l ) are denoted by markers A, B, and C, respectively in Figure 3-12; refer-
ence is made to these times in the subsequent discussion to simplify correlations among 
different response quantities. 
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Figure 3-12. Normalized force versus time for three CVN analyses. Plimit (static) 
denotes the computed static limit load for the CVN specimen. The 
discussion makes reference to the three times indicated by A, B, and 
c. 
3.4.5 J-Q Trajectories 
To examine the effects of impact loading on constraint in the CVN specimen, we adopt the 
J-Q and toughness scaling approaches described by O'Dowd and Shih (1991), and Dodds, 
Shih and Anderson (1993), respectively. The first methodology defines a continuum me-
chanics approach incorporating two parameters (J and Q) to characterize the near-tip 
stress field at the onset offracture. Large-scale yielding in finite bodies causes a loss of the 
one-to-one correspondence between J and the near-tip fields. This loss of uniqueness , often 
termed loss of constraint, relaxes the near-tip stresses below their small-scale yielding val-
ues and produces an increase in fracture toughness. The continuum mechanics approach 
adopts a one-parameter family of self-similar solutions (Q-family) which describe the 
crack-tip fields under large-scale yielding. A simplified representation for the Q-family of 
fields within the forward sector ahead of the crack tip is 
a" = (a .. ) + QaOo1,ol' (3-5) 
L] Y SSY;T=O L J 
where (ai)SSY;T=O denotes the infinite body stresses, aD the yield strength, and 0ij the Kro-
necker delta. 
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Figure 3-13. J-Q trajectories for static, impact-inviscid, and impact-viscoplastic 
solutions (impact velocity = 3 m/s). 
Operationally, Q is defined by 
aee - (aee)sSy.T=O Q= ' 
ao ' 
at (1 = 0, r = 2J lao (3-6) 
where the specimen stresses (aee) in Eq (3-6) are evaluated from finite element analyses 
containing sufficient mesh refinement to resolve the fields at this length scale (where the 
fracture specimen and SSY model are loaded to the same J). No restrictions are imposed 
on the representation of material flow properties, e.g., Ramberg-Osgood. Large geometry 
changes may be included although values of Q derived from small geometry change analy-
ses prove satisfactory in applications which make use of stresses outside the near-tip 
blunting region. 
Figure 3-13 compares theJ-Qtrajectories for the static and two impact analyses. Qval-
ues are obtained from the finite element solutions of opening-mode stresses on the crack-
plane using the operational definition given in Eq. (3-6). A positive value of Q indicates that 
the crack-tip stresses exceed the values for SSY T=O (a high triaxiality condition); whereas 
a negative value of Q signals a loss of constraint. An initial transient in the impact-inviscid 
solution dissipates by t = 30W leI' For t > 30W leI' the J-Q trajectory for the impact-in-
viscid solution shows close agreement with the static solution. Theviscoplastic solution pro-
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duces initially large, positive Q-values which decrease rapidly with time (and increasing 
load), becoming negative at approximately t = 55 Wlc 1. Mter this time, the viscoplastic 
J-Q trajectory slowly approaches the static response. 
The impact force us. time response of this analysis shows that t must exceed 55Wlc1 
for close agreement with the static solution. The effects of impact loading on the specimen 
thus dissipate more quickly in the crack-tip region than globally. Impact testing of pre-
cracked bend specimens, conducted previously by B6hme (1990), verifies this phenomenon 
experimentally. In his work, B6hme measured Krdyn through the method of caustics and 
determined the time at which Krdyn begins to agree closely with the quasi-static formula-
tion. Through a comparison of his results with those of Ireland (1976) and Nakamura, et 
al. (1986), B6hme concluded the effects of impact loading diminish at the crack-tip earlier 
than in the measured loads. 
The impact-viscoplastic solution indicates that the deformation level at constraint loss, 
where Q changes from positive-to-negative, exceeds that for the static solution by a factor 
of approximately three. Such specimen size and deformation limits to maintain SSY condi-
tions are commonly expressed in the form min(a7 b) > M J lao where M for the static solution 
in Fig. 3-13 takes on the value 200 and for the viscoplastic solution M = 60. Table 3-2 lists 
the values of M over a range of loading rates. The slowest impact loading rate considered 
(0.025 m/s) elevates the deformation limit by 25% compared to the static loading. The de-
formation limit increases with increasing loading rate for impact velocities below 3 m/s. 
For impact velocities between 3 and 6 mis, the deformation limit (M value) remains 
constant. 
3.4.6 Toughness Scaling Model 
The toughness scaling methodology quantifies the effect of constraint loss on the non-linear 
relationship between the micro-scale crack driving force (e.g. near-tip stresses) and macro-
scale crack driving force (e.g. J, CTOD). This methodology does not attempt to predict 
Jc-values from metallurgical parameters; rather it predicts the variation of cleavage frac-
ture toughness with constraint changes by scaling to the SSY T= 0 condition as a convenient 
reference. For steels operating in a temperature range over which cleavage occurs after sig-
nificant plastic deformation, but before the initiation of ductile growth (lower to mid-transi-
tion), the volume of material within principal stress contours enclosing the crack-tip de-
fines a realistic local failure criterion for use in this approach (Ritchie, 1973) . Specimens 
with the same stressed volumes of material are considered to have the same probability for 
cleavage fracture, even though the J-values may differ significantly due to large-scale 
yielding effects. 
Figure 3-14 shows the effects of impact loading in terms of the toughness scaling model. 
Points on the response curves correspond to equal probability of cleavage fracture, i.e. 
equal stressed volumes of material within specified principal stress contours. Jo denotes 
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Figure 3-14. Comparison of J in CVN specimen (JCVN) and Jo for analyses 
including different features (impact velocity = 3 m/s). These 
trajectories are developed from a principal stress ratio of 01/00 = 3.3. 
the J-value needed under SSY T=O conditions to achieve the same stressed volume as in the 
pre-cracked CVN specimen when loaded to JCVN. Aline of unit slope indicates the SSYT=o 
condition; when a loss of constraint relative to this condition occurs, the CVN solution falls 
below this line. A small initial transient in the impact-inviscid solution diminishes rapidly 
and this solution merges with the static solution. In contrast, the impact-viscoplastic solu-
tion shows a significant elevation in constraint. The toughness scaling model also indicates 
an increase in the deformation level (M) at which a loss of constraint occurs of approximate-
ly three over the static solution. Table 3-2 also gives the deformation limits developed from 
the toughness scaling model. For each of the rates considered, the toughness scaling model 
predicts a slightly smaller M-value at constraint loss compared to the J-Q model. The de-
formation limit determined from the toughness scaling model indicates an increase of only 
5% for the slowest impact velocity considered (0.025 m/s). Both the J-Q and the toughness 
scaling models predict a constant deformation limit over impact velocities of 3 and 6 rn/s. 
Figure 3-15 compares the principal stress contour (01/00 = 3.3) for the impact-visco-
plastic analysis with the SSY T=O model at the three reference points A, B, C. With normal-
ization of material point positions from the tip (x,y) by J /oo€o, the SSYT=ocontours remain 
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Figure 3-15. Normalized principal stress contours at three times following 
impact. 
invariant for all J. At reference point A during the response of the CVN specimen, the im-
pact-viscoplastic contour encloses a significantly larger area compared to SSY T=O solution. 
As deformation in the CVN increases and a constraint loss occurs, the area within the prin-
cipal stress contour increases but at a rate slower than for the SSY T=O solution. Conse-
quently, the normalized size of the CVN contour decreases. The CVN and SSY T=O contours 
appear approximately identical at reference point B, and once the deformation history 
reaches reference point C, the CVN contour shows a significant loss of constraint relative 
to SSYT=o. 
The large difference between the principal stress contours early in the loading must 
arise from viscoplastic effects. The nearly identical solutions for the inviscid-impact and 
static analyses eliminate inertia as a contributing factor. The impact bending load creates 
a large gradient in strain rates across the remaining ligament of the specimen which ele-
vates the yield stress sufficiently to maintain SSY conditions to much higher J-levels. To 
assess the effect of this strain gradient on plastic flow, fringes of equivalent plastic strain 
(Ep) are shown in Figure 3-16 for a reference point during the response (A). The viscoplastic 
solution at A reveals a crack-tip plastic zone contained within an elastic field; whereas, the 
crack-tip plastic zone for the inviscid solution connects with the plastic zone from the im-
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Figure 3-16. Fringes of equivalent plastic strain nonnalized by the static yield 
strain (EO). The label A refers to a point during the viscoplastic 
response. The viscoplastic and inviscid models are compared at the 
same value of J. Impact velocity is 3 m/s. 
pact point. The elevated strain rates from impact loading increase the yield strength and 
inhibit plastic flow across the entire ligament in the viscoplastic solution sufficient to main-
tain SSY conditions. 
Table 3-2: Effect of impact loading rate on deformation limits to maintain SSY conditions 
as developed from J-Q trajectories (MJ-Q) and toughness scaling model 
(MTSM)· 
Impact Loading Rate (m/s) MJ-Q MTSM 
"Static" 200 200 
0.025 150 190 
0.25 100 120 
1.0 75 90 
3.0 60 70 
6.0 60 70 
The differences in plastic strain contours for the inviscid and viscoplastic solutions di-
minish with increasing time and defonnation. The inviscid and viscoplastic solutions both 
show significant plastic flow across the entire ligament at B. Once the defonnation in-
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Figure 3-17. Contours of equivalent strain rate in pre-cracked CVN specimen for 
an impact velocity of 3 m/s (m = 35, 17 = 103). These results are 
typical of all 3 mls analysis prior to Large Scale Yielding. The 
plastic zone is indicated by the solid region at the crack tip. 
creases to C, the plastic zones appear approximately equal although stresses within the 
near-tip zone of the viscoplastic solution remain higher due to the continued yield stress 
elevation. 
3.4.7 Material Rate Sensitivity Effects on M 
We performed a parametric study to quantify the effect of visco plastic material response 
(as specified by 17 in Eq. 3-4) on the size/deformation limit factor, M. Figure 3-17 shows the 
spatial variation of equivalent strain rate (i) for a viscoplastic analysis performed at an im-
pact rate of 3 m/s using properties of a moderately rate sensitive material (17 = 103). The 
non-yielded material within the remaining ligament experiences i = 1000. The suppres-
sion of yielding within this region constrains the plastic flow, and the pre-cracked CVN re-
mains under SSY conditions to higher deformation levels than the rate insensitive analy-
ses. We chose E = 1000 as the reference strain rate to determine the effect ofvaryingn on 
the material model defined by Eq. 3-4. Figure 3-18 shows four uniaxial stress-strain curves 
(parametric in n) developed from this viscoplastic model at E = 1000. The four n values 
characterize materials exhibiting low (17 = 10 - 2), moderate (n = 1 ~ 1000), and high 
(n = 104) strain rate sensitivity. 
All of these analyses were conducted at an impact rate of 3 m/s which represents the 
lower-limit of impact rates specified by ASTME-23. Figure 3-19 shows the effect of varying 
17 on the limit load. The limit load increases by 3, 15, 30 and 45 percent for analyses with 
n = 10-2, 1, 102 and 104, respectively. 
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Figure 3-18. Normalized stress-strain curves over a range ofll values (strain rate = 
103 lis, m = 35 for each curve). 
Figure 3-20 shows that M varies between the static limit (200) and 25-30 for a strongly 
rate sensitive material. The M values developed from the J-Q and TSM approaches show 
good agreement over a large range of material rate sensitivity. 
3.5 Closure 
The combination of specimen size and material flow properties limits the maximum J c -val-
ues that can be measured under conditions of SSY in pre-cracked CVN specimens loaded 
statically or by impact. Measured J c -values greater than the SSY limits should be cor-
rected for the loss of constraint. Unfortunately, the fracture toughness of most structural 
steels exceeds the SSY deformation limit for static loading on CVN specimen sizes. Consid-
er a material having a yield strength 00 = 450 MPa, E = 206,850 MPa, b = 5 mm; then maxi-
mum static J before constraint loss (using M from Table 3-2) is 11.3 kJ 1m2 (KJc = 50 
MPa;;;). However, analysis results presented here demonstrate that even "slow" impact 
testing of moderately rate-sensitive materials elevates significantly the deformation limit 
at constraint loss. The impact-viscoplastic analysis indicates an increase of the (J) deforma-
tion limit by a factor of approximately 2.2 for an impact velocity of 1 mls and an increase 
of 3.0 for an impact velocity of 3 mls for a material with hardening exponent n = 10 and 
moderate rate sensitivity. Consider again the material with static yield stress of 00 =450 
MPa, the maximum impact Jbefore constraint loss (using Mfrom Table 3-2 for 3 mls im-
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Figure 3-19. Force versus loadline displacement for a range of visco plastic material 
responses. 
pact velocity) is 32 kJ 1m2 (KJc = 85 MPafin). Current work does not address the relation-
ship between such impact Jc values and conventional, static values. The Jc-values mea-
sured during impact tests appear applicable only in assessments of structural flaws which 
experience loading rates similar to those imposed in the impact toughness tests. 
We emphasize again the 2-D (plane-strain) nature of the present impact analyses. Re-
cently completed 3-D analyses of conventional deep notch SE(B) specimens subjected to 
static loading demonstrate substantially larger J-values at loss of SSY yielding conditions 
(Mvalues of50-100 rather than the plane-strain value of200) (Nevalainen, 1995). Similar 
3-D analyses for impact loading may indicate a further relaxation of M values into the 
25-50 range for moderately rate-sensitive materials. Such M values would increase the 
maximum Jc-values measurable under SSY conditions in a CVN specimen for the example 
material above to 90 kJ 1m2 (KJc = 145 MPafin). 
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Chapter 4 
Loading Rate Effects on Cleavage Fracture of 
Pre-Cracked CVN Specimens: 3-D Studies 
4.1 Introduction 
Experimental testing programs with severe limitations on available material (e.g. surveil-
lance programs in nuclear reactor pressure vessels) often use the Charpy V-notch (CVN) 
test (ASTM E-23, 1991) to measure impact toughness of a material. In the standard Charpy 
test, a swinging pendulum impacts and causes fracture of a simply supported notched bar. 
Figure 4-1 shows the conventional geometry for the CVN specimen. The energy absorbed 
during fracture, the percent shear of the fracture surface and the lateral expansion com-
prise the information typically obtained from this test. Fracture toughness (K, J, CTOD) 
may not be determined from the standard CVN specimen due to the initially blunt notch. 
The stress and strain fields ahead of the blunt notch do not show the singular variation of 
a fatigue sharpened crack. Consequently, the length scale of the stress and strain fields 
ahead of the blunt notch differs from the sharp crack. Ritchie (1978) demonstrates that this 
difference in length scales can yield impact toughness values from standard CVN speci-
mens which may not correlate to conventional fracture toughness values. Simple fatigue 
pre-cracking of the CVN specimen removes this difference (hereafter all references to a 
CVN specimen imply one with fatigue pre-cracking). However, the combination of small 
specimen size and flow properties of common pressure vessel steels severely limits the frac-
ture toughness values that may be measured under conditions of high constraint, i.e. small-
scale yielding (SSY). 
Large-scale yielding (LSY) in finite bodies causes a loss of the one-to-one correspon-
dence betweenJ and the near-tip stress/strain fields. This loss of uniqueness , often termed 
loss of constraint, relaxes the near-tip stresses below their SSYvalues and generally pro-
duces an increase in apparent fracture toughness. Anderson and Dodds (1991) and N evalai-
nen and Dodds (ND) (1995) have recommended limits on measured toughness values at 
cleavage fracture (Jc ) to maintain near-tip stresses at SSY levels for deep-notched bend 
specimens subjected to quasi-static loading. The fracture toughness of structural steels in 
low-to-mid transition often exceeds this deformation limit for CVN sized specimens sub-
jected to quasi-static loading. Previous computational studies by Koppenhoefer and Dodds 
(KD) (1996a), based on plane strain models, demonstrate that impact testing of even mod-
erately rate-sensitive materials elevates significantly the deformation levels at which 
constraint loss occurs. Consequently, impact loading of CVN specimens often enables the 
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Figure 4-1. Charpy V-notch specimen (all length dimensions given in mm). 
determination of fracture toughness values under conditions ofSSY for structural and pres-
sure vessel steels while, at the same temperature, quasi-statically loaded specimens expe-
rience LSY and loss of constraint. 
In previous work, KD coupled a local criterion for cleavage fracture with detailed, plane 
strain finite element analyses to establish deformation limits for fracture toughness values 
of impact-loaded CVN specimens which insure SSY conditions. Subsequent 3-D, quasi-
static analyses of SE(B) and C(T) specimens by ND and experimental data for a variety of 
steels (Morland, 1990; Faucher and Tyson, 1993; Wallin, 1993; Theiss and Bryson, 1993) 
indicate that deformation limits derived from plane strain analyses may be overly strict. 
A strong interaction develops between the in-plane and through-thickness directions not 
captured in the plane strain analyses. ND characterize near-tip constraint using the J-Q 
(O'Dowd and Shih, 1991,1992) and the toughness scaling methodologies (TSM) (Dodds, et 
al. 1991). Their 3-D analyses reveal large through-thickness variations in crack front 
stresses for deep notch specimens. Both J-Q and TSM approaches employ planar descrip-
tions of the crack front fields, i.e. pointwise values are defined along the crack front but no 
single, integrated value for the entire front is defined. Moreover, the J-Q and TSM analyses 
show a significant dependence on the normalized distance ahead of the crack tip andprinci-
pal stress ratio used to construct numerical values, respectively. 
These limitations of the J-Q and TSM approaches motivate development of a methodol-
ogy which directly incorporates 3-D effects to quantify the loss of constraint in CVN speci-
mens. The Weibull stress (Beremin, 1983) represents a local parameter which describes 
cleavage fracture through an inherently 3-D formulation based upon a weakest link statis-
tical approach. In this study, we couple very detailed, 3-D impact analyses and the Weibull 
stress approach to: (1) establish deformation levels in the form min(a,b) > MJ / a 0 where M 
is the non-dimensional limit at loss of SSY for quasi-static and impact-loaded CVN speci-
mens; (2) propose a "toughness scaling" procedure to correct measured Jc values (static and 
dynamic) for loss of constraint; and (3) infer quasi-static Jc values from dynamic fracture 
toughness values measured using impact-loaded CVN specimens. 
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The following two sections outline the statistical treatment of cleavage fracture and the 
computational procedures/models used to quantify near-tip constraint in impact-loaded 
CVN specimens. The global response of the CVN specimen for quasi-static and impact load-
ing is presented in terms of the conventional J-integral. Here, we provide non-dimensional 
r; factors needed to infer J from the measured load and deflection quantities. The influence 
of impact loading on the distribution of J through the thickness of the specimen is also ex-
amined. Near-tip constraint is then characterized in terms of the Weibull stress for quasi-
static and impact loading, which leads to limits on measured, cleavage toughness values 
that maintain the Weibull stress at SSYlevels. For fracture toughness values which violate 
SSY, the toughness scaling methodology determines a constraint "corrected" value of Jc for 
CVN specimens subjected to quasi-static and impact loading. A proposed extension of the 
toughness scaling methodology enables quasi-static fracture toughness values to be in-
ferred from impact-loaded CVN specimens. The paper concludes with an application using 
experimental data obtained from a Cr-Ni-Mo-V pressure vessel steel showing accurate pre-
dictions of quasi-static fracture toughness values from impact-loaded CVN specimens. 
4.2 Statistical Treatment of Cleavage Fracture 
Limiting attention to ferritic steels, the initiation of trans granular cleavage fracture occurs 
primarily by the formation of microcracks at carbides in regions which undergo locally inho-
mogeneous plastic flow; these cracked carbides provide cleavage nucleation sites. Locally 
elevated tensile stresses drive the growth of micro cracks thereby causing cleavage fracture 
upon attainment of some critical conditions. From a simple viewpoint, unstable macroscop-
ic crack propagation occurs as a two-stage process (1) microcracks form due to localized and 
inhomogeneous plastic flow and (2) propagation occurs when the local tensile stress acting 
on these microcracks (which are contained within a fracture process zone ahead of a macro-
crack) reaches a critical tensile stress, Oc (Ritchie, et aI., 1973). 
4.2.1 Weibull Stress 
The random inhomogeneity in local features of structural steels generally introduces large 
scatter in measured fracture toughness data in the ductile-to-brittle transition region. This 
observation motivates the development of a relationship to couple macroscopic fracture be-
havior with microscale events. A number of micro mechanics models explicitly adopt weak-
est link arguments that yield statistical functions reflecting the inhomogeneous character 
of near-tip stresses (Batdorf and Crose, 1974; Evans, 1978; Beremin, 1983). We consider 
a micromechanics model that employs the statistics of microcracks applicable for ferritic 
steels in the transition region. This model provides a connection between the microregime 
of failure and a tractable mathematical formulation within a continuum framework offrac-
ture. The underlying assumption, which appears most compatible with the physical pro-
cess, is that there exists small, but finite, volumes of material which embody a population 
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of uniformly distributed flaws; their size and density constitute properties of the materials. 
The resulting framework reduces the brittle fracture problem to one of finding a critical 
flaw, or in general, of determining the extreme value distribution offlaw size. Existing pro-
babilistic models most often adopt weakest link arguments to yield asymptotic distribu-
tions for the fracture strength of brittle materials. In one such local approach to cleavage 
fracture, the probability distribution for fracture of a cracked solid is defined by a two-pa-
rameter Weibull distribution (Beremin, 1983) in the form 
(4-1) 
where Q denotes the volume of the (near-tip) fracture process zone, 0 1 the maximum princi-
pal stress, and Vo denotes the reference volume; J describes the macroscopic load level. The 
parameters m and Ou define the distribution of microcracks with m specifying the features 
of an asymptotic distribution of microcrack density. Previous work (Beremin, 1983; Rug-
gieri, et aI., 1995; Bruckner-Foit, et aI., 1990) has shown that the material parameter m 
takes a value in the range 15 - 30 for typical structural steels. The scale parameter, 0 u, rep-
resents the value of Ow corresponding to the 63.2 percentile on the cumulative distribution 
function. Following work of the Beremin group (1983), the Wei bull stress is defined 
(4-2) 
The Weibull stress thus represents a local fracture parameter for cleavage postulated to 
be independent of specimen geometry. Cracked fracture specimens aI;ld structures of the 
same ferritic steel (and at the same temperature) loaded to the same value of Ow then have 
the same probability of cleavage fracture. 
4.2.2 Toughness Scaling Model 
The simple TSM (Dodds, et aI., 1991) requires attainment of equivalent stressed volumes 
ahead of a crack front for cleavage fracture in different specimens (it is analogous to letting 
m ~ 0). The TSM enables robust predictions of near-tip constraint on cleavage fracture 
toughness provided the crack-tip stress fields of the various specimens differ only in the lev-
el of triaxiality (Dodds, et al. 1993), i.e., contours of principal stress change only in "size" 
and not in "shape" under increased specimen loading. AB shown by KD, impact loading gen-
erates near-tip stress fields sufficiently different in character from quasi-static loading to 
question the applicability of the simple TSM. The present work modifies the TSM by requir-
ing the attainment of a specified value of the Weibull stress to trigger cleavage fracture in 
. specimens subjected to different loading rates. By utilizing the inherently 3-D Weibull 
stress as the local fracture criteria, the limitations regarding the planar formulation of the 
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TSM may be resolved. Finite element analyses provide the stress fields needed to evaluate 
aw for the CVN specimens at a specified value of the Weibull modulus m. We assume that 
the same value of the Weibull modulus (m) applies for different loading rates at the same 
temperature, i.e., m represents a characteristic material parameter independent of strain 
rate in this model. This parameter is employed to generate functional relationships be-
tween Weibull stress and J for all loading rates at the temperature under consideration. 
Specimens subjected to different loading rates attain the same Weibull stress, and thus the 
same probability of cleavage fracture, at different J-values. The modified scaling model 
predicts the global loading parameter, Jc , necessary to attain the same probability offrac-
ture over various loading rates and after loss of constraint. By comparing CVN values of 
aw to SSY values, this methodology also determines the deformation limit at which LSY 
alters the probability of cleavage fracture for impact-loaded CVN specimens. Further de-
tails of these procedures appear in the Results and Discussion section. 
4.3 Computational Procedures 
4.3.1 Solution Procedures, Elements, Constitutive Models 
Short duration impact loading of 3-D models for fracture specimens, with sufficient mesh 
refinement to resolve the crack tip fields, presents special challenges for finite element 
analyses. These include: the need to resolve both stress-wave propagation upon impact and 
the response at much longer times near the fracture event, accommodation of large strain 
increments, models to predict viscoplastic response of the material, extremely large num-
bers of degrees of freedom, and extraordinarily large differences in element sizes within the 
models. These requirements led to use of the WARP3D finite element code (Koppenhoefer, 
et al. 1994). 
WARP3D computes the nonlinear dynamic response of three-dimensional solids under 
general loadings. The code solves the nodal equilibrium equations 
1+ Mii = P (4-3) 
where I is the internal force vector, M is the (lumped) structural mass matrix, ii is the accel-
eration vector, and Pis the load vector. Numerical time integration of the equations ofmo-
tion in WARP3D is performed using the Newmark,B-method (Newmark, 1959). 
Nonlinearity in I arises from the geometric and/or material effects while P becomes 
nonlinear when tractions applied to element faces have constant orientations relative to 
the deformed face. Solution of these nonlinear equations is achieved through Newton's 
method, an iterative procedure which drives residual nodal forces to zero. The residual force 
vector, R, at any time is expressed as 
R = P - I - Mii. (4-4) 
N ewton's method for solving nonlinear equations follows by assuming there exists an 
approximate displacement state in the neighborhood of the exact solution for which a linear 
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mapping provides a good approximation to the residual force vector. The essential equation 
driving the iterative solution in Newton's method becomes 
(4-5) 
where K~ denotes the dynamic tangent stiffness matrix. The vectorou~+l represents the 
corrective displacement increment for iteration i,P~+l defines the dynamic load vector, f3 
the Newmark parameter (j3 = 1/4 in WARP3D), and IJ..t the time step. Subscripts denote the 
time step while the superscripts indicate the equilibrium iteration at fixed P~+l' 
Solution of the linear set of equations described by Eq. (4-5) is accomplished by a pre-
conditioned conjugate gradient (LPCG) solver which iteratively improves the approximate 
nodal displacement vector. The LPCG solver forms the basis for efficient solution of ex-
tremely large 3-D models due to an element-by-element architecture which eliminates the 
need to assemble and store the dynamic tangent stiffness matrix for the structure. Conse-
quently, the memory requirements for solution are reduced dramatically. Moreover, the 
LPCG solution frequently requires much less CPU time compared to sparse direct solvers. 
Three-dimensional models with 20,000 solid elements require 32 MWords and approxi-
mately 15 CPU-hours for a complete impact analysis (400 load steps with a total of 1200 
Newton iterations) on a Cray C-90. Analyses using a purely explicit code would far more 
lengthy due to the very small element sizes (2.54 f.1m at the crack tip which dictates a time 
increment of - 0.5 ns for an analysis of 300 f.1s duration). 
The 3-D, eight-node isoparametric element provides the meshing capability in 
WARP3D. The element formulation employs a conventional tri-linear displacement field. 
With the B modifications of Hughes (1980), the element exhibits minimal locking under 
fully plastic, incompressible material response. In this formulation, dilatational terms of 
the original strain-displacement matrix, Bdil, are replaced by a volume averaged set of di-
latational terms, Bdil, which yield uniform mean stress over the element and minimize 
locking (Nagtegaal, et al. (1974)). The B matrix has the form 
B = Bdev + B dil (4-6) 
where Bdev denotes the unmodified deviatoric contributions. To suppress spurious pressure 
modes, we adopt a stabilization procedure proposed by Nakamura, et al. (1986). The stabi-
lized B matrix is the normalized sum of the B matrix and the regular B matrix: 
o :::; E :::; 1. (4-7) 
By setting E= 1, Eq. (4-7) returns the regular B matrix while the original B matrixisrecov-
ered for E = 0, typical values of E range from 0.05 to 0.1. Without stabilization, the near-tip 
fields oscillate over the thickness (x3-direction) for the 20% side-grooved model. These os-
cillations are eliminated by setting E = 0.1, in the side-grooved model. The plane-sided mod-
el did not require stabilization. 
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The constitutive equations governing finite deformation are formulated using strains-
stresses and their rates defined on an unrotated frame of reference, computed from polar 
decompositions of the deformation gradients (F=RU). The associated numerical algo-
rithms accommodate the large strain increments which arise in the implicit solution of the 
global equilibrium equations employed in WARP3D (see Healy and Dodds, 1992 for full de-
tails). The resulting computational framework divorces the finite rotation effects on strain-
stress rates from integration of the rates to update the material response over a time step. 
Consequently, the small-strain plasticity (includingviscoplasticity) algorithms may be uti-
lized without modification. The polar decompositions insure accuracy in the rotational op-
erations independent of the magnitude of displacement gradients over n ~ n + 1. The 
solution ofEq. (4-5) requires a tangent operator which couples the spatial rates of Cauchy 
stress if n + 1 and deformation tensor, in + 1. The procedure adopted h.~re follows the develop-
ment ofN agtegaal and Veldpaus (1984), which uses the exact consistent tangent operator 
on the unrotated configuration, E = (at/ad)n+1' the instantaneous rotation rate at the 
material point (Q = RRT), and the Green-Naghdi rate of the spatial Cauchy stress 
(iJGN = iF - Qu + uQ) to define a suitable approximation for D = (au/ae)n+1. 
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 
0.5 i
vp 
= h[(;J 1] 
1] - 1.0/ sec, Y - 35 
OL-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
o 5 10 15 20 
E/E O 
Figure 4-2. Normalized stress-strain curves representative of an A533B pressure vessel 
steel at 50°C over a range of strain rates. The equation describing the 
viscoplastic strain rate is shown. 
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The small-strain plasticity model derives from J 2 flow theory with isotropic hardening. 
The rate independent (inviscid) stress-strain curve for uniaxial tension is described by a 
linear power-law model (includes an initial linear response with yield stress, 00' and yield 
strain, co). A viscoplastic response is introduced through a power-law relationship suitable 
for ductile metals which defines the equivalent plastic strain rate by 
(4-8) 
where 17 and yare user-specified material parameters, q denotes the rate-dependent (uni-
axial) tensile stress and Oe is the inviscid (uniaxial) tensile stress. An example of the visco-
plastic response predicted by this constitutive model appears in Fig. 4-2. The parameter 
17 elevates the nonlinear part of the rate independent stress-strain curve without modifying 
the shape. The parameter y alters the yield strength and strain hardening characteristics 
(both quantities increase with decreasing y). 
4.3.2 J-Integral Formulation 
The local value of the mechanical energy release rate at a stationary crack tip is given by 
J = lim J [(CW + GJ)n 1-P -i aU i n -]dFo To-O J aX1 J (4-9) 
To 
where Fo denotes a contour defined on the undeformed configuration (t = 0) beginning at 
the bottom crack face and ending on the top face, nj is the outward normal to Fo, CW and 
GJ denote the stress-work density and the kinetic energy density per unit of undeformed 
volume, P ij and ui are Cartesian components of (unsymmetric) Piola-Kirchoff stress and 
displacement in the crack front coordinate system. Our finite element computations 
employ a domain integral procedure (Moran and Shih, 1987 a) for numerical evaluation of 
Eq. (4-9). For evaluation of domain integrals, the material response is assumed to be non-
linear elastic which neglects derivative terms with an explicit dependence on x 1. The result-
ing formulation provides pointwise values of J across the crack front and the thickness-av-
erage value (Javg) at each loading level. 
4.3.3 Weibull Stress 
The Weibull stress, Eq. (4-2), may be recast into a form more suitable for finite element cal-
culations. Let I J I denote the determinant of the standard coordinate Jacobian between 
deformed Cartesian and parametric coordinates. Then using standard procedures for in-
tegration over (isoparametric) element volumes, the Weibull stress has the form 
(4-10) 
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where ne is the number of elements within the fracture process zone near the crack tip. The 
process zone used here includes all material inside the loci 01 2:: ..tOo, where..t = 2. For com-
putational simplicity, an element is included in the fracture process zone if the value of 0 1 
computed at the center of the element in parametric space (rJ1 = rJ2 = rJ3 = 0) exceeds 200. 
The reference volume (Vo) equals 1 mm3 for convenience in all calculations. As Eq. (4-10) 
indicates, the Weibull stress scales with the reference volume; however, the choice of Vo 
here remains arbitrary as Ow simply compares the relative driving force for cleavage at dif-
ferent loading rates. The choice of Vo simply must be consistent for analyses across differ-
ent loading rates. A change of the reference volume (Vo) re-scales the Weibull stress by 
CVoIVo)l/m. We use the WSTRESS (Ruggieri and Dodds, 1996) software to compute Ow from 
stress fields obtained with WARP3D. 
4.4 Com.putational Models 
4.4.1 S:mall .. Scale Yielding 
When comparing differences in constraint between crack configurations, questions arise 
about the precise definition of stress triaxiality and about the relevant position(s) ahead 
of the crack tip at which to make such comparisons. One approach addresses these issues 
by comparing fields computed for finite bodies with a full "reference" field constructed for 
Small-Scale Yielding CSSY) conditions. The motivation to consider plane strain, SSY"refer-
ence" fields derives from the existence of such fields in finite bodies when the plastic zone 
remains vanishingly small compared to the relevant physical dimensions, e.g. crack length, 
thickness or remaining ligament. Under such restricted conditions, the elastic-plastic fields 
along the crack front, away from free surfaces, may be characterized by a loading parame-
ter (K or J) and the non-singular, elastic stress (T) parallel to the crack front. 
To model SSY, Rice and Tracy (1968) and McMeeking (1977) proposed the boundary lay-
er model, as shown in Figure 4-3Ca). Provided the plastic zone size (Rp) remains small rela-
tive to the size of the modeled region CRp :$ 0.05R), self-similar solutions exist for the near-
tip fields which scale with J 100 . Numerical solutions for T = 0 are generated by imposing 
displacements of the elastic, Mode I singular field on the outer circular boundary Cr = R) 
which encloses the crack 
u(R,e) = K/ E v aCOS(!)(3 - 4v - COS e) 
v(R,e) = K[l E v aSin(!)(3 - 4v - COS e) 
where E is the elastic modulus and v Poisson's ratio. 
(4-11) 
(4-12) 
Evaluation of the Weibull stress requires integration over the process zone, including 
the region as r ~ o. Computational models which include finite strain effects simplify the 
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(a) 
Qo = 2.5 flm 
(b) 
~ Displacement 
Field Imposed on 
Boundary 
Figure 4-3. (a) Small Scale Yielding (SSY) model. (b) Near-tip mesh for SSY 
and pre-cracked CVN models 
evaluation of Ow by removing the stress-strain singularity. The SSY and CVN models have 
a small initial root radius at the crack front, as shown in Figure 4-3(b), to enhance conver-
gence of the nonlinear iterations. To limit effects of the initial root radius on Weibull stress 
calculations, the CTOD (0) is required to equal four times the initial radius (Qo) at a de-
formation consistent withM= oob1J=250 for the CVN (models of the CVN specimen con-
tain the same Qo as the SSY models). These conditions require Qo = 2.5 Jim for the specimen 
size and flow properties considered here. A series ofSSY analyses containing a range of in i-
tial root radii confirms that the Weibull stress us J relationship is independent of the initial 
root radius for olQo > 4. 
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To provide a reference field for evaluation of finite size effects under impact loading, the 
SSY model is subjected to a remote loading rate (K] = 106 MPa /ffi Is) comparable to that 
obtained in a CVN specimen loaded at an impact velocity of v = 3 ml s. Analyses of the SSY 
and CVN models use the same viscoplastic constitutive model; however, inertia is neglected 
(Q = O)in SSY to model more accurately the infinite body condition. 
4.4.2 Pre-Cracked CVN Models 
Figure 4-4 shows the finite element model constructed for the 3-D analyses of a 20% side-
grooved CVN specimen. Reflective symmetry about the crack plane and the longitudinal 
mid-thickness enable the use of one-quarter models as indicated. Each model contains a 
straight crack front defined along Xl = X2 = 0, 0 :::;; x3 :::;; B12. The meshes consist of 
8-node, hexahedron isoparametric elements arranged into 14 variable thickness, planar 
layers; the thickest layer being defined at x3 = 0 with much thinner layers defined near 
the notch root to accommodate strong variations of the field quantities. Within each layer, 
42 focused rings of elements enclose the crack front. The size of each ring increases grad ual-
lywithradial distance (r)from the crack front, where r = (xi + x~)1/2. In the angulardirec-
tion, e = tan -1(x2Ix l ) , 17 elements are defined over 0 :::;; e :::;; n. This model also includes 
the finite root radius shown in Fig. 4-3(b). 
The computational models consist of plane-sided and 20% side-grooved (10% each side) 
configurations with alW = 0.5, W IB = 1. Side-grooves are introduced by releasing the x2 
constraints on the affected crack-plane nodes and then translating nodes in the outer layers 
of elements by the required distance in the x2 direction; the notch radius of the side-groove 
is not modelled. 
As shown in Fig. 4-5, loading of the model is accomplished by a constant velocity im-
posed at the impact point. Over a short transition time (0 ~ 4 f.1,s) the velocity ramps from 
zero to the impact velocity of the striker (this ramping reduces spurious oscillations in the 
response). The impact velocity of 3 mls represents the minimum loading rate specified in 
ASTME-23. 
Impact, 3-D analyses of these CVN models revealed several unexpected phenomenon. 
As noted previously, the near-tip fields of the side-grooved models oscillate significantly in 
the through-thickness (x3) direction with the full B formulation. These oscillations remain 
insignificant under small geometry change (SGC) conditions; however, they continue to 
grow under increasing load for the large geometry change (LGC) analyses. Stabilization of 
the B matrix (with E = 0.1) removes the oscillations under all conditions for the side-
grooved models. Impact loading also localizes the deformation into a "punching" mode early 
in the response. Consequently, a strong "secondary" bending field develops in the quarter-
span region of the model during this period. Additional mesh refinement at the quarter-
span location (as compared to typical, quasi-static analyses) is required to model accurately 
this localized deformation. At longer times during the response, the deformation attains 
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Symmetry Plane, X3 - 0 
CVN: 
W= 10 mm 
B = 10 mm 
a = 5mm 
w 
b = W- a = 5 mm 
Span (S) = 40 mm 
Pre-cracked CVN specimen with 20% side-grooves. The 
one-quarter symmetric model contains 14 element layers over the 
half thickness. 
the smoother shape more typical of quasi-static bending and mesh refinement in the quar-
ter span becomes less critical (see Koppenhoefer and Dodds, 1996 for additional comments). 
4.4.3 Material Flow Properties 
The material model employs incremental plasticity theory (J 2 flow theory) in a large geom-
etry change (LGC) setting. The LGC approach provides a more realistic description of the 
crack front stress fields within the finitely deformed, blunting zone, as required for accurate 
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determination of the Weibull stress. The uniaxial, rate independent stress-strain curve fol-
lows a linear then power-law model given by 
)
n 
ca. c a 8 = 0 c :::; co' "£ = (0 c > co o 0 0 0 (4-13) 
where co and a 0 define limits for the initial linear portion of the response. A small transition 
region eliminates the discontinuous tangent modulus at c = co; nonlinearity of the a-c 
curve actually begins at c = 0.95co. The transition region significantly enhances the con-
vergence rate of the global Newton iterations. Wang (1993) provides additional details of 
this constitutive model. Computational results are presented for a moderately hardening 
and moderately strain rate sensitive material (n = 10; Y = 35, 1] = 1) characteristic of 
A533B steel. To calibrate the rate sensitivity parameters ofEq. (4-8), uniaxial experimen-
tal data from Dexter, et al. (1987,1990) are fitted to the uniaxiala-c response from "the vis-
coplastic material model contained in WARP3D over a range of strain rates (i). All com-
putations use E/ao = 500 and Poisson's ratio of v = 0.3. 
4.5 Results and Discussion 
The following sections summarize key resul ts of numerical analyses conducted on the CVN 
specimens. The section begins with a description of conventional fracture driving force, J, 
including values for the non-dimensional 1] factors needed to infer impact J-values from 
measured experimental quantities. Constraint in the specimen is then characterized in 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
~LLD 0.3 
(mm) 
0.2 
0.1 
0.0 0 50 
L1LLD 
100 
Time (f.l8) 
~ = 3 m/s 
150 200 
Figure 4-5. Displacement history imposed on CVN model for the 3 mls analysis. 
The final slope of this curve defines the effective impact velocity. 
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terms of the Weibull stress for quasi-static and impact loading relative to SSYvalues at the 
same J-values. From these comparisons, we suggest deformation limits for quasi-static and 
impact-loaded CVN specimens necessary to maintain near-tip stresses at SSY levels and 
a procedure for scaling (i.e., correcting) the fracture toughness values when needed to re-
move effects of constraint loss. The section concludes with discussion of a procedure to esti-
mate quasi-static fracture toughness values from impact-loaded CVN specimens based 
upon equivalent Weibull stress values. 
4.5.1 Global Response: J Distribution Over the Crack Front 
Figure 4-6 (a) compares the computed load-crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) 
relationships for the plane strain and 3-D CVN models under quasi-static loading. For the 
20% side-grooved model, the limit load, Po (for normalization purposes), is calculated using 
Bet!, where Beff = B - (B - BN)2/B and BN is the net thickness between roots of the side-
grooves. The response of the side-grooved specimen falls below that for the plane-sided 
specimen once large scale plasticity develops in the specimen, even with Bet! used in the 
limit load calculations. Due to the reduced through-thickness constraint, both 3-D analyses 
fall below the plane strain response. 
As shown previously by KD and Ayers (1976), detailed modelling of the contact-separa-
tion process may not be necessary for the CVN specimen loaded at conventional impact ve-
locities « 6 m/ s). Loading of the specimen through imposed displacements which vary 
with time simplifies considerably the numerical analyses without affecting the near-tip 
fields which govern fracture behavior. Figure 4-6 (b) shows the computed load-CMOD re-
sponse at an imposed displacement rate of v = 3 mls for the plane strain and 3-D, plane-
sided models. The plane-sided analyses loaded under impact indicate a 10% increase in lim-
it load over the quasi-static solution. Although not shown in Fig. 4-6 (b), the limit load under 
impact loading for the side-grooved analyses also increases by 10% over the corresponding 
quasi-static solutiog. Later sections describe impact analyses which neglect the effects of 
specimen mass (Q = 0). Such analyses capture the influence of elevated strain rates on 
near-tip stress fields without the oscillations due to inertial effects. Experimental work by 
Bohme (1990), plane strain analyses by KD and new 3-D analyses presented here all indi-
cate that the effects of inertia on near-tip fields diminish rapidly over the first 35 f1S; frac-
ture typically occurs at t> 100 f1S after impact for the A533B material at temperatures in 
the transition region. The load-CMOD response for an impact analysis with Q = 0 also ap-
pears in Fig. 4-6 (b). Three specific times (35, 70, 200 flS) are denoted by markers A, Band 
C, respectively in Fig. 4-6 (b); reference is made to these times in the subsequent discussion 
to simplify correlations among different response quantities. 
From these global measures, experimentalists typically estimate J-values using the en-
ergy separation procedure (Anderson, 1994) 
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Figure 4-6. Normalized load-displacement responses for pre-cracked CVN under 
(a) quasi-static, (b) impact loading (3 mjs). Markers A, B, C indicate 
responses at 35,70 and 200 flS. Ejao = 500, n = 10, y= 35, 1]= 1. 
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(4-14) 
where J el and J pl denote the elastic and plastic contributions to J, and Upl defines the plas-
tic work of the applied load. The non-dimensional plastic "eta" factor, 17 pl' describes the con-
tribution of plastic work normalized by the ligament area to the applied-J. Previous analy-
ses by Vargas and Dodds (1995) found that predictions of J based on a total work 
formulation rather than the elastic-plastic separation above are more accurate for impact-
loaded analyses (the KJ term in the elastic-plastic separation above is computed from the 
load which oscillates strongly early in the response). The evolution of total work is far 
smoother and the alternative expression for J becomes: 
U J = 17-bB (4-15) 
where 17 is the proportionality factor between the total external work of deformation and 
J. Since plasticity accounts for a significant portion of the total work of deformation at large 
times, the quasi-static 17 factors should differ little from 17pl factors determined by ND for 
an SE(B) specimen with a/W = 0.5, W/B = 1. 
Table 4-1. Total 17 factors (from ~LLD) for quasi-static and impact-loaded CVN speci-
mens. 
17mid 
17avg 
Static Loading 
3-D 
2.0 
1.9 
17pl (ND) 1.9 
3-D 
20%SG 
1.9 
2.0 
Impact Loading 
3-D 3-D 
2.1 
1.9 
20%SG 
1.9 
2.0 
Tables 4-1 and 4-2 summarize 17-values derived from the present plane strain and 3-D 
analyses ofCVN specimens. Figures 4-7 (a) and (b) illustrate the computational procedure 
to determine these 17-values for quasi-static and impact loading. At each load increment, 
the domain integral computations yield a thickness average J-value and a local J-value at 
the mid-thickness (x3 = 0). The total work term, U, at each load increment follows from di-
rect evaluation of work done by the applied loads acting through the nodal displacements. 
These loads are the reaction forces at nodes having applied, non-zero displacements. The 
J and U terms are normalized and plotted as shown in Figs. 4-7 (a) and (b) with B = B N for 
the side-grooved model. Linear regression then yields the 'YJavg values to compute the thick-
ness-average J and the 17mid value to compute the mid-thickness J-value. Table 4-1 shows 
17-values based on total work determined from load-line displacement (~LLD). Impact test-
ing procedures for CVN specimens often infer the ~LLD through integration of the equa-
tions of motion. Given the initial impact velocity of the pendulum (va), the mass of the pen-
dulum (m) and the measured reaction force on the pendulum (F), 
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Figure 4-7. Normalized work on remaining ligament used to compute "eta" 
factors for J estimation CVN under (a) quasi-static, (b) impact 
loading. Elao = 500, n = 10, y= 35,1]= 1. 
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t t 
!J.LLD = J v(t)dt; where, vet) = va - ;, J F(t)dt (4-16) 
o 0 
Numerical integration ofEq. (4-16) yields the load-line displacement of the CVN specimen. 
Testing procedures may also measure CMOD directly from the specimen. Consequently, 
17-values based on CMOD represent a more direct method of determining J. Table 4-2 con-
tains 17-values based on the CMOD. For t ~ 35 flS (point A), J-values for impact loading 
may be determined from the 1]-values given in Table 4-2. Prior to this time, inertial oscilla-
tions in the P - CMOD response alter significantly the relationship between external work 
and J. The P - /).,LLD response shows similar oscillations. The quasi-static 17avg values in 
Tables 4-1 and 4-2 agree closely with the 17pl values determined by ND for SE(B) specimens 
with a/W = 0.5, W /B = 1. 
Table 4-2. Total 1] factors (from CMOD) for quasi-static and impact-loaded CVN speci-
mens. 
17mid 
17avg 
17pl (ND) 
Static Loading 
P-Strain 3-D 
2.7 
2.9 
2.7 
2.7 
3-D 
20%SG 
3.3 
3.6 
Impact Loading 
P-Strain 3-D 3-D 
2.7 
3.0 
2.7 
20%SG 
3.2 
3.4 
Figures 4-8 (a) and (b) compare the distribution of J over the crack front for plane-sided 
and 20% side-grooved models under quasi-static and impact loading. The values at each 
front location are normalized by the corresponding J-value at mid-thickness. The distribu-
tions of J under quasi-static loading agree with those found by ND. Figure 4-8 (a) compares 
the quasi-static and impact J distributions at the onset ofLSY for plane-sided models; Fig-
ure 4-8 (b) compares these distributions under LSY for the side-grooved models. These 
small differences between the static and impact J distributions are representative of the 
entire deformation history. The small differences present in the impact analyses arise from 
the through-thickness variations in strain rate. For the plane-sided model, strain rates at 
the crack tip attain maximum values over the crack front region 0.7 <z/(B /2) < 0.95, which 
coincides with the region of slightly elevated J-values in Fig. 4-8 (a). Side-grooved models 
indicate a reduction in the strain rates at the crack tip over the region 0.4 <z/(B/2) < 0.7 
which coincides with the region of slightly lower J-values. 
4.5.2 Crack Front Stress Triaxiality: Evolution of Weibull Stress 
Figures 4-9 (a)-(d) show the evolution of Wei bull stress,as computed from Eq. (4-2), for qua-
si-static and high-rate loading ofSSY models and for impact loading ofCVN models. In Fig. 
4-9 (a), J / R a 080 describes the far-field loading; where R denotes the radius of the SSY model 
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Figure 4-8. Distributions of J over the crack front for quasi-static and impact 
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(R = 254 mm here). The Weibull stress, normalized by the yield stress, ao, describes the 
near-tip conditions for cleavage fracture. The high-rate loading (RI) indicated in Figs. 4-9 
(a),(d) corresponds to that experienced by a CVN specimen for an impact velocity of 3 m/s; 
Cl denotes the longitudinal wave speed in the material. The Weibull stresses shown in Fig-
ures 4-9 (a)-(d) are computed for m = 18, a representative value for pressure vessel steels. 
Figure 4-9 (a) indicates the effects of high-rate loading on the evolution of aw for a moderate-
ly strain rate sensitive material (y = 35, 1] = 1) and for a highly strain rate sensitive mate-
rial (y = 35, 1] = 100). The elevation of aw for a specific J under high-rate loading indicates 
an increased probability of cleavage fracture over quasi-static loading to the same global 
deformation. These trends hold for other values of the Weibull modulus; m simply scales 
aw with (3mJ2/m, where (3m depends on m. 
Figure 4-9 (b) compares the development of aw for quasi-static loading of the SSY refer-
ence solution, the plane strain CVN model and the 3-D CVN model. The aw-values for both 
CVN models coincide with SSY values at low loads. As deformation increases, Weibull 
stresses for the plane strain CVN diverge first from SSY followed by the 3-D, plane-sided 
model. This deviation from SSY defines the loss of constraint in statically loaded specimens. 
Deformation levels at the onset of constraint loss and the modified toughness scaling model 
are developed from these relationships using the technique illustrated in Figure 4-9 (c). 
This methodology requires the attainment of identical values of the critical Weibull stress 
(awe) in different specimens and at different loading rates to trigger cleavage fracture. Prior 
to a loss of constraint, the CVN and SSY curves coincide and awe is attained at the same 
J-value for both models (a knowledge of awe is thus not required to compare critical Jc val-
ues). With increasing deformation, the CVN requires larger J-values than SSY to attain 
awe, and the ratio ofJin the CVN (JCVN) toJin SSY (Jo) exceeds unity. At this deformation 
level, the CVN has experienced a loss of constraint. For fracture toughness values which 
exceed this deformation limit, the toughness scaling methodology defines the correspond-
ing (same aw) toughness values under SSY conditions, Jo. 
Figure 4-9 (d) examines the effects of impact loading on the evolution of Wei bull stress 
for plane-sided CVN models. Two SSY reference solutions are shown for comparison: (1) 
quasi-static (K1= 0), and (2) the same nominal loading rate experienced in the impact-
loaded CVN. Figure 4-9 Cd) illustrates the differences between these two reference solutions 
and the impact-loaded CVN. The proper choice of reference solutions depends upon the ob-
jective of the comparison to SSY conditions. TSM relationships for the impact-loaded CVN 
are developed for both SSY reference solutions in the following sections. 
4.5.3 Deformation Limits from Weibull Stress 
Figures 4-10 (a)-(d) show the evolution of JavglJo with a non-dimensional measure of de-
formation (M = baoIJavg). Here, "equivalent" J-values in SSY (Jo) are found using the pro-
cedure illustrated in Fig. 4-9 (c) and indicate the J necessary to attain the same probability 
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of fracture in SSY as in the CVN. Deformation levels at loss of constraint may be defined 
when Javg/Jo exceeds unity, and fracture toughness values obtained from CVN specimens 
which exceed the deformation level require a non-linear "correction" (i.e., scaling) proce-
dure to determine J o. Consider first the quasi-static CVN solutions in Fig. 4-10 (a). 
Constraint loss occurs in a smooth, gradual manner as plasticity increases in the specimen. 
Consequently, there exists no rigorously defined limits on Javg/Jo. Suppose we allow a 10% 
deviation from "strict" SSY conditions, i.e., Javg/Jo = 1.1, which corresponds to a 5% devi-
ation in K Jc . As indicated by intersections of the specimen responses with the horizontal 
line at Javg/Jo = 1.1, Mtakes the value 200 for the 3-D, plane-sided model and 110 for the 
20% side-grooved model. We adopt the notation M 1.1 to denote these deformation limits. By 
allowing Javg/Jo to reach 1.2 (9.5% in terms of K Jc )' M 1.2 = 140 for plane-sided and 85 for 
the 20% side-grooved analyses. Table 4-3 summarizes values of M for quasi-static and im-
pact loading (v = 3 m/s) referenced to both the quasi-static and high-rate SSY solutions. 
Table 4-3. Deformation limits (M) for quasi-static and impact-loaded CVN speci-
mens (n = 10, m = 18). 
Quasi-Static Loading Impact Loading Impact Loading 
(Quasi-Static SSY) (High-Rate SSY) 
P-Strain 3-D 3-D P-Strain 3-D 3-D P-Strain 3-D 3-D 
20%SG 20%SG 20%SG 
260 200 110 -20 -15 -15 170 130 110 
180 140 85 < 15 < 15 < 15 125 100 85 
Notes: M1.2 denotes, for example, the size/deformation limit when JCVN/JO reaches 1.2 
Figure 4-10 (b) shows the evolution of Javg/Jo withM computed for impact analyses of 
the plane-strain CVN model, referenced to the quasi-static SSY solution. Companion im-
pact analyses using the same material strain rate sensitivity, but with (} = 0 enable the sep-
arate examination of strain rate and inertial effects. Both responses indicate a significant 
reduction in the Javg/Jo ratios below unity due to the elevation of crack-tip stresses above 
the quasi-static SSY solution (see Fig. 4-9 (d». This increase in the crack-tip stresses (and 
consequently the Weibull stress) may be attributed solely to the effects of strain rate sensi-
tivity. Inertial effects clearly have a negligible influence and may be omitted from these 
analyses for simplicity. 
In Fig. 4-10 (c), the Javg/Jo ratios are obtained from impact-loaded CVN specimens ref-
erenced to the quasi-static SSY solution. Table 4-3 shows that the corresponding Ml.l and 
M 1.2 values fall below 15. The evolution of J avg/ J 0 with M for this case appears very differ-
ent from the response in Fig. 4-10 (a). The J avg/ J 0 ratios attain a constant value of - 0.25 
at low deformation levels (as indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 4-10 (c» due to the eleva-
tion of Wei bull stresses in the impact-loaded CVN. Consequently, the impact-loaded CVN 
at low deformation levels has a much greater probability of fracture than at the same J-val-
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ue under quasi-static, SSY conditions. This difference in the probability of fracture indi-
cates that a constant scaling factor applies at low deformation levels: J~;; = 0.25Jgatic, i.e., 
the same critical Weibull stress under impact loading of3 m/s is attained at 25% of the cor-
responding static J-value. The deformation level at which the scaling procedure becomes 
nonlinear represents an alternative definition of M which appears more applicable here 
than the previous definitions of M 1.1 and M 1.2. By allowing a 10% deviation from the 
constant Jaug/Jo ratio of 0.25, M = 110 for all three analyses. Deformation levels which ex-
ceed M = 110 require a nonlinear scaling procedure to determine J~tatic from J~;;. 
Figure 4-10 (d) shows the development of Jaug/Jo with M for the impact-loaded CVN 
model referenced to a high-rate SSY solution (K] = 106 MPa fill. Is). Table 4-3 lists the cor-
responding M 1.1 and M 1.2 values. The CVN and SSY models now both have Weibull stresses 
elevated above the quasi-static levels shown in Fig. 4-9 (d), due to the influence of high 
strain rates at the crack tips. Consequently, M-values for this case are much larger than 
for the impact-loaded CVN model referenced to SSY (with K]=O). However, the M-values 
for this case do not exactly agree with those developed from the quasi-static CVN model 
(plane strain and plane-sided 3-D). lfthe elevated global loading rate increased the Weibull 
stress by the same amount for both the CVN and SSY models, then M-values for this case 
should equal M-values developed from the quasi-static CVN models. However, variations 
in the global deformation rate (K]) of the CVN model with time, and the influence of 
through-thickness strain rates, decrease the M-values for impact loading of the plane-
sided, 3-D model. Deformation rates (K]) for the CVN model and the SSY model remain 
equal prior to constraint loss in the CVN model; thereafter K]increases in the CVN speci-
men. Since the CVN model experiences a higher deformation rate than the SSY model, Wei-
bull stresses for the CVN increase slightly and remain at SSYvalues to greater deformation 
levels than in the quasi -statically loaded CVN. 
Through-thickness variations in the strain-rate also influence theM-values for impact-
loaded CVN specimens. As shown in Table 4-3, M-values for the plane-sided CVN model 
are smaller under impact loading (referenced to the high-rate SSY solution) than under the 
quasi-static loading. However, M-values for the side-grooved CVN model remain un-
changed for these two loadings. As noted previously, strain rates at the crack tip increase 
near the free surface for the plane-sided model, whereas strain rates at the crack tip de-
crease near the notch root for the side-grooved model. These through-thickness variations 
in strain rate interact with changes in the global loading rate to further decrease M-values 
for the plane-sided model. 
The present M-values for the plane strain model under quasi-static loading agree with 
those of Anderson and Dodds (1991). However, the 3-D M-values under quasi-static loading 
are significantly larger than M-values determined by ND based on opening mode stresses 
at mid-thickness. The deformation limits given in Table 4-3 are developed from the Weibull 
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stresss computed over the entire crack front. AE shown by ND, the mid-thickness location 
maintains SSY constraint to higher local J-values than on other planes through the thick-
ness. M-val ues developed from Wei bull stresses defined for the full crack front are thus larg-
er than the mid-thickness M-values ofND. However, to compare directly with ND, Table 
4-4 lists M-values computed here with the Weibull stress approach but using only the mid-
thickness layer of elements in the model. The quasi-static M-values for the plane-sided 
model compare favorably with M-values from ND for the SE(B) with a/W = 0.5, n = 10. AE 
may be determined by comparing Tables 4-3 and 4-4, the through-thickness effects in 
plane-sided specimens reduce significantly the allowable deformation prior to constraint 
loss. 
Figures 4-11 (a)-(d) examine the dependence of the deformation limits (M) on the Wei-
bull modulus, m.As shown in Fig. 4-11 (a), Javg/Jo values for the plane strain model remain 
strongly independent of m to extremely high levels of deformation. However, Fig. 4-11 (b) 
indicates a dependence of Javg/Jo on m once large-scale yielding conditions prevail for the 
3-D models subjected to quasi-static loading. Consequently, application of the toughness 
scaling model for this case requires a calibrated value for the Weibull modulus. The scaling 
model does maintain sufficient independence of m early in the loading to determine clear 
deformation limits. AE Figure 4-11 (c) shows, Javg/Jo has a strong dependence on m for the 
3-D CVN model subjected to impact loading, when referenced to a quasi-static SSY solu-
tion. This dependence on m arises from strong differences in the spatial distribution ofnear-
tip stresses between quasi-static and impact loading. Deformation limits for this case be-
come a strong function of the Weibull modulus (m) for the material. By comparing the 
Weibull stress calculated from impact-loaded CVN specimens to the high-rate SSY analy-
sis, the dependence on m becomes comparable to the 3-D analyses subjected to quasi-static 
loading (see Figure 4-11 (d)). 
Table 4-4. 
MI.l 
MI.2 
Mid-thickness deformation limits (M) for quasi-static and impact-loaded 
CVN specimens (n = 10, m = 18). 
Quasi-Static Loading Impact Loading Impact Loading 
(Quasi-Static SSY) (High-Rate SSY) 
3-D 3-D 3-D 3-D 3-D 3-D 
20%SG 20%SG 20%SG 
100 135 < 15 -15 55 135 
85 105 < 15 < 15 40 105 
Notes: M1.2 denotes, for example, the size/deformation limit when JCVN/JO reaches 1.2 
4.5.4 Scaling Model for Impact-Loaded CVN Specimens 
Figures 4-12 (a)-(d) provide the toughness scaling models (TSM) for CVN specimens sub-
jected to quasi-static and impact loading for a material with n = 10, m = 18. Points on the 
curves describe (Javg, J o) pairs that produce equal Weibull stresses calculated across the 
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full crack front in the CVN and in the SSY model. Upon initial loading, crack-tip plasticity 
remains well contained within a surrounding elastic field and identical values for J aug and 
J o correspond to the same Weibull stress. Each figure includes this 1:1 line for reference. 
At higher loads, as constraint relaxes under extensive plastic flow, the CVN model requires 
ever larger J-values (Jaug > J o) to achieve the same conditions for cleavage (same Weibull 
stress) as in SSY. 
In Figure 4-12 (a), the TSM for quasi-static loading of the CVN models reveals the 
constraint elevating effects of side-grooves. The source of this effect may be understood by 
examining the J distributions in Figures 4-8 (a) and (b) which show that side-grooves re-
duce the through-thickness variation of J. The TSM based on Weibull stress captures these 
through-thickness variations and indicates the substantial influence of side-grooves on the 
scaling model (the mid-thickness based TSM from ND do not show this effect). Figure 4-12 
(b) shows the TSM for a CVN subjected to impact loading referenced to a high-rate SSY' 
solution. These TSM curves appear similar to those for quasi-static loading with a slight 
elevation in the Jo-values arising from the globally increasing loading rate on the CVN 
specimen, as discussed in Sect. 4.5.3. When the impact-loaded CVN is referenced to a quasi-
static SSY solution, the scaling model elevates significantly above the 1:1 line, as shown 
in Figure 4-12 (c). These curves, combined with those of Figure 4-12 (a), provide the basis 
to predict the influence of loading rate on measured toughness values. Consider path I-lI-
llI-IV shown on Figure 4-12 (d) which illustrates the procedure. Given measured toughness 
values from an impact-loaded specimen (J~yn at I), the (Weibull stress) equivalent fracture 
toughness (Jotatic at II) under quasi-static SSY conditions is found. The apparent fracture 
toughness for a specimen subjected to quasi-static loading (J~tatic at IV) may then be deter-
mined. Clearly, the procedure applies equally as well in reverse, i.e., measured static tough-
ness values can be scaled ("corrected") to those for impact loading. This procedure agrees, 
at least qualitatively, with observed trends in fracture toughness testing; elevated loading 
rates decrease substantially the (cleavage) fracture toughness of a material (J~yn ~ J~tatic) 
in the DBT region. 
4.5.5 Example Application to Fracture Testing 
Holzmann, et al. (1995) conducted quasi-static and impact fracture mechanics tests on 1T-
SE(B) specimens and pre-cracked CVN specimens of a Cr-Ni-Mo-V pressure vessel steel. 
Our objective here is to predict the cleavage fracture values for the quasi-static SE(B) speci-
mens using toughness values measured with impact-loaded CVN at two temperatures (-90 
and -140 DC). The impact toughness values can be expected to represent high-constraint, 
SSY conditions while the static toughness values represent a less than SSY constraint con-
dition. 
The general availability of experimental data required to verify this procedure appears 
quite limited. The data set must include cleavage toughness values, without prior ductile 
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tearing, obtained under both quasi-static and impact loading (pre-cracked CVNs). The 
number of quasi-static toughness values must be sufficient to calibrate the Weibull modu-
lus (m) for the material to within reasonable confidence bounds. We then postulate that m 
remains invariant of loading rate at the test temperature. In addition, uniaxial a-c curves 
under quasi-static and high-rate loadings are required to characterize the flow properties 
of the material. Table 4-5 lists the chemical composition of the steel tested by Holzmann, 
et al. Table 4-6 provides the mechanical properties at the temperatures of interest. The full 
uniaxial o-c curves are not reported; only the yield (a 0) and ultimate (au) stresses are avail-
able. Consequently, the uniaxial tensile behavior is represented by a linear-power law mod- I, 
el, given in Eq. (4-13), with n = 13, 17 at -90 and -140°C, respectively. These estimates of 
n from the yield and ultimate tensile stresses may be obtained from (Kirk and Dodds, 1992), 
~~ = (o.o12nt/exp(k) . (4-17) 
Although high-rate a-c curves are not reported for this material, many similar pressure ves-
sel and structural steels are moderately rate sensitive. Based upon these assumptions, im-
pact analyses of the CVN include a moderately rate sensitive material (y = 35 1] = 1). Static 
and impact 3-D analyses of the type reported for the parametric studies were conducted for 
the specific flow properties of this material. Due to the limited experimental data here, the 
following discussion is presented as an illustrative example of the procedure to estimate 
quasi-static toughness values from values measured using impact-loaded specimens. 
Table 4-5. Chemical composition (wt %) of Cr-Ni-Mo-V steel 
C Cr Si Mn P S Ni Co 
0.16 2.20 0.28 0.48 0.009 0.010 1.29 0.10 
Table 4-6. Mechanical properties of Cr-Ni-Mo-V steel 
Temp (OC) ays (MPa) au (MPa) 
-90 700 850 
-140 800 920 
1.21 
1.15 
v Cu 
0.10 0.06 
n 
13 
17 
Mo 
0.59 
The process begins by determining the shape parameter, m, appearing in the Weibull 
stress as expressed by Eq. (4-2). The numerical procedure to calibrate the shape parameter, 
based on maximum likelihood estimators, is described in (Minami, et aI., 1992; Ruggieri, 
et aI., 1995). The fracture toughness data for the quasi-static SE(B) specimens at -140°C 
and -90°C are used to develop m values at these temperatures. For this pressure vessel 
steel at -140°C, m = 11 with a 90% confidence interval of 5 to 15. At -90°C, m = 20 with 
a 90% confidence interval of 12 to 28. The potential dependency of m on temperature is the 
topic of current research and we do not attempt to argue either side of the issue from this 
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limited data. An increased number of measured toughness values would reduce significant-
ly the uncertainty in these m-values. 
Figure 4-13 (a) shows the cleavage toughness values measured using 1T-SE(B) speci-
mens subjected to quasi-static loading. Data shown for the CVN specimens correspond to 
an impact velocity of 1.5 m/s. These data readily demonstrate the dramatic shift in the 
cleavage fracture toughness under impact loading. The open triangles on Fig. 4-13 (a) rep-
resent the predicted mean toughness for the quasi-statically loaded SE(B) specimens from 
the mean toughness of the impact-loaded CVNs. Predicted fracture toughness values are 
obtained from Toughness Scaling Models similar to those shown in Figure 4-13 (b). The er-
ror bars indicate the 90% confidence interval obtained from the range of m-values noted 
previously. Each of the mean and upper-lower bound m-values require a different TSM 
curve for the impact-loaded CVN and quasi-static SE(B); these curves enable quantitative 
predictions of the quasi-static toughness (with confidence intervals) from the impact CVN 
data. 
4.6 Summary and Concluding Remarks 
Exploratory 3-D analyses of quasi-static and impact-loaded CVN specimens demonstrate 
the capability to predict loading rate effects on cleavage fracture toughness values using 
a local approach based on the Weibull stress. The analyses also provide a new set of rJ-fac-
tors for use in fracture testing to relate the measured (total) work done at fracture to thick-
ness-average and mid-thickness J-values. 
The refined finite element models enable evaluation of crack front constraint in terms 
of the Weibull stress, which we applied to predict the influence of constraint loss on macro-
scopic measures of cleavage fracture toughness (Jc )' As implemented here, this methodolo-
gy is applicable to ferritic materials in the lower part of the ductile-to-brittle transition re-
gion (i.e., no ductile tearing prior to cleavage). The Weibull stress provides a probabilistic, 
measure of the near-tip, or local, crack driving force. In the model, unstable crack propaga-
tion occurs when Ow attains a critical value. The Weibull stress readily indicates the re-
duced rate at which near tip stresses increase with applied-J due to constraint loss. Impact 
loading elevates the Weibull stress thereby increasing the allowable deformation (J) prior 
to constraint loss. These elevated stresses also promote cleavage fracture at lower applied 
J-values under impact loading (observed routinely in fracture testing). 
Application of this methodology in fracture assessments requires mechanical testing, 
fracture testing and nonlinear finite element analyses of quasi-static and impact-loaded 
specimens. Fracture tests of deep-crack SE(B) or C(T) specimens under quasi -static loading 
must provide a population of cleavage toughness values without ductile tearing prior to 
fracture at the temperature of interest . The quasi-static Jc-values enable calibration of the 
Weibull parameters {m, au} through finite element analyses of the fracture specimen. In the 
present approach, we assume that {m, au} are characteristic properties of the microcrack 
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Figure 4-13. (a) Variation of fracture toughness at static and impact loading as 
a function of temperature, (b) Micromechanics prediction of the 
loading rate effect on cleavage fracture toughness for Cr-Ni-Mo-V 
pressure vessel steel at -90°C. 
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distribution and are not affected by loading rate. Mechanical tests provide the true stress-
logarithmic strain response for the material over a range of strain rates and temperatures. 
The 3-D analyses demonstrate that mid-thickness levels of the Weibull stress are main-
tained at SSY conditions to higher deformation levels than predicted by plane strain analy-
ses. In plane-sided specimens, however, the Weibull stress computed over the full thickness 
does not maintain SSY conditions to the large deformation levels at the mid-thickness. 
N ear the free surface of the plane-sided specimen, the crack-tip stresses fall well below their 
mid-thickness values, which stronglyintluences the Weibull stress. This ability to quantify 
near-tip constraint in a natural way over the entire crack front represents a key advantage 
of this approach. 
Examination of the toughness scaling models reveals that the plane strain scaling mod-
el over-corrects measured Jc-values for constraint loss. For all conditions considered here, 
the 3-D solutions indicate a significantly reduced rate of constraint loss with increased load-
ing compared with plane strain solutions. Side-grooved specimens experience a lower rate 
of constraint loss than the plane-sided specimens. Consequently, side-grooved analyses re-
quire less constraint correction than plane-sided specimens. 
The example application of this scaling methodology agrees well with experimental 
data. Fracture toughness values measured experimentally for impact-loaded CVN speci-
mens are accurately "scaled" (or corrected) to the fracture toughness values measured us-
ing quasi-static 1T-SE(B) specimens. The limited availability of complete experimental 
data sets suggests that additional mechanical and fracture testing should be conducted on 
ferritic steels to verify experimentally this scaling methodology. 
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Chapter 5 
Ductile Crack Growth in Pre-Cracked CVN 
Specimens: Numerical Studies 
5.1 Introduction 
Testing programs often utilize the Charpy V-notch (CVN) specimen (ASTM E-23, 1991) to 
characterize the ductile-to-brittle transition region of BCC metals (e.g. structural steels). 
In the standard Charpy test, a swinging pendulum impacts and causes fracture of a simply 
supported notched bar. Figure 5-1 shows the conventional geometry for the CVN specimen. 
Measured quantities include the energy absorbed during fracture (CVE), the percent shear 
of the fractured area and the lateral expansion. These values are compared at different 
temperatures to develop a toughness-temperature transition curve, as indicated in Fig. 
5-2. Previous investigations (Ritchie, 1978; Wallin, et aI., 1989; Valo, et aI., 1992) have 
shown that the standard Charpy test yields a CVE-temperature dependence which may be 
no more than indirectly related to the fracture toughness-temperature dependence of the 
material. The stress and strain fields ahead of the blunt notch exhibit no singularity domi-
nated zone as occurs for fatigue sharpened cracks. Consequently, the size scale of the frac-
ture process zone ahead of the blunt notch differs markedly from that ahead of a sharp 
crack. Conventional fatigue pre-cracking of the CVN specimen removes this limitation by 
effectively converting the CVN into a small SE(B) specimen (hereafter all references to a 
CVN specimen imply one with fatigue pre-cracking). Previous work by Koppenhoefer and 
Dodds (1996,1997) (KD) considers the effects of impact loading on CVN specimens in the 
lower transition region through detailed finite element analyses of plane strain and 3-D 
Figure 5-1. Charpy V-notch specimen (all length dimensions given in mm) 
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Figure 5-2. Schematic variation of CVN energy with temperature observed 
for ferritic materials. 
models. Those analyses quantify the influence of impact loading on the crack front driving 
force for cleavage fracture events prior to any ductile tearing. Here, we extend computa-
tional studies of the CVN specimen into the mid-to-upper transition region to address im-
pact loading effects on the ductile tearing process as reflected in J-f::..a resistance curves. 
In the mid-to-upper transition region, a strong competition develops between cleavage 
and ductile tearing mechanisms of crack extension. For materials possessing sufficient re-
sistance to cleavage fracture at the higher temperatures, intense plastic strains coupled 
with high stresses directly ahead of the blunting crack tip generally produce ductile tearing 
prior to unstable crack propagation by cleavage. Ductile tearing of the crack may alter sig-
nificantly the stress fields (relative to a stationary crack) which govern the probability of 
cleavage fracture. Realistic statistical treatments of cleavage may thus require consider-
ation ductile tearing effects on the stress fields coupled with the potential for an increased 
size of the relevant process zone. Computational studies of the competition between contin-
ued ductile crack growth and the intervention of cleavage fracture require advanced mate-
rial models developed with an understanding of these two mechanisms of fracture. 
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This study utilizes the computational cell framework, originally proposed by Xia and 
8hih (XS) (1995a), to examine ductile tearing in impact-loaded, CVN specimens. In the 
computational cell model, ductile crack extension occurs through void growth and coales-
cence within a thin layer of material symmetrically located about the crack plane. This lay-
er consists of cell elements having thickness dimension (D)-a calibrated material parame-
ter comparable in size to the crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) at initiation of ductile 
tearing. The Gurson-Tvergaard (GT) dilatant plasticity model predicts microscopic void 
growth within this layer of elements (cells). The model incorporates the effects of material 
strain rate sensitivity to examine loading rate effects on ductile tearing. Outside of this lay-
er, the "background" material follows a conventional J 2 flow theory that includes strain 
rate sensitivity. The crack extends in a discrete manner over a distance of one cell when the 
initial void fraction increases to a specified value. A separate element extinction procedure 
then deletes the highly voided cell. Here, we extend previous computational studies on 
blunt notch and pre-cracked CVN specimens by Brocks, et al. (1995) and Sun, et al. (1995) 
through application of the computational cell framework to examine a larger range of mate -
rial properties, loading rates and the effects of tearing on the potential for cleavage. 
Experimental and computational work (Joyce and Hackett, 1986; XS, 1996) indicates 
that the resistance to ductile tearing in tests conducted at conventional CVN impact rates 
of 3-6 m/ s increases over the quasi-static resistance. Loading rate effects on R-curves arise 
from the elevation of near-tip stresses, and subsequently the stresses on the remaining lig-
ament, due to material strain rate sensitivity. This "strengthening" of near-tip material in-
creases the background plasticity prior to and during growth, and thus elevates the R-
curve. Here, a "systematic examination of the R-curves predicted from CVN analyses 
illustrates the strong interaction of computational cell parameters and loading rate on re-
sistance to ductile fracture. 
To examine the influence of ductile crack growth on the potential for cleavage fracture 
under impact loading, a local criterion is adopted to describe the critical event triggering 
cleavage. For the transgranular cleavage mechanism of ferritic steels, a number of local 
approach models adopt weakest link arguments that yield statistical functions reflecting 
the inhomogeneous character of near-tip stresses (Batdorf and Crose, 1974; Evans, 1978; 
Beremin, 1983). The Berminin group (1983) introduced the Weibull stress, aw , as a local 
parameter to characterize the near-tip stress fields leading to cleavage fracture. This frac-
ture parameter appears to remain applicable during small amounts of ductile crack growth 
(Ruggieri and Dodds, 1996). By limiting the focus to a stress-controlled, cleavage mecha-
nism for final material failure, the Weibull stress may be adopted as the local parameter 
to describe the evolution of crack-tip loading. In this approach, unstable crack propagation 
occurs at a critical value of aw which may be attained prior to, or following, some amount 
of ductile crack extension. The parameters which define the statistical distribution of criti-
cal values for the Weibull stress represent material parameters calibrated through testing 
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and analysis, and here are assumed to remain constant over the loading rates employed 
in CVN testing. 
This paper describes a computational study of ductile tearing coupled with the potential 
for cleavage fracture in CVN specimens (a/W = 0.5) subjected to quasi-static and impact 
loading. The following sections describe the computational cell model, the statistical treat-
ment of cleavage fracture for a growing crack, and the finite element procedures/models 
necessary to predict ductile crack growth under impact loading. Selected resistance curves 
taken from an extensive parametric study on CVN specimens demonstrate the relative in-
fluences of: the loading rate, the material sensitivity to strain rate, and the initial volume 
fraction of voids. These studies illustrate clearly the strong elevation of R-curves due to 
impact loading and the limited influence of ductile tearing on the probability of cleavage 
fracture. The paper concludes by comparing predictions using the computational cell model 
to experimental resistance curves for three steels; twoA533-B steels having different chem-
ical compositions and an HY-80 steel used in naval applications. Calibration of the com-
putational cell parameters proceeds through analyses of ductile tearing to match R-curves 
measured under quasi-static loading for each material. These calibrated parameters, 
coupled with the strain rate sensitive flow properties, are then used to predict successfully 
the R-curves measured for the same specimens under impact loading. 
5.2 Model for Ductile Crack Growth 
The following sections describe briefly the computational approach to model the progres-
sive damage (void growth and coalescence) of material ahead of a macroscopically extend-
ing crack. At the metallurgical scale, ductile extension of a pre-existing macro crack in fer-
ritic steels follows a multi-step mode of material separation. These steps comprise: (1) 
nucleation of microvoids by fracture/decohesion of second-phase particles, e.g. MnS, (2) 
subsequent growth of the larger voids, (3) localization of plastic flow between the voids, and 
(4) final coalescence of micro voids to create new surfaces of the macrocrack. Two critical as-
pects of this process provide a fundamental understanding of R-curve behavior: the peak 
opening stress attained ahead of the crack front at distances comparable to several times 
the spacing of the larger inclusions, and the extent of the region ahead of the crack over 
which void growth occurs (the process zone). Steeply rising R-curves develop when the ma-
terial microstructure, geometry and loading combine to yield high peak stresses and small 
process zones during crack extension. Much lower R-curves develop when a large process 
zone decreases the peak stress capacity of material through damage well before the front 
extends to that location. Viscoplastic material response under high-rate loading elevates 
the peak stress attained in the near-tip region. Consequently, high-rate R-curves for rate 
sensitive materials should rise steeply above quasi-static R-curves. 
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Figure 5-3. Modelling of ductile crack growth using computational cells. (a) 
Schematic representation of a ductile crack extending through a 
material containing populations of large and small inclusions. (b) 
Computational cell model of ductile crack extension. (c) Finite 
element representation of computational cell model. 
5.2.1 Computational Cells 
The computational cell m,ethodology proposed by XS (1995a,1995b,1996) provides a model 
for ductile crack growth that includes a realistic void growth mechanism, and a microstruc-
turallength-scale physically coupled to the size of the fracture process zone. This section 
provides a brief synopsis of the methodology relevant to the current study of ductile tearing. 
Figure 5-3 (a) depicts a crack growing under Mode I conditions in an idealized material 
which contains populations of large and small inclusions. The larger inclusions (typically 
MnS, AlO) provide sites for the formation of mfcrostructural voids which grow, then co-
alesce with the current crack tip to create new crack surfaces. For common structural and 
pressure vessel steels, the nucleation of micro voids by fracturejdecohesion of the largest 
second-phase particles occurs at a relatively low stress, well below the peak macroscopic 
stress that develops ahead of the crack front (Garrison and Moody, 1987). This low fracture 
stress enables modeling of the 'larger particles simply as pre-existing microvoids. In con-
trast, the small inclusions (carbides) provide initiation sites for sharp microcracks which 
govern the cleavage fracture process. During the process of ductile crack growth, some of 
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these small inclusions may nucleate new voids rather than sharp microcracks; however, XS 
demonstrate that void nucleation from such inclusions does not modify significantly the 
statistical aspects of cleavage fracture for deeply notched SE(B) specimens. 
Most metals which fail byvoid growth and coalescence display a macroscopically planar 
process zone for fracture having a thickness of 1-2 x the spacing of larger inclusions. This 
observation led XS to idealize ductile fracture by limiting void growth and coalescence to 
a material layer of thickness D ahead of the crack, where D is associated with the mean 
spacing of the larger, void initiating inclusions. Figure 5-3 (b)illustrates this computational 
model. Each cell of dimensions (D x D) in this layer contains a "smeared" cavity of initial 
volume fraction fo (the initial void volume divided by cell volume). This simplification im-
plies that voids nucleate from inclusions of relative size fo immediately upon loading. To 
model the progressive damage and subsequent macroscopic material softening in the cells, 
the computational cell methodology utilizes the Gurson-Tvergaard (GT) (Gurson, 1977; 
Tvergaard, 1981) constitutive model for dilatant plasticity. The GT constitutive model does 
not predict a realistic loss of macroscopic stress in a cell at large void fractions. Whenf in 
the cell incident on the current crack tip reaches a specified value, fE' the computational 
procedures remove the cell thereby advancing the crack tip in a discrete manner. Figure 
5-3 (c) shows the typical finite element representation for a plane strain model. Symmetry 
about the crack plane requires element sizes of D /2. Material outside of this strip, referred 
to as "background" material, follows a conventional J 2 flow theory of plasticity and remains 
undamaged by void growth. 
5.2.2 Constitutive Models 
The GT yield condition derives from a rigid-plastic limit analysis of a solid having a 
"smeared" volume fraction (f) of voids approximated by a homogeneous spherical body con-
taining a spherical void. The yield surface and flow potential, g, is given by 
_ (ae)2 (3q2am ) ( 2) g(ae,am,a,f) = (f + 2q 1fcosh 2a - 1 + q3f = ° (5-1) 
where ae denotes the macroscopic Mises stress, am is the mean (macroscopic) stress, (fis 
the Mises stress of the matrix and f is the current void fraction. The adjustment factors 
(q l' q 2' q 3) introduced by Tvergaard (1990) improve the accuracy of the model for periodic 
arrays of cylindrical and spherical voids in a low hardening material; we use q1 = 1.25, 
q 2 = 1, and q 3 = qf· When f = 0, i.e. no voids, the yield condition reduces to conventional Mis-
es plasticity. Constitutive computations are performed in a finite strain framework with 
Cauchy stresses expressed on a rotation neutralized configuration used to evaluate Eq. 
(5-1). Integration of the plasticity rate equations is performed using a specialized form of 
the backward Euler technique developed by Aravas (1987). 
The internal state variables for the constitutive model, (f and f, define the equivalent 
stress in the matrix and the current volume fraction of the voids, respectively. The instanta-
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neous growth rate of voids may be separated into the continued growth of existing voids 
and the formation of new voids, as given by 
.. . 
{ = {growth + fnucleation . (5-2) 
With the matrix material required to satisfy plastic incompressibility, the macroscopic 
change in void fraction is given by 
{growth = (1 - f)e~k . (5-3) 
The nucleation component may be defined as 
(nucleation = . .Ai + ffi(a + am) (5-4) 
where for the present analyses ffi == 0 to suppress the formation of new voids early in the 
loading when stress triaxiality on cells remains high. Computed resistance curves shown 
in the last section for comparison to experimental data include nucleation by plastic strain 
(..A> 0) to predict more accurately theR-curves for small amounts of crack growth. Previous 
work by Ruggieri and Dodds (1996) indicates that the influence of nucleation remains lim-
ited to small amounts of crack extension for physically reasonable nucleation parameters. 
As the crack first grows from a deformed (blunted) tip, the region of high strains which can 
nucleate voids shrinks rapidly, thereby reducing the subsequent influence of nucleation to 
a small effect. Chu and Needleman (1980) propose a form for..A as 
(5-5) 
In this expression, the plastic strain at nucleation of new voids follows a normal distribu-
tion having a mean value eN and a standard deviation sN' with the volume fraction of void 
nucleating particles given by {N' 
By enforcing equality between the rates of macroscopic and matrix plastic work, the 
matrix stress, 0, becomes coupled to the plastic strain rate. With the plastic work in the 
matrix taken to be a relative fraction, I-f, of macroscopic plastic work, 
(1 - f)oE! = 0: i! (5-6) 
where £P denotes the matrix plastic strain and aCt") follows the prescribed hardening func-
tion for the matrix material, which may reflect strain rate sensitivity. 
The GT constitutive model does not predict a realistic loss of macroscopic stress in a cell 
at large void fractions, e.g. f> 0.15. Tvergaard and Needleman (1984) introduced an accel-
erated value off, denotedf*, when{=0.15 to overcome this difficulty. An element extinction 
procedure (Tvergaard, 1990) also offers a simple alternative. When the averaged value of 
{at the Gauss points in a cell element reaches fE' the cell stiffness is set to zero and the 
remaining stresses are relaxed to zero following a linear traction-separation model (here 
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we reduce the stresses linearly to zero over an additional 10% elongation of the cell normal 
to the crack plane). Effects of the specific extinction process on theR-curve diminish quickly 
when the number of cells undergoing extinction reaches only one or two; conditions ob-
tained through the use of 700-1000 load increments to generate the R-curve. 
During plastic deformation, most of the unrecoverable work due to plastic straining dis-
sipates through the generation of heat. Quasi-static loading allows sufficient time for the 
heat generated in the crack-tip region to dissipate into the surrounding materiaL However, 
high-rate loading decreases significantly the time to fracture of the specimen and subse-
quently reduces the amount of heat transfer possible during the deformation. Under these 
conditions, the change in temperature with deformation rate may be approximated by as-
suming adiabatic conditions such that 
(5-7) 
where the density is denoted (2, the heat capacity cp , and the plastic work conversion factor 
X. Adiabatic heating reduces the yield stress and the plastic hardening rate offerritic steels. 
Sun, et aI. (1995) find that adiabatic heating represents a secondary effect in the impact 
testing ofCVN specimens due to the the very small region at the crack tip over which large 
plastic strains develop. For an impact velocity of 3 mis, plastic strain rates on the order of 
102-10 3 Is occur in the near-tip cells; however, the very small time interval (= 10 -4 s) over 
which the crack extends through these elements limits the temperature increase to several 
degrees (C). Consequently, our implementation of the GT constitutive model does not in-
clude the influence of adiabatic heating. 
5.3 Statistical Treatment of Cleavage Fracture 
5.3.1 Weibull Stress 
Limiting attention to ferritic steels, the initiation of trans gran ular cleavage fracture occurs 
primarily by the formation of microcracks at carbides in regions which undergo locally inho-
mogeneous plastic flow; these cracked carbides provide cleavage nucleation sites. Locally 
elevated tensile stresses drive the growth of microcracks thereby causing cleavage fracture 
upon attainment of some critical conditions. Unstable, macroscopic crack propagation oc-
curs as a two-stage process: (1) microcracks form due to localized and inhomogeneous plas-
tic flow and (2) propagation occurs when the local tensile stress acting on these microcracks 
(which are contained within a fracture process zone ahead of a macro crack) reaches a criti-
cal tensile stress, ac (Ritchie, et aI., 1973). 
The random inhomogeneity in local features of structural steels generally introduces 
large scatter in measured fracture toughness data in the ductile-to-brittle transition re-
gion. This observation motivates the development of a relationship to couple macroscopic 
fracture behavior with microscale events. A number of micro mechanics models explicitly 
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adopt weakest link arguments that yield statistical functions reflecting the inhomogeneous 
character of near-tip stresses (Batdorf and Crose, 1974; Evans, 1978; Beremin, 1983). We 
consider a micromechanics model that employs the statistics of microcracks applicable for 
ferritic steels in the transition region. This model provides a connection between the micro-
regime offailure and a tractable mathematical formulation within a continuum framework 
offracture. The underlying assumption, which appears most compatible with the physical 
process, is that there exists small, but finite, volumes of material which embody a popula-
tion of uniformly distributed flaws; their size and density constitute properties of the mate-
rial. The resulting framework reduces the brittle fracture problem to one offinding a critical 
flaw, or in general, of determining the extreme value distribution offlaw size. Existing pro-
babilistic models most often adopt weakest link arguments to yield asymptotic distribu-
tions for the fracture strength of brittle materials. In one such local approach to cleavage 
fracture, the probability distribution for fracture of a cracked solid is defined by a two-pa-
rameter Weibull distribution (Beremin, 1983) in the form 
(5-8) 
where Q denotes the vol ume of the (near-tip) fracture process zone, a 1 the maximum princi-
pal stress, and Vo denotes a characteristic reference volume; J describes the macroscopic 
load level. The parameters m and au define the distribution of microcracks with m specify-
ing the asymptotic distribution of micro crack density. Previous work (Beremin, 1983; Rug-
gieri, et aI., 1995; Bruckner-Foit, et aI., 1990) has shown that the material parameter m 
has a (calibrated) value in the range of 15 -30 for typical structural steels. The scale pa-
rameter, au, represents the value of aw corresponding to the 63.2 percentile on the cumula-
tive distribution function. Following work of the Beremin group (1983), the Weibull stress 
is defined as the integral 
(5-9) 
Previous work by KD develops a toughness scaling methodology based on the Weibull 
stress from which quasi-static Jc values may be estimated from impact-loaded specimens 
when both experience cleavage fracture. Here, we examine the influence of ductile tearing 
on the Weibull stress and on the toughness scaling methodology for impact loading. 
5.3.2 Weibull Stress for a Growing Crack 
The Weibull stress, which describes local conditions leading to unstable (cleavage) failure, 
would seem to remain applicable during small amounts of ductile crack extension. Howev-
er, the fracture process zone must be modified for an extending crack. This process zone 
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Figure 5-4. Evolution of the fracture process zone for a growing crack. 
behind the current physical location of the advancing crack tip, but previously located 
ahead of the tip, experienced severe stress and strain fields without triggering cleavage 
fracture. Material within the blunting zone (B) experiences significant damage due to void 
growth with a corresponding stress reduction. This material, previously ahead of the peak 
stress location, currently experiences a reduced continuum stress field. Material well-
ahead of the advancing tip (region C) experiences increasing stress accompanied by the 
generation of new microcracks (cracked carbides formed due to plastic deformation). 
The choice of fracture process zone affects the evolution of the Weibull stress during 
crack growth. The microcracks in zone A (the unloaded region behind the crack tip) do not 
appear relevant to the triggering of macroscopic cleavage. Hence, it is unlikely that materi-
al in zone A contributes to the current failure probability of the cracked body. In contrast, 
small amounts of ductile crack growth can modify the stress fields ahead of the crack tip 
which may affect strongly the probability of cleavage. Previous studies of ductile crack 
growth (Varias and Shih, 1993; Dodds, et aI., 1993) indicate that: (1) under conditions of 
low constraint prior to ductile crack growth, stress triaxiality ahead of the crack tip in-
creases significantly during growth, (2) for high constraint conditions prior to crack growth, 
the peak stress triaxiality does not increase significantly, (3) for all cases, the region of high -
er stress triaxiality increases which leads to a larger process zone for cleavage fracture. 
Here, the active process zone for cleavage will be defined as the loci a 1 ;::: Aao (A = 2), en-
compassing zones Band C as they move forward with the advancing crack. 
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5.4 Finite Element Procedures and Geometric Models 
5.4.1 Solution Procedure 
The plane strain analyses presented here are conducted using the finite element code 
WARP3D (Koppenhoefer, et al. 1994). Key features of this code include: (1) the rate depen-
dent GT and Mises constitutive models implemented in a finite-strain setting, (2) automat-
ic cell extinction using the traction-separation model, (3) implicit global solution procedure 
for the dynamic equations of equilibrium with adaptive step-size control based on the rate 
of damage accumulation, and (4) evaluation oftheJ-integral using a domain integral proce-
dure which includes inertia loading effects on the crack-tip region (Moran and Shih, 1987b). 
The governing equations of equilibrium derive from the principle ofvirtual work (including 
inertia effects) expressed on the current configuration at n + 1, 
(5-10) 
where an + 1 denotes the Cauchy stress, T defines the applied surface tractions acting on the 
model at n + 1, au defines the admissible virtual displacement field, ae represents the sym-
metric rate of the virtual deformation tensor relative to the current configuration, and Q 
indicates the mass density of the material atn+ 1. V n +1 and Sn+l denote the deformed vol-
ume and surface area, respectively. 
Starting from Eq. (5-10) linearized about the current configuration, the global solution 
proceeds in an implicit manner with nodal equilibrium enforced at step n + 1. Full Newton 
iterations advance the solution from n ~ n + 1. The use of a consistent tangent modulus 
for the GT and Mises constitutive models proves essential to maintain rapid convergence 
of the global equilibrium iterations. 
The eight-node, 3-D isoparametric element provides the meshing capability in 
WARP3D. The element formulation employs a conventional tri-linear displacement field. 
With the B modifications of Hughes (1980), the element exhibits minimal locking under 
fully plastic, incompressible material response. In this formulation, dilatational terms of 
the original strain-displacement matrix, B dil , are replaced by a volume-averaged set of di-
latational terms, B dil , which yield uniform mean stress over the element and minimize 
locking (N agtegaal, et al. 1974). 
5.4.2 Constitutive Computations 
The constitutive models employ incremental plasticity theory in a finite strain setting. This 
approach provides a more realistic description of the near-tip stress fields both before and 
during crack growth. Strains-stresses, and their rates, are defined on an unrotated frame 
of reference computed from polar decompositions of the deformation gradients (F=RU). 
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The associated numerical algorithms accommodate the large strain increments which arise 
in the implicit solution of the global equilibrium equations employed in WARP3D through 
the following stress-update procedure (see Healy and Dodds, 1992 for full details): 
1. Rotate the spatial increment of the deformation tensor CD) to the unrotated configura-
tion: 
(5-11) 
2. Compute the unrotated Cauchy stress at n + 1, t n + 1, using a conventional small-strain, 
backward Euler procedure. 
3. Compute the spatial Cauchy stress at n + 1 as: 
(5-12) 
This computational framework divorces the finite rotation effects on strain-stress rates 
from integration of the rates to update the material response over a time step. Consequent-
ly, the small-strain plasticity algorithms (includingviscoplasticity) "may be utilized without 
modification. The polar decompositions insure accuracy in the rotational operations inde-
pendent of the magnitude of the displacement gradients over n ~ n + 1. The solution of 
the linearized global equilibrium equations requires a tangent operator which couples the 
spatial rates of Cauchy stress un+1 and deformation tensor, En+1. The procedure adopted 
here follows the development of Nagtegaal and Veldpaus (1984), which uses the exact con-
sistent tangent operator on the unrotated configuration, E = (at/ad)n + l' the instantaneous 
rotation rate at the material point, Q= RRT, and the Green-Naghdi rate of the spatial 
Cauchy stress (uGN= u- Qu+ uQ) to define a suitable approximation for D= (au/ae)n+1' 
The uniaxial, rate independent (inviscid) stress-strain curve follows a power-law model 
given by 
e _ a < . e _ (a)n > E - a e - eo, E - a e eo o 0 0 0 (5-13) 
where eo and a 0 define limits for the initial linear portion of the response. A small transition 
region eliminates the discontinuous tangent modulus at e = eo; nonlinearity of the a-e curve 
actually begins at e = 0.95eo' The transition region significantly enhances the convergence 
rate of the global Newton iterations. Wang (1993) provides additional details of this consti-
tutive model. All computations in the following section use E / a 0 = 500 and Poisson's ratio 
ofv=O.3. 
A viscoplastic response is introduced through a simple power-law relationship suitable 
for ductile metals: 
(5-14) 
where 'fJ and yare user-specified material constants, q denotes the rate-dependent (equiva-
lent) tensile stress and ae the inviscid (equivalent) tensile stress. The material constant rJ 
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Figure 5-5. Normalized stress-strain curves for a specified range of 
strain rate sensitivities. 
elevates the non-linear part of the rate independent a-c curve without modifying the shape. 
Decreasing y-values increase both the yield strength and the strain hardening. Figure 5-5 
shows an example of the viscoplastic response predicted by this constitutive model at 
f = 500/ s. Strain rates at this level develop in the remaining ligament of the CVN specimen 
under impact loading (KD, 1996). Flow properties at these rates in uniaxial tension may 
be obtained using Hopkinson bar experiments (Dexter and Chan, 1990). Clifton (1990) 
presents a comprehensive review of strain rate effects on plastic flow in metals. 
5.4.3 Plane-Strain Models for CVN Specimens 
Once provided with a pre-crack by fatigue loading, the CVN becomes a small SE(B) speci-
men having a/W = 0.5 with overall dimensions shown in Fig. 5-1. The finite element mesh 
shown in Fig. 5-6 defines a half-symmetric model constructed from eight-node, 3-D isopara-
metric elements. The model contains 3000 nodes in a single layer of 1500 elements. The 
out-of-plane displacements (w) are constrained to enforce plane strain conditions. The fi-
nite element model contains 90 computational cells along the crack plane with D = 100 f..lm 
in the arrangement shown in Fig. 5-3 (b)-(c). In the half-symmetric model, computational 
cells have size D/2 xD/2 =50 x 50 f..lm. The value of D= 100 f..lm approximates the CTOD 
at initiation (oIc, J lc) of macroscopic ductile tearing for quasi-static loading of structural 
steels with moderate toughness. The corresponding element size resolves adequately the 
spatial gradient of the near-tip fields once plasticity develops over multiple element ahead 
of the tip. For comparison, finite element analyses of a stationary crack are also conducted 
over a range of impact velocities and material rate sensitivities. 
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Figure 5-6. Half-Symmetric finite element model of pre-cracked CVN specimen 
for ductile tearing analyses. 
The non-zero displacement boundary conditions, as shown in Fig. 5-7, impose a 
constant velocity at the impact point. Over a short transitional time (0~4 /ls) the velocity 
ramps from zero to the known velocity of the striker (this ramping reduces spurious oscilla-
tions in the response). Analyses are conducted for five impact velocities (i.e. v = 0.025, 0.25, 
1.0,3.0, and 6.0 m/s) to determine the influence of loading rate on specimen response. The 
3 and 6 m/ s impact velocities match the lower and upper loading rates permitted for stan-
dard CVN testing, as specified in ASTM E-23 (1991). 
The impact analyses examine a large range of material sensitivity to strain rate (r; = 1; 
y = 20, 35, 75) where y = 20 is representative of a strongly rate dependent material and 
y= 75 may be regarded as a material with limited rate sensitivity. 
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5.4.4 Numerical Computation of the Weibull Stress 
The Weibull stress, Eq. (5-9), may be recast into a form more suitable for finite element 
calculations. Let I J I denote the determinant of the standard coordinate Jacobian between 
deformed Cartesian and parametric coordinates. Then using standard procedures for in-
tegration over (isoparametric) element volumes, the Weibull stress has the form 
(5-15) 
where ne is the number of elements within the fracture process zone near the crack tip. The 
process zone used here includes all material inside the loci 01 ;::: AOO, where A = 2. For com-
putational simplicity, an element is included in the fracture process zone if the value of 01 
computed at the center of the element in parametric space ('fJ1 = 'fJ2 = 'fJ3 = 0) exceeds 200, 
The reference volume (Va) equals 1 mm3 for convenience in all calculations. As Eq. (5-15) 
indicates, the Weibull stress scales with the reference volume; however, the choice of Va 
here remains arbitrary as Ow simply compares the relative driving force for cleavage at dif-
ferent loading rates. The choice of Va simply must be consistent for analyses across differ-
ent loading rates. A change of the reference volume (Va) re-scales the Weibull stress by 
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Figure 5-8. (a) Single cell under uniaxial, plane-strain, (b) Elastic-plastic response 
of single cell under uniaxial strain predicted by Gurson-Tvergaard 
constitutive model (n = 10, 'YJ = 1). 
(VO/VO)l/m. We use the WSTRESS (Ruggieri and Dodds, 1996) software to compute Ow from 
stress fields obtained with WARP3D. 
5.5 Computational Studies 
The following sections provide key results of the extensive numerical analyses conducted 
on the CVN specimen. The section begins with a description of the response obtained for 
a single computational cell subjected to uniaxial strain under quasi-static and high-rate 
loading. The evolution of macroscopic stress-strain and void volume fraction within an iso-
lated cell provides insight into the source oftheR-curve elevation predicted for CVN speci-
mens subjected to impact loading. The parametric analyses performed on the CVN speci-
men illustrate the influence of material rate sensitivity, initial volume fraction of voids and 
impact velocity on high-rate R-curves. The influence of ductile tearing and high-rate load-
ing on cleavage fracture are examined using the Weibull stress. 
5.5.1 Single Cell Under Uniaxial Strain 
Figure 5-8 (a) shows the computational model for a single cell with (smeared) initial void 
fraction to = 0.001 subjected to macroscopic, uniaxial straining (c22 > 0, cll = c33 = 0). XS in-
vestigated the strain state in computational cells ahead of a quasi-statically growing crack 
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using plane strain analyses and found that the deformation approximates uniaxial strain. 
Using the GT constitutive model, we examine the elastic-plastic response of an isolated cell 
under high-rate loading for the same material properties considered in subsequent CVN 
analyses. Quasi-static flow properties for the matrix material of the cell obey the power-law 
model ofEq. (5-13) with assigned values of E/ao=500 and n= 10. Strain rate sensitivity 
of the material follows Eq. (5-14) with y = 20 and 1] = 1. Figure 5-8 (b) shows the single cell 
response in terms of macroscopic tensile stress and strain for quasi-static and high-rate 
loading. The imposed strain rates correspond to those found at impact velocities of ~ 0, 
0.0025, 0.25 and 3 m/s for the CVN specimen. Five levels of the void volume fraction 
(f= 0.05, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15) are denoted by markers to indicate the evolution of damage. 
Whenf= 0.15, the traction-separation model reduces the cell stresses to zero over an addi-
tional10% elongation of the cell. Strain rate sensitivity of the material elevates significant-
ly the macroscopic tensile stress required to attain a specific value of strain. However, the 
strain necessary to grow the void volume fraction becomes independent of strain rate for 
f"? 0.05, which may be understood by examining the relationship between void volume frac-
tion and plastic strain, as indicated in Eq. (5-3). The evolution of f depends weakly upon 
the constitutive relationship, a(fP) once cP ~ ce . 
To examine how these elevated stresses influence ductile crack growth, consider the 
work of separation per unit area of crack extension, Fo, under uniaxial strain conditions 
(Tvergaard and Hutchinson; 1992,1994) where 
(5-16) 
where a22 denotes the opening mode stress with 0 the work-conjugate opening displace-
ment. For high-rate loading, Fig. 5-8(b) shows that the area under the curves (F 0) increas-
ingly exceeds quasi-static values. This increase in the work required to reach fE forms the 
basis for increased resistance to ductile tearing, as shown in the following section. 
5.5.2 Ductile Tearing Under Impact Loading: A Parametric Study 
The numerically generated R-curves presented in this section all derive from common ma-
terial properties: E / a 0 = 500, n = 10, v = 0.3 and D = 100 11m. These properties characterize 
structural/pressure vessel steels with moderate strength, hardening and toughness. 
Strain-controlled nucleation is neglected for simplicity. Resistance curves are normalized 
by b (remaining ligament) and a o. However, these curves apply only to CVN specimens with 
a/W = 0.5 due to the nonlinear dependence ofR-curves on absolute specimen size. Thevari-
ation off through the process zone introduces difficulties in defining the effective location 
of the crack-tip. Following work by Becker, et aL (1989) andXS, the cell withf= 0.1 defines 
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the current crack-tip location for all analyses. Figures 5-9 (a)-(d) show the influence ofdif-
ferent impact velocities and initial void volume fractions, fo, on crack growth resistance. 
Elevated J-values at the initiation of ductile crack growth, J Ic' and elevated tearing mo-
duli, TJ=Elo6 (dJlda), during growth arise from the high peak stresses in the fracture 
process zone. In the previous section, the cell model response indicates that significantly 
higher (peak) stresses develop under high strain rates due to material strain rate sensitiv-
ity. These elevated stresses at the crack-tip generate high stress in the remaining ligament, 
as shown in Fig. 5-10, which leads to greater plastic work elsewhere in the specimen (more 
background plasticity) and a significant elevation of the J required to initiate and grow the 
crack. Figure 5-10 (b) shows that this elevation of stress is also a strong function of mate rial 
rate sensitivity. Figure 5-11 displays the effect of impact velocity on T Jfor two values of fo; 
the tearing modulus appears relatively independent of impact velocity when v ~ 0.25 m/s. 
For fo = 0.001 and y = 20, T J doubles as the loading rate increases from quasi-static to 
v=0.25 mls while TJincreases by only 15% over the range v =0.25-6 m/s. 
Figures 5-12 (a), (b) indicate the influence of strain rate sensitivity on the tearing resist-
ance at the standard impact velocity of3 ml s. Resistance curves are highly dependent upon 
the material's strain rate sensitivity; T J increasing by approximately 80% over the range 
y= 75 to 20 for both values of fo. Figures 5-13 (a)-(d) show the influence of fo on resistance 
curves for quasi-static and impact-loaded CVN specimens (v = 3 m/s). The impact analyses 
consider three strain rate sensitivities (y= 75, 35, 20). The relative influence of fo on the 
R-curve appears independent of impact velocity and strain rate sensitivity; T J decreases 
by a factor of approximately 2.5 as fo increases from 0.0005 to 0.01 for quasi-static and im-
pact loading, as shown in Figures 5-13 (a)-(d). 
These numerically generated R-curves illustrate several key features of ductile crack 
extension under impact loading. In all cases, the resistance curves exhibit an independence 
of impact velocity over a wider range of velocities than specified by ASTM E-23. For a highly 
rate sensitive material, the R-curves show an independence of impact velocity for v = 1-6 
ml s. For most structural steels, this range may be expanded to v = 0.25-6 ml s. The numeri-
cal analyses enable study of the separate effects of initial porosity and strain rate sensitiv-
ity on the impact resistance curves. This uncoupling simplifies considerably the prediction 
of loading rate effects on the R-curve of a material. The relative increase in tearing resis-
tance with decreasing initial porosity seems unaffected by material rate sensitivity and im-
pact velocity. For example, a smaller fo increases the quasi-static tearing modulus and 
high-rate tearing modulus by approximately the same percentage. In addition, this un-
coupling ofinitial porosity and strain rate sensitivity indicates that materials having differ-
ent rate sensitivity (but fixed fo) will have the same relative change in the T Jindependent 
of the specific fo. 
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Finally, these analyses show that effects of stress waves on ductile crack extension re-
main negligible for standard CVN impact velocities up to 6 m/s. The ductile crack extends 
at speeds of = 1 mls for v = 6 mis, which is three orders of magnitude slower than the shear 
wave speed in these steels. 
5.5.3 Ductile Tearing Under Impact Loading: Effects on Weibull Stress 
While impact loading of strain rate sensitive materials has the (beneficial) effect of elevat-
ing the R-curves above quasi-static levels, the reverse effect applies to the local driving 
force for cleavage fracture. Figure 5-14 (a) shows the computed evolution of Wei bull stress 
under increasing deformation and crack extension for the CVN specimen subjected to a 
range of impact velocities. These computations employ a Weibull modulus, m = 18, repre-
sentative of a typical structural pressure vessel steel. Moreover, we assume that m depends 
weakly (or not at all) on loading rate at a fixed temperature in the ductile-to-brittle transi-
tion region. At comparable J-values, the Weibull stress for impact loading attains signifi-
cantly higher values than for quasi-static loading. Consequently, the same global deforma-
tion (J) yields a significantly greater probability of cleavage fracture under impact loading, 
in agreement with the well-known static~impact shift of toughness in the transition re-
gion. 
To quantify the influence of ductile tearing on the probability of cleavage fracture, Fig. 
5-14 (a) also includes the Weibull stress computed for the same impact velocities but with-
out crack growth. The limited influence of ductile tearing on Weibull stress predicted here 
shows good agreement with quasi-static analyses of near-tip stress fields for a growing 
crack in deeply notched SE(B) specimens (Dodds, et aI., 1993) and for steady growth in 
small-scale yielding (Varias and Shih, 1993). Impact loading thus has a pronounced effect 
in elevating Weibull stress values with concurrent ductile tearing having a negligible (addi-
tional) effect. 
Figure 5-14 (b) shows the influence of strain rate sensitivity on the Weibull stress at the 
standard impact velocity of 3 m/s. Not surprisingly, the greatest probability of fracture at 
a fixed J-value occurs for the most strain rate sensitive material. The limited influence of 
ductile tearing on Weibull stress again suggests that previous deformation limits and 
toughness scaling models developed by Koppenhoefer and Dodds (1997) may be applicable 
to CVN specimens experiencing ductile crack growth prior to cleavage. 
Figure 5-9 shows that resistance curves exhibit a weak dependence on impact velocity 
over 1-6 mls (all are elevated to the same level above the quasi-static response). However, 
the Weibull stress shows a strong dependency on impact velocity over the same range, see 
Fig. 5-14 (a). Consequently, it appears feasible to conduct CVN tests over this range ofim-
pact velocities to construct multi-specimen R-curves for materials experiencing ductile 
crack growth prior to cleavage at the test temperature. Impact at high velocities (v = 6 ml s) 
should provide (J c, /).a) data pairs with smaller amounts of ductile crack extension and low-
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er Jc-values than specimens loaded at the lower end of this range of velocities (v = 1 m/s). 
From data obtained over this range of impact velocities, a high-rate R-curve may be devel-
oped. Our analyses indicate that all the (Jc, L\a) pairs lie along the same R-curve even 
though the loading rates vary. 
5.6 Experimental Validation 
This section compares numerical predictions of ductile crack growth resistance with exper-
imentally measured resistance curves for two plates of A533-B and an HY-80 plate. Tables 
5-1 and 5-3, which provide the chemical composition of the two A533-B plates, reveal a sig-
nificant difference in sulfur content which should lead to differences in the R-curves. The 
availability of experimental R-curves obtained from CVN specimens under quasi-static 
and impact loading appears quite limited. Consequently, two of the data sets considered 
in this section were obtained using standard SE(B) specimens with impact R-curves mea-
sured using a drop tower testing procedure. Calibration of the computational cell parame-
ters proceeds through analyses of ductile tearing to match R-curves obtained from quasi-
static specimens. We assume that these parameters, related to the microstructure, remain 
reasonably independent of loading rate; the effect of impact loading enters the model only 
though the viscoplastic flow properties. With the cell parameters fixed, resistance curves 
are predicted for impact-loaded specimens. The successful predictions of quasi-static and 
impact-loaded R-curves, using the same computational cell parameters, demonstrate the 
applicability of the computational cell model to ductile crack growth under impact loading. 
Table 5-1. Chemical composition (wt %) of A533-B material (JRQ). 
C Si Mn P S Cu Cr Ni Mo v 
0.20 0.26 1.43 0.019 0.003 0.14 0.12 0.85 0.51 0.003 
Table 5-2. Mechanical properties of A533-B material (JRQ). 
Oys (MPa) Outs (MPa) Red. of Area (%) 
470 625 76 1.33 
5.6.1 Pre-cracked CVN Specimens (A533-B) 
Wallin, et al. (1989,1993,1996), Rintamaa (1993), and Valo, et al. (1992) conducted fracture 
mechanics tests on pre-cracked CVN specimens of an ASTM A533-B Class 1 steel plate (ma-
terial designation JRQ) under quasi-static and impact loading. Table 5-1 lists the chemical 
composition of this material. The room temperature (200 C) mechanical properties of the 
plate are given in Table 5-2. A linear-power law material model with n = 10 is used in our 
finite element analyses of the CVN specimen. Dexter and Chan (1990) characterized an 
A533-B steel at high strain rates and experimental data indicates that the viscoplastic pa-
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rameters for this material are y = 35, 1] = 1. This A533-B plate contains less than 0.004 
wt % S. Material specifications for A533-B (ASM, 1978) indicate a maximum allowable S 
of 0.040 wt %, which suggests this plate may contain fewer inclusions (e.g. MnS) than other 
plates of A533-B which contain greater amounts ofS. Consequently, the initial porosity (fo) 
should be extremely small for the computational cell model of this material. The manufac-
turing process, chemical analysis, tensile and standard CVN impact properties are detailed 
in AERC (1986). 
In the present study, we limit attention to experimental data obtained from unirra-
diated, pre-cracked CVN specimens loaded at quasi-static and impact rates. Resistance 
curve tests under quasi-static loading were performed in accordance with ASTM E-813 and 
all specimens have 20% side-grooves. The impact tests were conducted at a velocity of 1.9 
m/ s; all tests terminated in cleavage fracture. Post-test examinations of the fracture sur-
face established the amount of stable crack growth prior to final fracture by cleavage. Using 
the measured total energy at brittle fracture, E c, as determined from the area under the 
load vs. load-line displacement curve, experimental fracture toughness values are given by 
J 2Ec 
C = B(W - a) (5-17) 
Previous 3-D analyses of CVN specimens by KD under impact loading confirm the appli-
cability of this relationship between total energy andJ (i.e., 1] = 2.0) for impact loading. Fig-
ure 5-15 (a) shows the measured resistance curves for tests performed at quasi-static and 
impact loading rates. The curves show a significant increase in initiation toughness and 
resistance to further ductile tearing. Figure 5-15 (a) also shows the predicted resistance 
curves obtained with the following cell parameters: D = 100 flm, fo = 0.0004, EN= 0.5, 
fN= 0.005, sN= 0.025, andrE = 0.2. These values are calibrated to match the quasi-static 
R-curve and are held fixed in the impact analysis. Values for the three nucleation parame-
ters (EN' fN' sN) derive from the previous work byXS and are included to predict more accu-
rately the resistance curves at small amounts of ductile tearing (nucleation has a negligible 
effect on the predicted R-curve once the crack extends 2-3 cells). 
Predicted R-curves agree very well with the experimental data at moderate amounts 
of ductile crack growth. However, early in the loading the analyses indicate greater resis-
tance to tearing for small amounts of crack growth. This region of the resistance curve is 
difficult to quantify both computationally and experimentally. Parametric studies show 
that the predicted initiation toughness has a moderate dependence on meshing details at 
the crack tip. 
5.6.2 Single Edge Notch Bend Specimens (A533-B) 
Joyce (1988,1996) conducted quasi-static and impact-loading tests on SE(B) specimens of 
an A533-B steel obtained from the HSST-02 plate (N anstad, 1986; Pugh, 1985). The chemi-
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cal composition and mechanical properties are given in Tables 5-3 and 5-4, respectively. 
These analyses utilize the same hardening exponent (n = 10) and rate sensitivity values 
(y= 35, rJ = 1) as in the previous section. Tables 5-1 and 5-3 show that this plate has approxi-
mately five times the sulfur (8) content of the material tested by Wallin, et al. Hence, fo 
should be greater and the resistance to ductile crack growth lower than the previous mate-
rial (for the same absolute specimen size and geometry). 
Table 5-3. Chemical composition (wt %) of H88T-02 A533-B material 
C 8i Mn P 8 Ni Mo 
0.19 0.21 1.28 0.012 0.013 0.64 0.52 
Table 5-4. Mechanical properties of HSST-02 A533-B material 
ays (MPa) auts (MPa) Total Elong (%) au lays 
450 600 27 1.33 
Experimental R-curves were obtained using IT SE(B) specimens with 20% side-
grooves. Quasi-static J-!:l.a curves form a baseline for comparison with the high-rate tests. 
Impact tests were conducted using a drop weight procedure with an initial velocity of 
approximately 2.5 m/s. Strain gages mounted on the specimens in a halfbridge configura-
tion measured the applied load with the output calibrated statically against a standard 
load cell. A fiber optic light probe transducer measured the load-line displacement. Joyce 
did not report single specimen, impact-loaded R-curves at 200 (C) due to the termination 
of these experiments in cleavage fracture. However, Joyce did report the fracture toughness 
(Jc) and the (post-test) measured amounts of ductile crack growth at cleavage fracture for 
these specimens. A multi-specimen R-curve for impact loading thus may be determined 
from this data. 
Figure 5-15 (b) shows the measured resistance curves for experiments performed at 
quasi-static and impact loading rates. The data indicates a significant increase in initiation 
toughness and resistance to ductile tearing under impact loading. Figure 5-15 (b) also 
shows the predicted crack growth resistance curves obtained with the following cell param-
eters: D = 200 pm, fo = 0.0025, cN= 0.2, fN= 0.005, sN= 0.025, andfE= 0.2. All cell parame-
ters remain fixed between the quasi-static and impact analyses. The significant increase 
(approximately five times) in the calibrated value for fo, compared to the A533-B material 
discussed previously, is attributed primarily to the elevated sulfur content in this steel. 
The quasi-static analyses predict a slightly higher toughness than the test data for 
small amounts of crack growth; however, the overall agreement remains excellent beyond 
the initiation point. The impact analyses show good agreement with the available data. Al-
though several of the experimental values appear above the predictedR-curve, multi-speci-
men R-curves typically show a moderate amount of scatter. 
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5.6.3 Single Edge Notch Bend Specimens (HY-BO) 
Joyce and Hackett (1986,1989) tested IT SE(B) specimens ofHY-80 steel under quasi-static 
and impact loading. Table 5-5 lists the chemical composition of this material; Table 5-6 lists 
the uniaxial mechanical properties. Joyce and Hackett provide an engineering stress-
strain curve which we converted to a true stress-logarithmic strain curve for use in finite 
element analyses of these SE(B) specimens. Joyce and Hackett also provide high-rate 
stress-strain curves which indicate that y=35, 17 = 1 for this material. 
Table 5-5. Chemical composition (wt %) of HY-80 material 
c Si Mn P S Cu Ni Cr Mo 
0.15 0.18 0.33 0.012 0.013 0.033 2.55 1.66 0.37 
Table 5-6. Mechanical properties ofHY-80 material 
Oys (MPa) Outs (MPa) Red. of Area (%) 
614 730 63 
All experimental R-curves were obtained from IT SE(B) specimens with 20% (total) 
side-grooves using the drop tower procedure outlined in the previous section. The "key 
curve" approach (Ernst et aI., 1979) forms the basis to infer single specimen, crack growth 
resistance curves under quasi-static and impact loading at 20 0 (C). Figure 5-15 (c) shows 
the measured resistance curves for tests performed at quasi-static and impact loading 
rates. The resistance curves for HY-80 indicate a slightly higher initiation toughness with 
a lower resistance to crack extension compared to the A533-B resistance curves. Previous 
studies by XS (1995a) demonstrate that small values of D are necessary to obtain this type 
of R-curve from the computational cell model. Figure 5-15 (c) shows the predicted crack 
growth resistance curves obtained with the following cell parameters: D = 50 !lm, 
fo=O.OOI, cN=0.2, fN=0.03, sN=0.025, andfE =0.15. All cell parameters remain fixed 
between the quasi-static and impact analyses. 
The quasi-static analyses predict a slightly lower toughness than the experimental R-
curves for small amounts of crack growth; however, the resistance curves show excellent 
agreement for moderate amounts of ductile tearing. For impact loading, differences be-
tween predicted and experimental R-curves at initiation is more pronounced. However, the 
excellent agreement after moderate amounts of crack growth suggests that the mesh re-
finement at the original crack tip (see Fig. 5-3 (c)) may be adversely effecting the predicted 
R-curve. Another possibility is that the key curve approach may underestimate the change 
in crack length for small amounts of ductile tearing. 
5.7 Summary and Concluding Remarks 
We have presented a parametric study ofR-curve response for pre-cracked CVN specimens 
developed from the computational cell model over a range of material parameters and im-
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pact velocities. In all cases, impact loading increases material resistance to ductile tearing. 
The response of an isolated, single computational cell readily illustrates the strong influ-
ence of elevated strain rates. The (peak) macroscopic stress attained in the cell increases 
significantly for a rate sensitive material subjected to high rates of macroscopic strain. 
Additional work of deformation is required to reach the critical void fraction in a computa-
tional cell under high rate loading. This increase in the local work of separation leads to 
large increases in background plasticity which results in elevated R-curves under impact 
loading. The resistance curves increase rapidly for impact velocities up to 1 m/ s; thereafter, 
the curves remain essentially unchanged for impact velocities up to 6 m/s. The relative in-
crease in tearing resistance with decreasing initial porosity appears unaffected by material 
rate sensitivity and impact velocity. Consequently, decreasing the value of fo increases the 
quasi -static tearing modulus and high-rate tearing modulus by the same percentage. More-
over, variations in the rate sensitivity of materials (for a fixed fo) has the same relative in-
fluenceon the T J (independent of the specific f o). 
The separate and combined effects of impact loading and ductile tearing on cleavage 
fracture toughness (Jc) have been examined using the Weibull stress as a near-tip fracture 
parameter. For the CVN specimen pre-cracked to an a/W = 0.5, the evolution of Weibull 
stress at a fixed J-value increases continuously with increasing loading rate for impact ve-
locities of v = 0.25-6 m/s. Ductile tearing that occurs during the loading process does not 
modify significantly the near-tip constraint as characterized by the Weibull stress. Conse-
quently, the toughness scaling models developed by Koppenhoefer and Dodds (1997) may 
be utilized for pre-cracked CVN specimens that undergo ductile tearing prior to cleavage 
fracture. The elevated loading rate increases sharply the probability of cleavage fracture 
at a specific global deformation (J) over v = 1-6 m/s. Over this same range of impact veloci-
ties, however, theR-curves show little additional rate effect. Multi-specimenR-curves thus 
may be developed by varying the impact loading rate in tests over the range v = 1-6 m/s. 
The computational cell model is applied to predict the measured ductile tearing under 
impact loading for three experimental data sets (two A533B alloys and an HY-80 alloy). The 
computational cell model, calibrated using the quasi-static data, correctly predicts the im-
pact-loaded R-curves in each case after the very early stages of growth. Predicted and ex-
perimental R-curves show some minor differences for very small amounts of crack growth. 
These differences are attributed to meshing effects at the original crack tip and/or to exper-
imental difficulties in measuring small amounts of ductile crack extension. For applica-
tions that require a better knowledge of the initiation toughness (J1), further examination 
of these differences may be necessary. 
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Chapter 6 
Summary and Conclusions 
This research examines the effects of impact loading on the fracture of pre-cracked Charpy 
V-notch (CVN) specimens through the development and application of computational pro-
cedures/tools. Tests of the CVN specimens are often conducted over a range of tempera-
tures in the ductile-to-brittle transition r~gion offerritic materials; consequently the effects 
of impact loading on both cleavage fracture and ductile tearing are addressed in this work. 
Plane strain and 3-D finite element models with detailed mesh refinement in the near-tip 
region provide the stress and strain fields needed to derive fracture mechanics parameters 
for cleavage and ductile fracture. The analyses enable detailed study of the complex inter-
action of material rate sensitivity, impact loading rates, ductile tearing and the small size 
of the CVN specimen. 
For brittle fracture without prior ductile tearing, this study focuses on the highly non-
linear relationship between J and the crack-tip stress fields. Plane strain analyses of the 
CVN specimen enable extension of the J-Q locus (O'Dowd and Shih, 1991) and the tough-
ness scaling methodology (Dodds and Anderson, 1991) to include the effects of imp act load-
ing. These analyses employ a small-strain theory of plasticity to examine the influence of 
impact loading on the original toughness scaling model. Subsequent three-dimensional 
analyses of the CVN specimen employ a modified version of the toughness scaling model 
based on the Weibull stress (Beremin, 1983). These analyses utilize finite-strain theory to 
accommodate large strains near the crack tip (necessary to determine accurately the Wei-
bull stress). Both methodologies define a reference constraint condition (small-scale yield-
ing with zero T-stress) to reveal the mechanistic effects of large-scale yielding and impact 
loading on near-tip conditions. 
For ductile fracture, the interest here focuses on the influence of loading rate on the R-
curve response for CVN specimens. Plane strain analyses of the CVN specimen employ a 
computational cell model CXia and Shih, 1996). Model parameters are calibrated to match 
measured static R-curves. Then, viscoplastic material response is introduced into impact 
analyses to predict the R-curves under high-rate loading. These plane strain analyses also 
provide a basis to examine the influence of ductile crack growth on the probability of cleav-
age fracture due to elevation of the Weibull stress. 
This work enhances significantly the current understanding of impact loading effects 
on brittle and ductile fracture in conventional ferritic materials. The following sections de-
scribe key findings of the study in more detail and conclude with recommendations for fur-
ther research. 
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6.1 Numerical Procedures 
Impact loading of 3-D models for fracture specimens with sufficient mesh refinement to re-
solve the crack-tip fields presents special challenges for finite element analyses. These in-
clude: the need to resolve both stress-wave propagation upon impact and the response at 
much longer times/near the fracture point, accommodation of large strain increments, mod-
els to predict viscoplastic response of the material, extremely large numbers of degrees of 
freedom, and very large differences in relative element sizes over the models. To implement 
the computational cell methodology, the finite element analyses must include the Gurson-
Tvergaard and Mises constitutive models implemented in a finite-strain setting and a cell 
extinction procedure using the traction-separation model. These requirements led to the 
development and use of the WARP3D finite element code. 
The pre-conditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) solver in WARP3D forms the basis for 
efficient solution of extremely large 3-D models. An element-by-element software architec-
ture eliminates the need to assemble and store the dynamic tangent stiffness matrix for 
the structure. Consequently, the memory requirements for solution are reduced dramati-
cally. Moreover, the PCG solution frequently requires much less CPU time compared to 
sparse direct solvers. 
The constitutive equations governing finite deformation are formulated using strains-
stresses and their rates defined on an unrotated frame of reference, computed from polar 
decompositions of the deformation gradients. The associated numerical algorithms accom-
modate the large strain increments which arise in the implicit solution of the global equilib-
rium equations employed in WARP3D. The resulting computational framework divorces 
the finite rotation effects on strain-stress rates from integration of the rates to update the 
material response over a time step. Consequently, the small-strain plasticity (including vis-
coplasticity) algorithms may be utilized without modification. The polar decompositions in-
sure accuracy in the rotational operations independent of the magnitude of displacement 
gradients over n ~ n + 1. 
The small-strain plasticity model derives from J 2 flow theory with isotropic hardening. 
The rate independent (inviscid) stress-strain curve for uniaxial tension is described by a 
linear power-law model (includes an initial linear response with yield stress, 00' and yield 
strain, 80). A viscoplastic response is introduced through a power-law relationship suitable 
for ductile metals. 
To model ductile crack extension, WARP3D employs the Gurson-Tvergaard model for 
dilatant plasticity. Constitutive computations are performed in a finite strain framework 
with Cauchy stresses expressed on a rotation neutralized configuration. Integration of the 
plasticity rate equations is performed using a specialized form of the backward Euler tech-
nique developed by Aravas (1987). In the final phase of void growth, element extinction fol-
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lows a linear traction-separation model where the stresses are relaxed to zero over an addi-
tional 10% elongation of the cell normal to the crack plane. 
J-values are derived using a domain integral procedure including crack-front loading 
due to inertia. For evaluation of domain integrals, the material response is assumed to be 
nonlinear elastic which neglects derivative terms with an explicit dependence on xl. The 
resulting formulation provides both pointwise values of J across the crack front and the 
thickness-average value (Javg ) at each loading level. 
6.2 Loading Rate Effects on Cleavage Fracture 
Finite element analyses ofCVN models subjected to quasi-static and elevated loading rates 
utilize both plane strain models and 3-D models. The numerical studies of cleavage fracture 
focus on: 
• extension of planar-based methodologies to quantify deformation 
limits and loss of constraint in specimens subjected to elevated 
loading rates; 
• development and application of a 3-D methodology based on the 
Weibull stress to quantify constraint effects in quasi-static and im-
pact fracture; and 
• development of "transition times" needed to validate the use of 
static J-estimation procedures in an impact fracture test. 
The following sections provide additional details on these issues and offer conclusions 
based on the numerical results. 
6.2.1 Two-Dimensional Studies 
Plane strain analyses of the CVN specimen provide a basis to extend theJ-Q locus (O'Dowd 
and Shih, 1991) and toughness scaling methodology (Dodds and Anderson, 1991) for the 
effects of impact loading. The analyses also provide insight into the duration of inertial ef-
fects in impact loading ofCVN specimens over the range of imp act velocities used in conven-
tional testing (3-6 m/s). 
The time after impact at which inertial effects on the crack-tip fields diminish for load-
ing rates characteristic of the CVN specimen represents an important result obtained from 
the plane strain studies. The "transition time" concept developed by Nakamura, Shih and 
Freund (1986) employs the ratio of kinetic-to-deformation energy of a specimen to deter-
mine a time after impact when this ratio falls below unity. The transition times determined 
from finite element analyses conducted here show excellent agreement with transition 
times calculated from kinetic and deformation energy values provided by Norris (1979) for 
pre-cracked CVN specimens; however, they are approximately one-half of the transition 
times calculated by Nakamura, et al. (1986) for a typical SE(B) specimen. One reason for 
this large difference is found in the experiments by Bohme and Kalthoff (1982) which indi-
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cate that increasing the specimen length beyond the support point (i.e. extending the speci-
men length while fixing the loading span) dampens oscillations in KIval ues. The CVN spec-
imen extends beyond the support point far more than the typical SE(B) specimen. 
Consequently, this additional material reduces the transition time of the CVN specimen 
relative to typical SE(B) specimens. 
At impact velocities of6 m/ s and greater, the ratio of kinetic-to-deformation energy nev-
er exceeds unity. Thus, a transition time can not be defined using the technique ofN akamu-
ra, et al. (1986). At these high impact velocities, the specimen responds in a localized 
"punching" mode not the "bending" mode typical of quasi-static loading. This change in fun-
damental mode of specimen response is not accounted for in the transition time concept of 
Nakamura, et al. (1986). The simple model for transition time based on a bending response 
is limited to impact velocities < 6 m/ s for CVN specimens. 
The plane strain studies also examine the influence of impact effects on constraint using 
approaches based on the in-plane stresses ("planar" methodologies). Both the J-Q locus 
(O'Dowd and Shih, 1991) and toughness scaling methodology (Dodds and Anderson, 1991) 
represent planar approaches to quantify constraint. The deformation level at which a speci-
men violates SSY conditions (or deformation limit) represents a key result available from 
these approaches. By extending the J-Q locus and toughness scaling methodology to im-
pact-loaded CVN specimens, the deformation limit for these loading conditions may be de-
termined. The planar analyses indicate an increase in deformation prior to violation ofSSY 
conditions for impact-loaded CVN specimens compared with quasi-static loading. Com-
putational studies utilizing rate sensitive materials for a range of imp act velocities indicate 
that deformation limits are strong functions of impact velocity for v < 3 m/s. By compar-
ing impact analyses with rate insensitive materials to quasi-static analyses, the influence 
of inertia and material rate sensitivity are examined. Both the J-Q trajectories and the 
toughness scaling methodology indicate that inertia effects diminish over the first 20 f.1S 
after impact, with typical times to fracture of150-300 f.1s for (structural) ferritic steels. Con-
sequently, any influence of impact loading on the crack-tip fields for t> 20 f.1S after impact 
may be attributed solely to material rate sensitivity. Elevated strain rates in the near-tip 
region force the rate sensitive material to absorb more (elastic) deformation prior to yield-
ing which increases the (global) deformation for the CVN specimen at which SSY conditions 
diminish. The analyses examine these effects over a wide range of material rate sensitivi-
ties and impact rates. 
6.2.2 Three-Dimensional Studies 
The J-Q locus and toughness scaling methodology represent "planar" approaches to quanti-
fy constraint effects in fracture. They can be utilized in a "pointwise" manner along a 3-D 
crack front. However, this approach does not address the integrated effect of variations in 
crack-tip fields through the specimen thickness. Thus, the inherent 3-D formulation of the 
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Weibull stress appears more suited to these 3-D studies. The exploratory 3-D analyses of 
quasi-static and impact-loaded CVN specimens conducted here demonstrate the capability 
to predict loading rate effects on cleavage fracture toughness values using a local approach 
based on the Weibull stress. The analyses also provide a new set of1J-factors for use in im-
pact fracture testing to relate the measured (total) work done at fracture to thickness-aver-
age and mid-thickness J-values. 
The refined finite element models enable evaluation of crack-front constraint in terms 
of the Weibull stress, which is applied here to predict the influence of constraint loss on mac-
roscopic measures of cleavage fracture toughness (Jc ). As implemented here, this methodol-
ogy is applicable for ferritic materials in the lower part of the ductile-to-brittle transition 
region (i.e., no ductile tearing prior to cleavage). The Weibull stress (aw ) provides a probabil-
istic measure of the near-tip, or local, crack driving force. Unstable crack propagation oc-
curs when aw attains a critical value. The Weibull stress readily indicates the reduced rate 
at which near tip stresses increase with applied-J due to constraint loss. Impact loading 
elevates the Weibull stress thereby increasing the allowable deformation (J) prior to 
constraint loss. These elevated stresses also promote cleavage fracture (increased aw val-
ues) at lower applied J-values under impact loading (observed routinely in fracture test-
ing). 
Application of the Weibull stress methodology in fracture assessments requires me-
chanical testing, fracture testing and nonlinear finite element analyses of quasi-static and 
impact-loaded specimens. Fracture tests of deep-crack SE(B) or C(T) specimens under qua-
si-static loading must provide a population of cleavage toughness values without ductile 
tearing prior to fracture at the temperature of interest . The quasi-static Jc-values enable 
calibration of the Weibull parameters {m, au} through finite element analyses of the frac-
ture specimen. In the present approach, we assume that {m, au} are characteristic proper-
ties of the microcrack distribution and are not affected by loading rate. Mechanical tests 
provide the true stress-logarithmic strain response for the material over a range of strain 
rates and temperatures. 
The 3-D analyses demonstrate that mid-thickness levels of the Weibull stress are main-
tained at SSY conditions to higher deformation levels than predicted by plane strain analy-
ses. In plane-sided specimens, however, the Weibull stress computed over the full thickness 
does not maintain SSY conditions to the large deformation levels at the mid-thickness. 
N ear the free surface of the plane-sided specimen, the crack-tip stresses fall well below their 
mid-thickness values, which strongly influences the Weibull stress. This ability to quantify 
near-tip constraint in a natural way over the entire crack front represents a key advantage 
of this approach. 
Examination of the toughness scaling models reveals that the plane strain analyses 
over-correct measured Jc-values for constraint loss. For all conditions considered here, the 
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3-D solutions indicate a significantly reduced rate of constraint loss with increased loading 
compared with plane strain solutions. Side-grooved specimens experience a lower rate of 
constraint loss than the plane-sided specimens. Consequently, side-grooved analyses re-
quire less constraint correction than plane-sided specimens. 
The example application of this "toughness scaling methodology" based on the Weibull 
stress agrees well with experimental data. Fracture toughness values measured exper-
imentally for impact-loaded CVN specimens are accurately "scaled" (or corrected) to the 
fracture toughness values measured using quasi-static 1T-SE(B) specimens. The limited 
availability of complete experimental data sets suggests that additional mechanical and 
fracture testing should be conducted on ferritic steels to verify experimentally this scaling 
methodology. 
6.3 Ductile Crack Growth 
To examine the influence of impact loading on pre-cracked CVN specimens in the upper 
transition region, computational studies must model ductile crack extension. A series of 
plane strain analyses are conducted to quantify the influence of impact loading on the J-R 
curve. These analyses utilize the computational cell methodology for crack extension mod-
eling to develop a parametric study ofR-curve response for pre-cracked CVN specimens cov-
ering a range of material parameters and impact velocities. In all cases, impact loading in-
creases material resistance to ductile tearing. The response of an isolated, single 
computational cell readily illustrates the strong influence of elevated strain rates. The 
(peak) macroscopic stress attained in the cell increases significantly for a rate sensitive ma-
terial subj ected to high rates of macroscopic strain. Additional work of deformation is re-
quired to reach the critical void fraction in a computational cell under high rate loading. 
This increase in the local work of separation leads to large increases in background plastic-
ity which results in elevatedR-curves under impact loading. The resistance curves increase 
rapidly for impact velocities up to 1 m/s; thereafter, the curves remain essentially un-
changed for impact velocities up to 6 m/s. The relative increase in tearing resistance with 
decreasing initial porosity appears unaffected by material rate sensitivity and impact ve-
locity. Consequently, smaller values of fo increase the quasi-static tearing modulus and 
high-rate tearing modulus by the same percentage. Moreover, variations in the rate sensi-
tivity of materials (for a fixed fo) has the same relative influence on the T J (independent 
of the specific fo). 
The separate and combined effects of impact loading and ductile tearing on cleavage 
fracture toughness (Jc) have been examined using the Weibull stress as a near-tip fracture 
parameter. For the CVN specimen pre-cracked to an aIW=0.5, the evolution of Wei bull 
stress at a fixed J-value increases continuously with increasing loading rate for impact ve-
locities of v = 0.25-6 m/s. Ductile tearing that occurs during the loading process does not 
modify significantly the near-tip constraint as characterized by the Weibull stress. Conse-
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quently, the toughness scaling models developed previously in this research may be utilized 
for pre-cracked CVN specimens that undergo ductile tearing prior to cleavage fracture. The 
elevated loading rate increases sharply the probability of cleavage fracture at a specific 
global deformation (J) over v = 1-6 m/ s. Over this same range of imp act velocities, however, 
theR-curves show little additional rate effect. Multi-specimenR-curves thus may be devel-
oped by varying the impact loading rate in tests over the range v = 1-6 m/s. 
The computational cell model is applied to predict the measuredR-curves under impact 
loading for three experimental data sets (two A533B alloys and an HY-80 alloy). Calibra-
tion of the computational cell parameters (D, fo) proceeds through analyses of ductile tear-
ing to match R-curves obtained from quasi-static specimens. With the cell parameters 
fixed, resistance curves are predicted for impact-loaded specimens. The predicted and ex-
perimental R-curves for impact-loaded specimens show some minor differences for very 
small amounts of crack growth. These differences are attributed to meshing effects at the 
original crack tip and/or to experimental difficulties in measuring small amounts of ductile 
crack extension. For applications that require a better knowledge of the initiation tough-
ness (JIc )' further examination of these differences may be necessary. 
6.4 Recommendations for Future Work 
Several important issues should be addressed in future studies to improve the utility of 
these results and their applicability in assessments offlawed structural components. Com-
putational issues include 3-D effects in ductile crack growth, improved descriptions of ma-
terial strain rate sensitivity, new statistical procedures for ca}culating the Weibull stress 
and extension of the analysis to weldments. In addition, testing of pre-cracked CVN speci-
mens should be conducted to provide additional experimental verification of the computa-
tional results presented here. 
This study employed plane strain models to examine ductile crack growth. Three-di-
mensional analyses presented here for non-growing cracks indicate a strong interaction be-
tween the through-thickness and in-plane dimensions. In addition, testing of fracture spec-
imens indicates that ductile crack growth is not uniform through the specimen thickness. 
This non-uniform growth may be reduced significantly through the addition of sidegrooves. 
To determine the influence of thickness and sidegrooves on ductile crack growth under im-
pact loading, 3-D modeling of crack growth is needed. 
The viscoplastic material model utilized in this research employs a simple power-law 
relationship to describe the equivalent plastic strain rate. This model represents a good 
first approximation of the material strain rate sensitivity for ductile metals. However, test 
data indicate this simple relationship does not fully capture the effects of strain rate on 
plastic flow. Models which accurately predict the uniaxial stress-strain response of a mate-
rial may improve predictions of impact effects on fracture toughness. 
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The procedure for calculating the Weibull stress for a growing crack is the topic of much 
current research. Weibull stress values are calculated here using an instantaneous volume 
for a crack experiencing ductile growth. Future examination of statistical techniques may 
be required to determine more accurately the influence of the growing crack on the proba-
bility of cleavage fracture. Perhaps more important is the concept of a "threshold" stress 
in the Weibull stress methodology. The work presented here does not employ a "threshold" 
stress in calculations of the Weibull stress. Future work should examine the influence of 
using a "threshold" stress. 
The analyses conducted here examine pre-cracked CVN specimens consisting of a 
single, homogenous material. Thus, results presented here may not be generally applicable 
to the testing of non-homogenous materials (e.g. weldments). Kirk and Dodds (1992) have 
shown that the effects of weld strength mismatch can be significant in testing of standard 
fracture toughness specimens. Future work is therefore needed to examine the effects of 
weld strength mismatch and the heat affected zone (HAZ) on testing of pre-cracked CVN 
specimens subjected to impact-rate loading. 
The limited experimental data available for verification of these computational results 
suggests that additional testing of pre-cracked CVN specimens under quasi-static and im-
pact loading is required. Verification of the toughness scaling methodology requires uniax-
ialo-E curves of the material under quasi-static and high-rate loading and fracture tough-
ness data from specimens which experience cleavage fracture prior to ductile tearing under 
quasi-static and high-rate loading. Further verification of the computational cell methodol-
ogy for impact-loaded CVN specimens requires quasi-static and impact R-curves for the 
same material. A multi-specimen R-curve may be developed by varying the impact velocity 
over the range 1 < v < 6 m/s. The elevation of the R-curve due to impact loading does not 
increase with increasing velocity for 1 < v < 6 m/ s. However, the probability of cleavage 
fracture at a specific deformation (J) increases with increasing velocity over this range of 
impact velocities. A high-rate R-curve may be developed for a material by simply varying 
the impact velocity over this range. 
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